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ABSTRACT 
Yoga-Vasishitha, a great work of Indian philosophy and mysticism, 
raises the same ethical questions as earlier raised by Gitd. It is the 
question of how to reconcile the life of ritual and moral action with the 
virtue of renunciation. It is, in other words, the question of combining the 
action with knowledge so that action does not remain fruitful action but 
becomes synonymous with non-action. The ideal of non-action or 
actionlessness is required in so far it is the only way to realize the goal of 
emancipation or moksa. 
As in Gitd where the kshatriya hero Arjuna begins to think and talk 
of renunciation from action when he is right in the midst of a battlefield, 
the hero of epic Yoga-Vdsishitha, the famous Rama, the son of Ayodhya 
King Dasaratha, expresses his disillusionment and disgust from the life in 
the world while he is still a young prince and has just returned from his 
visit to places of pilgrimage and dwellings of saints. Life, Rama thinks, is 
full of sufferings and sorrow. The pleasures are transitory and deceptive 
while the pains are permanent and real. The end of life is death and the 
path of it full of miseries, sickness, fears and frustrations etc. There is 
therefore no point in living a life of action and involvement. It would be 
rather wise to renounce and withdraw and concentrate on the higher goal 
of self-realization and emancipation. 
Rishi Vasishtha, the family priest of Raghu dynasty, gives a 
sermon to dissuade Rama from such a course of action. This was much 
like Krsna in Gitd persuading through his philosophical and moral 
discourse against Arjuna's resolve to shun kshatriya action of waging war 
and retire from the active life in general. 
Since all moral and ethical ideas have ultimately to be referred 
back to general metaphysical outlook and that, in turn, to one's views 
about the fundamental questions of source and nature of knowledge, it is 
found that Yoga-Vasishtha espouses a certain kind of epistemology and 
metaphysics which is peculiar to its own. Knowledge according to this 
work is perception and nothing else. It is not reasoning and it is not 
revelation as contained in the Vedas. But perception is not that of senses 
but of heart or soul. It indeed covers senses, feelings and all kinds of 
awareness and consciousness. 
According to Y-V, this world of experience with various objects, 
time, space and laws, is a creation of the mind, that is, an idea or kalpana. 
Just as objects are created by the mind in dream, so also everything is 
created by the mind in the waking state. Expansion of the mind is 
sankalpa. Sankalpa, through its power of differentiations, generates this 
universe. Time and space are only mental creations. Through the play of 
the mind on objects nearness seems to be a great distance and vice versa. 
Through the force of the mind, a kalpa is regarded as a moment and vice 
versa. Mind is not anything different and separate from Brahman. 
Brahman manifests Himself as mind. Mind is endowed with creative 
power. Mind is cause of both bondage and liberation. 
Y-V espouses an extreme version of monistic-pantheistic 
metaphysics. Going one step ahead of Shankara, it denies even the non-
duality of world and Brahman, saying that the question of non-duality 
arises only when there is at least a notional presence of duality. But there 
is no such thing even in thought. The God and world are absolutely one 
and same. Rather than being two realities, they are infact two words for a 
reality that is just one. The world is an illusion and so is the subjective 
soul or even the Iswara. 
Having such a view of knowledge and reality in the background, it 
could be expected that Y-V recommends the path of knowledge for one's 
salvation. It indeed does so but in a manner as to include the path of 
action as well. Moral duty or dharma is important so long as one lives in 
a society. And so are the rituals. It is always desirable to observe good 
conduct and shun vice in so far as they are the necessary conditions for 
the purification of soul and stepping stone for scaling the spiritual 
heights. Dharma however ceases to be operative once one enters into the 
stage oisanyasa and renounces all worldly actions and interests. 
Y-V also believes in the theory of karma. Like Gitd, it too stresses 
the importance and inevitability of actions. So long as man lives the 
performance of action is unavoidable. No one can live while being 
inactive. Actions bring rewards and avoidance of action is fraught with 
many dangerous possibilities. Even gods became gods through effort and 
action. It is impossible for any man to attain the goal of moksa by sitting 
idle. 
In order to further stress the necessity of action, Y-V introduces the 
notion of paurusa which comes close to the idea of free-will in western 
philosophy. Human actions are not determined by one's present or past 
karma. Man is absolutely free to choose the course of action he desires 
and is not hindered in this even by God's will. There is also there no such 
thing as 'fate'. It is true that things happen as they happen but it as also 
true that man choses his own destiny and works for it as he wills. Y-V 
regards belief in fate as the belief of fools and ignorants. Great calamities 
will visit those who do not make effort and wait for things to happen by 
themselves. 
In Y-V scheme, dharma has to be performed with purity of heart. It 
is not externally conforming to the rules but being good at heart. Karma 
too, similarly, is to be accompanied with knowledge. Karma 
unaccompanied by knowledge is source of bondage while accompanied 
by knowledge it is a source of liberation. Karma with knowledge is 
indeed no karma al all. Action becomes non-action when one performs it 
with the full knowledge of Brahman and in complete oblivion of worldly 
indulgences. 
In the Vairagya Prakaranam of Y-V, it is mentioned that karma 
(action) and jndna (knowledge) both are necessary for spiritual 
development. By itself neither action nor knowledge can produce the 
nirvana (liberation). According to Y-V, action does not mean only the 
physical action as manifested through the physical body and directed 
towards external objects. The real action is willing. It is really mental and 
not physical. 
Further, Y-V explains that all actions as such do not bind us since 
the binding element in an action is desire {vasand). If an action, whether 
physical or mental, is not coloured with desire, its result does not affect 
the soul. So there is no experience of action which is performed by us 
desirelessly. 
While reiterating Gitd's celebrated doctrine of 'disinterested 
action', Y-V also works upon its other main theme called the idea of 
"stabilized intellect". In Y-V it is though given the name of "annihilated 
mind." The underlying presumption here is that since the mind is the 
source of ail experiences of feeling, willing, desiring etc., this mind must 
be annihilated in order to end the experiences. When there is no 
experience there will also be no attachment and when there is no 
attachment there will be no involvement with the world. The soul forgets 
its true nature by being involved with the world which causes desire and 
attachment. There has to be then a constant effort to control and stop the 
functions of mind. When mind thus becomes stable and does not think 
even upon its own internal operations, it extinguishes the source of its 
fluctuations and vibrations. It becomes still and completely at rest. It 
loses the power of not only consciousness but also self-consciousness. 
This state is the state of its annihilation. This is also the state where it 
forgoes all fears and fhistrations, all sense of good and evil or dharma 
and adharma. 
In the story of Sikhidhvaja and Chudala, Y-V gives a practical 
example of how this state of annihilated mind is achieved and what are 
the necessary implications of it. It is clearly impressed in the story that 
moksa can be achieved not by living in forest and leading an unworldly 
life. It can rather be achieved while living in the world and performing all 
kinds of duties required by one's respective status and station in social 
hierarchy. It is also stated that once one's mind is stabilized, there does 
not remain any sense of honour or dishonour or any feeUng of ill-will or 
enmity against one's tormentor. With no desire or ambition left, one can 
and must perform one's duties dutifully and faithfiilly as prescribed by 
sastras. 
Y-V concludes that the pleasures and pains depend on desire not on 
the object itself. If desire is permanently and absolutely eradicated from 
the mind, there will be experience of abiding joy for the individual. When 
all desires are given up by the heart, one experiences joy within. This is 
the Joy or Bliss inherent in the Absolute which is our very self. 
The liberation is achieved when an individual realizes identity with 
the Absolute. It is possible when one is free from bondage in all its 
aspects. The dissolution of the mind through detachment from all desires 
is called moksa (liberation). Liberation is the extinction of the mind like 
the extinction of the flame of a lamp. 
The liberated one feels above desire and passions. He is freed from 
all bonds of life. He is engaged with the all inclusive unity, seeing the self 
in all and all within the self. He is equanimous and balanced under all 
circumstances. Worldly pleasures do not delight him, pains do not 
distress him. There is no feeling of like or dislike produced in his mind 
even in serious, violent and continued states of pleasure and pain. Moksa 
is absolute merger in Brahman. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Indian ethical theory has always prevaricated between the axiology of 
action and non-action. It has been on th^ horns of a dilemma. On the one hand 
was the realization that actions are unavoidable or at least necessary for normal 
moral living^ut, on the other hand, w ^ the theoretical difficulty that actions 
lead to bondage and thereby rebirth and suffering. The actions were always 
linked with desires and desires with ignorance which, in turn, was at the root of 
one's repeated births. The salvation of the soul required the removal of desire 
and ignorance and this was not possible unless the actions were removed. But 
the salvation itself also required good conduct and performance of rituals. This 
created a circle and, apparently an irresolvable difficulty. 
Various schemes were devised by Indian mind to overcome this 
difficulty. Practically, the life was divided in "Four Stages" and it was 
prescribed that while in the first two stages one should live virtuous life, in the 
last two stages, the attitude should be that of gradual withdrawal. The end thus 
will be always of complete actionlessness. This practice was however 
challenged by Buddhists and Jainas who said if action leads to bondage and 
actionlessness is the only means of the attainment of salvation, a decision about 
the withdrawal should be taken sooner rather than later. Indulging into action 
over a long period of time will make the soul polluted. And this will render it 
incapable of attaining the salvafion. 
At the theoretical level, it was said that it is possible to live a life of 
action without however being mentally involved into it. This was the famous 
doctrine of "disinterested action" as enunciated in Bha^avad-Gitd. Actions 
were not^  in themselves bad. What was bad was the mental states that 
accompanied theni. Thus if actions were done disinterestedly, the soul will not 
be affected by their effects. One should then be able to live a good life and yet 
also realize the stability of soul. 
After Bhagavad-Gita, or possibly before it, the^oga-VasisiUha-is the 
great work that deals with this peculiar moral difficulty and attempts a solution 
whose viability needs to be examined. It is a monumental work which, though, 
has been somewhat neglected by contemporary thinkers and writers. But it is 
now time to look beyond Bhagavad-Gitd and Buddhism. In our work we will 
endeavour to present and assess the philosophical and ethical ideas present in 
this work in some detail. 
The Yoga-Vasishtha is a work of great importance but it is perhaps not 
as well known in the world as, for instance, Bhagavad-Gita. The Yoga-
Vdsishtha is also known as Vdsishtha-Rdmdyana, Mahd-Rdmayana, Arsa-
Rdmdyana, Jndna-Vdsishtha etc. It was written in the background of Prince 
Rama of Ayodhya declaring his resolve to renounce the world. Vasishtha's 
whole sermon is to dissuade the prince from his resolve. The burden of sage's 
argument is that such kind of renunciation at such an early stage of life is not 
desirable. Nor is it the requirement of sdstras, which recommend sanyasa only 
at the last stage of life when the other duties of society have been fulfilled. The_ 
rishi also says that there is a way whereby the goals of sanyasa can be attained 
even by remaining within the household station. This is the condition of being a 
man of yoga or 'stabilized intellect' or 'annihilated mind'. Because in this 
condition man remains detached even while doing action. The old difficulty of 
resolving the conflicting ideals of action and actionlessness is systematically 
attempted to unravel in this work. 
The Yoga-Vasishtha consists oi s\x prakaranas or sections, which are 
titled as under: 
1. Vairdgya Prakaranam (On Renunciation) 
2 Mumukshu Prakaranam (On Longing for Liberation) 
3. Utapatti Prakaranam (On Creation) 
4. Sthiti Prakaranam (On Existence or Preservation) 
5. Upasama Prakaranam (On Dissolution or Quiescence) 
6. Nirvana Prakaranam (On Liberation) 
The Yoga-Vdsishtha tells the story of its origin which runs as follows. 
Once upon a time a Brahmana named Sutiksna has come to have a 
philosophical difficulty in his mind. He approached his preceptor Agastya for 
solution to his problem. He asked him whether knowledge or action was the 
direct cause of liberation. Agastya replied that both action and knowledge are, 
necessary for attaining liberation. As a bird flies with its two wings, so man can 
attain the liberation only through knowledge and work. To illustrate this idea 
he narrates a story. Once A^i-j^fesya saw his son Karunya sitting idle with a 
doubt in his mind as to whether the Vedic sacrifices or their renunciation will 
bring one the final deliverance. On hearing this question of Karunya, Agni-
vesya told him the following story. Once upon a time, a celestial damsel 
(apsardh) named Suruchi was seated on a peak of Himalaya. She saw a 
messenger of Indra coming through the sky. Suruchi wanted to know his 
purpose to come there. The messenger replied that a king named Aristanemi 
was desirous of knowing the way of liberation. He asked Valmiki what was the 
best way to rid oneself of birth and death. Valmiki narrated to him the dialogue 
between Rama and Vasishtha^jwhich came to constitute the main content of 
scripture known as the Yoga-Vasishtha. The means of liberation propounded in 
this scripture is in the form of stories, parables and sermons etc. that were 
composed by sage Valmiki. Before Aristanemi, Valmiki imparted it to his 
disciple Bharadvaja. Thus, this scripture came into the existence in the form of 
Rama and Vasishtha samvada (dialogue).' 
Sage Valmiki was the first composer of this sacred work of knowledge, 
as he himself says: 
"Brahma said: "Go ask diligently of thy preceptor Valmiki, to 
complete the faultless Ramayana that he has undertaken (to 
. T write) ""^ 
Further, he says: 
"The God commanded you to complete the Ramayana for the 
good of men, and as a means of their crossing over the gulf of 
the world."^ 
"Being thus respectfully addressed by Bharadwaja, I was led, 
0 great King! to carry out the behest of my lord (Brahma), and 
to narrate the Ramayana to him "^  
The above discussion indicates that the authorship of this work goes to 
sage Valmiki. 
There is a debate and controversy regarding the time when the work was 
composed. While Farquhar dates the work to 13"' and 14* centuries, the period 
of the writing of Yoga-Vdsishtha, according to B.L. Atreya, is the sixth century 
A.D. According to this author, it must be a pre-Shankara work, written 
sometime before Bhartrhari and after Kalidasa. Dr. S.N. Dasgupta, on the other 
hand, thinks that the author of Yoga-Vdsishtha was probably a contemporary of 
Gaudapada or Shankara i.e. about 800 A.D. There is also a commentary written 
on the work by one Gauda Abhinanda who belonged to ninth century. This fact 
supports the views of those who date it to a time before S"" century.^ 
The great sage Vasishtha is family priest of Rama, the hero of great 
Indian epic Ramayana. Rama, after finishing his studies, went on his tours 
to visit the various places of pilgrimages and hermitages. On his return he 
looked very sad and depressed. King Dashratha, Rama's father, became 
very much worried about his son's sadness and asked him about its 
reasons. In reply, Rama expresses his dissatisfaction with his life and 
presents before him a deeply pessimistic view of life in the world in 
general. He thinks in the same way as Gautama and other ascetics thought 
about the misery and suffering that reign everywhere in the world. The 
reflection of pessimistic views of life of Rama is delineated in first section 
of the work under the title of Vairagya-Prakaranam. In this section the 
author of Y-V describes faithfully the state of mind of Rama as it arose in 
early stage of his life. 
"What are these worldly pleasures good for, (thought I), and what 
means the multiplication (of our species) on earth? Men are born 
to die, and they die to be born again."^ 
"There is no stability in the tendencies of beings whether movable 
or immovable. They all tend to vice, decay and danger; and all our 
possessions are the grounds of our penury."' 
"All prosperity and adversity tend only to our temporary joy and 
misery; and our life is but a prologue or prelude to our extinction 
or quietus {nirvana). All these are the display of our unavoidable 
delusion."* 
Pondering in a philosophical way, Rama says that misery and 
suffering, sickness and sorrow and diseases and death are constant 
companions of all worldly creatures. He thinks that the real pleasures 
cannot be achieved in the physical world. All creatures come into existence 
only to die. There is no stability in our achievements. Life is only meant 
for death. 
"We are sold by none (to any one) and yet we remain as if 
enslaved to the world; and knowing this well, we are spellbound to 
riches, as it were by the magic wand of Sambara."^ 
"What are the enjoyments in this quintessence (of the world) but 
misery; and yet we are foolishly caught in its thoughts, as if 
clogged in honey (like bees)"'° 
All creatures are saturated in dark ignorance. People spend their 
lives in amassing wealth; but wealth is not a desirable thing. Rama thinks 
that wealth or prosperity cannot make us happy. It can't give freedom from 
the pain and suffering. But foolish are engaged with them. Rama thinks 
that the collection of wealth does not make us happy but miserable. It hides 
within it the possibility of our downfall, like poisonous creeper. He says, 
"What is she with all her loveliness and attraction of human hearts 
but momentary thing obtained by all manner of evil means, and 
resembling at best a flower shrub, growing out of a cave inhabited 
by a snake, and beset by reptiles all about its stem."'^ 
Rama thinks that life is hopelessly fluctuating as according to him, 
"Fast as the fleeting clouds in autumn, and short as the light of an 
oilless lamp, our lives appear to pass away as evanescent as the 
rolling waves in the sea." 
Therefore, he thinks that life is a worthless thing. There is nothing 
regular in this physical world. There is nothing good or desirable in it. 
Although on the surface it appears to be regular and pleasant.''* It is being 
gradually eaten away by the race of time which is ceaselessly busy with its 
work.' Rama finds that our mind is not at rest anywhere. According to 
him, 
"The mind with its natural fickleness and restless thoughts, finds 
no repose at any place, as a lion (has no rest) in his prison 
house."'^ 
"The mind is attracted to its objects as a bird to its prey, and has 
no respite for a moment as a boy from his play."'' 
He thinks that the desires give no ultimate satisfaction. They are not 
stable. They are not fulfilled by physical objects. 
"The greedy are as unsteady as the flouncing monkey, which is 
never restive at any place, but moves to places impassable by 
others, and craving for fruits even when satiate."'* 
Desire is as fickJe as a monkey. It is never satisfied with the things 
that are already in hand. Once an object of desire is attained it jumps to 
other objects that are still unattained. It is dangerous as a venomous 
serpent. Although very appealing to the touch, it stings fatally when even 
slightly touched.'' 
"Of all worldly evils, avarice is the source of the longest woe. She 
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exposes to peril even the most secluded man." 
"I am so greatly burnt by the flame of avarice, that I doubt whether 
this inflammation may be assuaged even by administration of 
nectar itself" '^ 
Further, Rama thinks that there is nothing good in tne^Doay. AU 
stages of its growth which is childhood, youth and then old-age, are 
characterized by defects peculiar to themselves. The childhood is that stage 
of life in which child is suffering by lack of knowledge. His mind is blank 
and he suffers from a sense of helplessness. 
"What is charming in this.body, that is only a composition of flesh 
and blood both within anff^ithout it and frail in its nature."^^ 
"Childhood is chained to fretting and crying, to fits of anger, 
craving and every kind of incapacity, as an elephant when tied to 
the post by its shackles."^^ 
The second stage of life is youth which is generally considered as 
very desirable. But in this stage of life too mind is polluted due to 
ignorance. It is of fickle nature as the heart of a whore. 
"The boy having passed his state of blemishes, gladly steps to his 
youth with hopes of gaining his objects that tend only to his 
ruin."^'' 
"The insensible youth feels at this time the wanton inclinations of 
his loose mind, and goes on falling from one tribulation to 
another. "^ ^ 
"I take no delight in our unwelcome youth, which appears to us in 
the form of a momentary flash of lightening, and soon succeeded 
by the loud roaring of the clouds (of manhood)." 
"Youth is an arrow-shot is pleasant to see, but painful to feel its 
smart. Hence I do not like youth that produces blood-heat (in the 
vems). 
"Youth as a harlot is charming at first sight, but turning heartless 
soon after. Hence it is not to my likmg." 
In youth man becomes foolishly attached to the physical beauty of 
the other sex. Rama thinks that the body of woman is nothing except only 
the flesh, blood and bone etc. The beauty of woman is appreciated only due 
to our ignorance. Its charm is but only for a short time. The man is 
attracted by woman's beauty strongly due to illusion. 
"What beauty is there in the person of a woman, composed of 
nerves, bones and joints? She is a mere statue of flesh, and a frame 
of moving machinery with her ribs and limbs." 
"A woman is charming only for a short time, and does not long last 
to be so. I look upon her merely as a cause of delusion." 
"There is no difference between wine and women, both of them 
tending equally to produce high-flown mirth and jollity, and 
creating revelry and lust.""" 
"The beautious-eyed damsel is a bondage to man, as the stable is 
to the horse, the fastening post to the elephant, and as spells are to 
the snakes." " 
Rama thinks that the bitterness of pain and suffering is the result of 
all sensual enjoyments. 
"I am not content, O Brahman! with these unmanageable 
enjoyments which are as flickering as the wings of bees, and are as 
soon at an end as they are born (like the ephimeredes of a day). I 
long only for the state of supreme bliss, from my fear of repeated 
births (transmigration), decay and death."•'^ 
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The last stage of life is called old age. It is the worst, but still an 
unavoidable thing in life. The old age destroys the body as effectively as 
falling snow destroys a lotus or a gush of wind destroys an autumnal 
cloud.^ '* 
"The monster of old age will even overcome those that were never 
defeated in wars by their enemies, and those that hide themselves 
in the inaccessible caverns of mountains."^^ 
So, therefore, he thinks that there is no use living a life which is 
forever under the subjection of old age and death. The death is supreme. It 
reigns everywhere. All creation is the slave of death. Nothing can save it 
from the clutches of death. 
"There is nothing in this world which the all-devouring time will 
spare. He devours all things as the submarine fire consumes the 
ever-flowing sea."^^ 
So, there is no value in our bodily pleasures, the wealth and 
kingdom. Because, early or late, death shall put an end to all. It is sure to 
remove everything. 
"As the henious serpent feeds upon the air, so does cruel Death 
ever swallow the living. He ripens the body with old age to create 
his zest, and then devours all animals warm with life."^^ 
Rama expresses the view that there is nothing in this world that can 
provide peace of mind except the death itself. Each and every thing that I 
have perceived in physical world is momentary and trasitory. It cannot give 
us tranquillity of mind. 
"I see no such deeds in the world which endure to the last (or final 
emancipation) of men. Actions proceeding from a desire of fruition 
in fools, serve only for their restlessness on earth."^^ 
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Therefore, he thinks that there is no stability in this world. 
Everything is subject to change. It passes from one condition to the another 
condition, like the waves of the ocean. 
"The man who is very powerful today and presides over 
principalities, is reduced in few days to a heap of ashes." 
Like Buddha, Rama too, says that everything is transient. Nothing is 
permanent. All things are impermanent and sorrowful. All stages of life 
and wealth of the world are unstable. We never find ourselves to be the 
same as in the previous moment. Even our life is only for a short duration. 
Rama thinks that creator of the universe seems to be like a playful child 
who quickly changes his toys. He says, 
"The creator who is ever turning one thing into another in his work 
of creation, is like a child who makes and breaks his doll without 
concern.""^ 
Further, Rama expressed his feelings that there are no desirable 
objects in this world. The life is unstable. Death is cruel. Youth is 
extremely frail and fickle. The childhood is full of helplessness and 
insensibility. The production of everything is momentary. All is only under 
the sway of death and decay. All desires and relations lead to bondage. Our 
pleasures are great disease of life. Our desires are tantalizing mirages. 
Thus, he says, 
"Our very senses are our enemies, before which even truth appears 
as falsehood; the mind is the enemy of the mind and self is the 
enemy of self ""^^ 
Rama says that we do not see things as they are; we see them as we 
are. Physical objects are not real, though they seem to be real. They are 
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appearances and illusions. All beings are composed with non-being. All 
thinking is egoistic. Worldly desires do not give us ultimate pleasure. They 
appear only to disappear. They emotionally bind us to the world. The 
people cannot understand the real nature of object, which gives them 
momentary pleasure and is not permanent. They indulge with them and 
suffer from the cycle of birth and death. They cannot get free from them. 
Therefore, all things are unsatisfactory. They are defective and deceptive. 
The people aspire for perfection, for perpetual joy and changelessness. But 
they are in the end dissatisfied and, hence, miserable. Rama is not satisfied 
with worldly objects and searches for those objects which provided 
stability of mind and changeless pleasure that will never end. ^ He asked 
the sage, 
"What is that thing in the world, which has no fault in it; and what 
is that which does not afflict or grieve us; what being is born that 
is not subjected to death, and what are those acts that are free from 
deceit?'^ 
Rama does not find anything good, beautiful or true in this world. 
He thinks that life is full of misery, pain and suffering. It was not the 
possibility of physical pains alone that made him so unhappy. He also 
thought of the more unbearable pains of unfulfilled desires and ambitions 
and of finding the world falling short of the ideal state of goodness, beauty 
and truth. 
Rama was still in the youthful stage when he began to feel the 
depressing aspects of life. His arguments to sage Vasishtha were based on 
observations and reflection. He wanted to get rid of his bondage. He 
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wanted freedom from the suffering of life. He says that if I do not acquire 
peace through my own efforts, then, I will give up all activities. I will even 
give up my body and will become free from ego. Rama disengaged himself 
from all kinds of activity. He had no desire of anything except to give up 
the body. Rama wanted to get rid of all kinds of suffering and sorrow. He 
tells about his problem to Vasishtha in following manner: 
"What is that state of life which is dignified above others, which is 
unassociated with the troubles, unqualified by the conditions of 
humanity, and apart from errors, and wherein griefs are 
unknown."* 
"Tell me the manner by which I may have a knowledge of the past 
and future events of the world, and the nature of the unsteady 
works of its creator."''^ 
"Tell me how can I entertain within my heart the blossoms of the 
arbor of heavenly happiness, that sheds about it the coolness of the 
full-moon beams."'*^ 
"Oh ye good men! That are present and learned in divine 
knowledge, teach me so that I may obtain the fullness of my heart, 
and may not come to grief and sorrow any more."'*^ 
Further, he asked, 
"What expedient, what course, what reflections, and what refuge 
must we have recourse to, inorder to avoid the unknown tracks of 
future lives?"'*^ 
"How can this accursed, troublesome and vapid world, be relished 
by one unless he is infatuated by ignorance?" 
"What man is there that moves about in this ocean of the earth, 
who has not to buffet in the waves of his passions and diseases, 
and the currents of his enjoyments and prosperity."^' 
"Give me best instruction for warding off the miseries (of the 
world), either by my dealing with or renouncing (the affairs of 
life)."" 
In the last, Rama says. 
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"Or if there be no such precept (as I am in need of) in existence, in 
esse, it is not to be revealed to me by anybody." 
"And should I fail of myself (by intuition) to attain that highest 
state of tranquility, then I must remain inactive (as I am), and 
avoid my sense of egoism altogether." '^* 
"1 will refrain from eating and drinking even of water, and from 
clothing myself with apparels; I will cease from all my actions of 
bathing and making my offerings, as also from my diet and the 
like."^^ 
"I will attend to no duty, nor care about prosperity or calamity. 1 
will be free from all desires except that of the abandonment of this 
body."^^ 
"I do not belong to this body, nor does it belong to me, nor is any 
thing else mine; I shall be null and void like the oil-less lamp, and 
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abandon every thing with this body." 
Seeing Rama's attitude towards the fleeting things of the world, 
Vasishtha becomes pleased and teaches him about the knowledge of 
ultimate reality. The sage agrees that life as it is lived by ordinary man, is 
full of misery and troubles and it may better be renounced. But then his 
argument is that such kind_of renunciation at such an early stage of lifeis 
not desirable. Nor is it the requirement of sdstras which recommended 
sanyasa only at the last stage of life when the other duties of society have 
been fulfilled. He also says that there is a way whereby the goals of 
sanyasa caiLbe attained even by remaining within the household station. 
This is the condition of being a man of yoga or 'stabilized intellect'. In this 
condition, man remains detached even while doing action. Further, 
Vasishtha teaches Rama that true happiness which every man seeks does 
not reside in the things of the world. Things of our enjoyment appear to be 
pleasant only when we have a craving for them. The real pleasure or 
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ultimate happiness can be experienced in the absence of desire. The 
abiding pleasure belongs to the nature of our self. For then we have not to 
go anywhere outside. It is ignorance of the self which gives us false 
knowledge of the world and for which we suffer from all sorts of pain. But 
there is a possibility to make our mind stable and this can be realized 
through the right investigation into the nature of the self and the world. 
Like Buddha,_Vasishtlia, too, says that cause of suffering is desire. 
According to him, desire for worldly object is most dangerous enemy. It is 
the desire and craving of physical objects that make us miserable. We do 
not know the true nature of objects and our selves, nor of their relation to 
us, and so we have wrong attitude towards them. According to him, 
"The rough and uneven pleasure of the world is but a disease to 
men, and stings them like a snake. It cuts them as a sword, and 
pierces them as a spear. It binds them fast as by a rope, and burns 
them as with the fire, and blindfolds their understanding as in the 
darkness of the night. It makes them as prostrate and dull as a slab 
of stone. It destroys one's prudence and lowers his position. It 
casts them into the pit of error, and torments them with avarice. 
Thus there is almost no kind of trouble which does not betide 
worldly minded men."^* 
"Worldliness is as dangerous a disease as cholera, which unless it 
is healed in time, is sure to trouble its patient with the torments of 
hell." 5' 
According to Vasishtha, there is no end of suffering of the ignorant. 
We do not perceive the real nature of objects. We are ignorant. We can 
perceive the real nature of objects and remove all kinds of ignorance 
through the attainment of true knowledge or wisdom (jnana). Knowledge 
provides the means to cross the ocean of the world. Penances, offerings, 
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pilgrimage, etc. are not necessary for it. The state of Supreme Bliss and 
freedom from cycle of death and birth is realised by knowledge. 
"It was divine knowledge, he thought, the only means of 
men's crossing over (the ocean) of this world; but austerity, 
charity and pilgrimage were no means to it. (But mere 
preparatives to knowledge)."^ 
'He thought upon self-extinction as the Supreme bliss, which 
Further, 
was obtainable only through a knowledge of the Deity."^' 
The knowledge of the soul (spiritual knowledge), is reckoned 
as the true knowledge; all other knowledge is merely a 
semblance of it, being void of the essential knowledge 
(necessary for mankind)." 
"A man may be lord of the world, or he may pierce through 
the clouds and pray in heaven (by his Yoga); yet he cannot 
enjoy the solace of his soul without his knowledge of it."^ ^ 
Therefore, the best way for the removal of suffering of life is to 
remove our ignorance through the spiritual knowledge. It consists in 
knowing the true nature of the Self. Because, knowledge of Self is the real 
knowledge and all other kinds of knowledge are mere semblance of this 
self-knowledge. The latter cannot provide the essence of Reality. A man 
cannot attain peace unless he knows himself. The root of all suffering is 
cut off by the vision of the Self. The ignorance of the Self is the source of 
all troubles, and knowledge of it is that of un-decaying bliss and peace. 
Vasishtha, in the end, was very much pleased to know that spiritual 
insights have dawned upon the mind of his young pupil. Rama keenly 
aspires to know the secret of Blissful Existence. Sage assures him that 
there is such a science which enables a man to be free from suffering and 
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pain. It is nothing else but the science of Self. He proclaimed that self-
knowledge is the cure of all suffering and source of happiness. He then 
proceeded to teach the secret knowledge of Self to Rama which is the 
subject matter of his epic work. 
In the present thesis we propose to arrange our discussion under the 
following main five chapters besides Introduction: 
1. Epistemology and Metaphysics 
2. Dharma and Karma 
3. Beyond Dharma and Karma 
4. Theory of Liberation 
5. Comparison with Bhagavad-GTta 
The first chapter of thesis titled as "Epistemology and Metaphysics" 
explores to study the epistemological and metaphysical views of Yoga-
Vdsishtha in a systematic and coherent manner. An attempt has also been made 
to compare the views of Y-V with the views articulated by other thinkers and 
scriptures. This chapter is divided into following sections: 
I. Theory of Knowledge II. Theory of Causation III. The Concepts of Mind, 
Self and World IV. The Concept of Absolute Reality 
A brief summary of the discussion is as follows: 
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Epistemology or 'theory of knowledge' inquires into the nature, origin, 
validity and extent of knowledge. In the Y-V, the direct cognition is said to be 
the ultimate source of all knowledge. The direct cognition or perception 
ipratyaksd) is the source of all pramdnas. But pratyaksa does not here mean 
merely sense perception as the Charvakas believed. It is described here as 
rather the supervisor of all senses like feeling, ejgperience, awareness and 
consciousness. It is a living principle, the person, that is named as T. Y-V 
basically espouses an idealistic view according to which the world of 
experience, with all things, time, space and natural laws, is a creation of mind 
i.e. an idea or kalpana. 
Y-V says that the universe is nothing more than an illusion and a 
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creation of the mind. The Ciddkasa (spiritual ether) is the ^nly realityi Matter 
does not exist, therefore, the problem of its cause does not arise. There is no 
duality in the realm of reality. All talk of appearing, appearance, cause and 
effect is therefore futile. It is the cit which perceives itself according to its 
various notions. It has no cause. There is nothing like a cause for there is 
nothing like an effect. It is cit that is responsible for everything. The 
^phenomenal world which we perceive has no cause. It is also not real. If it is 
perceived to be, that is nothing but anLillusiony) Whatever we perceive is 
nothing but false appearance. A-cosmism or non-production theory is the 
ultimate and highest truth. 
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The concept of mind (manas) is the most significant notion of Y-V's 
philosophy. The rising and setting of the mind is the evolution and involution 
of the worid. Its essence is imagination, which is the thinking aspect of 
Absolute Consciousness. It is one and same Mind which assumes various 
names and forms like the mind, intellect, ego, imagination, memory, desire, 
ignorance, impurity, mdyd, cit, prakriti, jiva, creator, preserver etc. The subtle 
body, the sense-organs and the object of knowledge are all merely the names 
and forms of the Mind and its different functions. Mind is the cause of 
everything. It is source of all. Even bondage and freedom depend on the mind. 
It is creator of all our joys and sorrows. 
The nature of self in the Y-V is nearly identical in nature to the Vedantic 
idea of self The Vedantic thinkers explored the problem of self through the 
analysis of experience. According to them, there are four main experiences in 
which individual can realize it. These are the experiences of states of waking 
(jagarat), dream (svapna), sleep (susupti) and measureless (turiya). Y-V also 
similarly holds that the analysis of experience is the best way to solve the 
problem of self. There are four kinds of experiences. In three of them the mind 
functions but in the fourth, mind does not function. There are four levels of 
mind corresponding to these four experiences. They are called the gross 
ighora), the subtle (santa), the stilled (mud/ja) and the pure being {sattva). The 
fourth i.e. sattva state of mind is that in which mind is no longer a mind. It is 
transformed to become mindless experience. It is also called turiya experience 
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which is the real nature of individual self. It is the state of being living-
liberated (jivan-mukta). 
In the Y-V, the concept of phenomenal world as such does not exist. 
World is only a system of ideas in the mind of every individual and there is no 
objective world. The objective world is manifestation of the mind; space and 
time are also products of mind's imagination. The ideas common to us give the 
appearance of a common world. Everything is a creature of the mind as dream 
experience. There are various names given to the objective aspect of 
experience. Three of them may be noted here namely, drsya, avidya and maya. 
Drsya signifies that which is perceived as an object. Avidya signifies that which 
does not exist apart from mind. Maya also means the same, viz. that which is 
not apart from being imagined. 
About the Absolute Reality or Brahman, Y-V says that it is that in 
which all things of the world arise, exist and merge. The nature of this Absolute 
Reality is like waves in an ocean or winds in the air. It is pure consciousness. It 
is neither bom nor does it die. Absolute Reality is neither unity nor plurality, 
self nor not-self, spirit nor matter, subject nor object. All these are relative 
concepts that cannot be truly expressed as Absolute Reality. Y-V postulates an 
underlying oneness immanent through all the variety and diversity of world. 
The one absolute consciousness is the essence of all objects. It is pure 
consciousness which exists beyond the senses and mind and is present in all 
living and non-living beings. It is beginningless and endless consciousness 
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which is not limited in time and space etc. Only the liberated soul can perceive 
the Absolute Reality which is free from limitations of all kinds. Gaudapada and 
Shankara both will agree with Y-V on this view. 
In the second chapter of thesis titled as "Dharma and Karma" a detailed 
discussion is made of the law of dharma and law of karma as found in Y-V. 
This chapter is divided into following sections: 
I. The Concept of Dharma II. Theory of Action III. Renunciation of Action IV. 
Free-will (Paurusa). 
A brief summary of this chapter is as follows: 
The law of dharma or moral values is a central concept in Y-V. It 
touches the very root of morality by insisting on purity of mind as the essential 
condition of moral life. Dharma for Y-V is an internal reflective principle of 
the soul. It is not formalistic or externalistic but relates to the inner feeling. Y-
V holds that if one abandons his class duties to do some good, no harm shall 
come to him. One must do good whatever his aim of life may be or in whatever 
circumstances he may be thrown. Doing good to humanity is undoubtedly the 
supreme virtue but the performance of duties of one's 'race' or class in which 
one is bom is immaterial as far as attaining moksha is concerned. The law of 
dharma of Y-V is based on the function of mind. Mind has power of both 
domg good and evil. There is no dharma except the work of mind, which 
should be controlled in all its aspects whither it is thought, will or desire etc. 
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The liberated ones have basically no dharma to perform. They may be 
doing all that passes by the name 'good'. Yet they are not bound to do it. They 
may work or may not work. It is not that Y-V does not believe in the dharma 
(duties or moral law). It believes in the dharma, but it is only for the 
unliberated ones. The latter are governed by dharma and are censured for the 
transgression of it. But for the liberated ones, dharma is of no special 
significance as they are supposed to rise beyond it. If the term dharma could be 
used for this, the dharma of Y-V might be called transcendental dharma 
Therefore, there is no fixed moral duty for the saint. But the inner voice of man 
and the intelligence must discern for him what is good or evil. Y-V has a 
rational approach to the problem. It does not believe in any fixed kind^f 
morality or faith in the prescribed behaviour pattern. A man should move 
inwardly in every moral situation. This is the reflective aspect of conscience, 
the inner voice of man. Therefore, the law of dharma of Y-V is an internal, 
rnorallawand reflective principle of soul. 
In the Vairdgya Prakaranam of Y-V, it is mentioned that karma (action) 
and Jndna (knowledge) both are necessary for spiritual development. By itself 
neither action nor knowledge can produce the nirvana (liberation). According 
to Y-V, action does not mean only the physical action as manifested through 
the physical body and directed towards external objects. The real action is 
willing. It is really mental and not physical. The seed of action is the vibrafion 
of the will {manah spanda). The physical activities are only the various sides of 
mental willing. It is the mental change that really fructifies into the results. The 
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purusa (person) and karma (action) are same. There is no difference between 
them. Karma is purusa dud purusa is karma. 
Further, Y-V explains that all actions as such do not bind us since the 
binding element in an action is desire {yasana). If an action, whether physical 
or mental, is not coloured with desire, its result does not affect the soul. So 
there is no experience of action which is performed by us desirelessly. Actions 
become resultless for the individual when they are performed with no desire for 
any result for oneself The essence of action which binds an individual to 
results is desire. So all actions of an ignorant person bind him to their fruits, 
because they perform them with a desire to obtain something for himself On 
the other side, the wise people are not bound to the fruits of their actions. 
Because they do not perform them with any desire to gain anything for 
themselves. 
The Vedantic thinker Shankara lays great stress on renunciation of 
action and house-hold life for self-realization or salvation. Early Buddhism also 
is the philosophy of Bhiksukas (recluses). The Bhagavad-Gitd, on the other 
hand, seems to preach that duties enjoined upon us by the sastrds are not to be 
given up. They are to be performed without attachment or personal motive. 
Absolute renunciation of action is not possible, nor is it required. The view of 
Y-V is very much like that of Krsna with regard to action. In Y-V, performing 
or giving up any kind of actions, whether it be religious, moral or worldly, is 
immaterial for attaining liberation. One is foolish who believes that action can 
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be renounced. Life is action. Thought is action, too. As long as one is thinking 
or living, one is acting. Renunciation of physical and worldly activities is 
impossible. The root of action is desire or will. That is to be cut off. Personal 
desire or willing are to be given up and not the actions. Further, for self-
realization one has not to resort to renouncing the worldly duties and activities. 
The busy home life is not a bar to self-realization. Renunciation of the activities 
of life and residing in a forest do not in the least help one whose mind is not 
already at peace. According to Y-V, wise people should not retire from the 
busy life of the world. Many liberated living men ruled over their kingdoms 
and gave the benefit of their wisdom to others. Therefore, Y-V holds that 
renunciation of action is impossible as long as body continues. The real 
renunciation means the renunciation of desire. The renunciation of desires 
depends upon right knowledge. Until the mind of man is not in rest, he cannot 
acquire the renunciation. The real renunciation is the renunciation of the mind 
which is the root of all things. 
One's intent and ability to acquire renunciation requires great effort and 
straining that is denoted by the term paurusa or the power of will. The paurusa 
is the power of human effort over winning the limitations and bondage of past 
actions. In fact, man is not responsible for his birth. But he is responsible for 
what he is. He is responsible for his action. Since his action comes out from his 
own self-effort, that is the only source to bring about the end of all suffering 
and ignorance of life. According to Y-V, there is no such thing as destiny_ 
(daivg) which is mere imagination of fools. Destiny or fate is the command of 
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God but paurnsa is the activity of mind in accordance with the instruction of 
God. The paurusa succeeds in three ways or on accounts of three factors 
namely, the sastras, the guru and the self. The sastras give the direction about 
the right objects. The guru advises regarding the right methods that are 
desirable and likely to succeed; while the self always yearns and urges one for 
greater effort. Thus it is the paurusa that is the real, force o.f life, and tibere is^ 
nothing like daiva.Tht concept oi paurusa gives a very dynamic character to 
the philosophy of Y-V. 
The third chapter of thesis is titled as "Beyond Dharma and Karma". In 
this chapter, the idea of annihilated mind and the means and methods of 
acquiring it as prescribed by Y-V, is discussed in a systematic manner. The last 
stage of this process is called samadhi orpara-prajnd. It is in nature equivalent 
to the notion of sthita-prajnd of Bhagavad-Gitd. This chapter is divided into 
following sections: 
I. The Idea of 'Stabilized Intellect' II. The Methods of 'Stabilized Intellect' III. 
The Story of Sikhidhvaja and Chudala. 
A brief summary of the discussion is as follows: 
Mind, according to Y-V, is the only source of endeavours to attain the 
self-knowledge. The annihilated mind or stabilized intellect is the cause of 
realization of real self. It is possible when the mind is completely detached 
from the worldly experience. The mind is centre of individual's willing, 
thinking and feeling. Once the mental operations are stopped the 'self is freed 
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of its worldly encumbrances. This condition is called the state of stabilized 
Intellect. Indeed, everything is attained by victory over the mind. Until the 
mind is not in rest, the world experience will not be annihilated. It is possible 
through one's own effort and nothing else. 
The method of acquiring stabilized intellect involves the control of mind 
in the path of realization of Brahman. It is a process in which mind is dissolved 
so as to become a nothing. The most important aspect of this method is that one 
should always bear in mind that the mind is dissolved by one's own effJDrt_flf 
wi]]iJ?ot by such other methods as penances, pilgrimage, learning, sacrifices 
etc. In the state of annihilated mind, one experiences nothing, desires nothing, 
wills and feels nothing. His actions become mechanical, governed and 
determined by his self-nature and his cosie-dharma. Since he does not remain a 
doer of actions, these actions do not make their impress upon his soul. The 
soul, in other words, becomes purified of all karmic impressions. As such it is 
unaffected and unmoved by any adversity that befalls it or any joyous occasion 
that may happen to it. The soul is now beyond the experiences of pleasure and 
pain. Also since the actions happen without any personal or social motive, they 
are morally neutral. In other words, they are beyond good and evil, or dharma 
and adharma, papa and puny a. 
In order to illustrate the idea of annihilated mind in actual terms, the Y-
V tells an interesting story of a queen named Chudala who was married to king 
Sikhidhvaja. She was the first to acquire self knowledge and, with some efforts, 
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is able to help her husband in attaining the goal of self-realization. She tells her 
husband that the real and genuine renunciation which is essential for self-
realization is not the renunciation of external things, but of the internal desire 
for them. Chudala was herself above the turmoils of life and at peace within 
and she brings about similar qualities to bear in the king too so as to make both 
of them truly liberated individuals. 
The fourth chapter of the thesis titled "Theory of Liberation" is divided 
into following sections: 
I. Nature and Cause of Bondage II. Ultimate Source of Happiness 
III. The Nature of Liberation IV. Means of Liberation V. Stages of Knowledge 
to Attain the Liberation VI. The Experience and Character of Liberation 
A brief summary of the discussion is as follows: 
In the Y-V, the nature and cause of bondage is said to be the intense 
desire for objects. Every living being wants to live in happiness. Our self is the 
fountain-head of happiness, which searches it in the phenomenal world. This is 
our trouble. A man is in bondage who experiences pleasure or pain. The 
attachment of the subject to the object is said to be bondage. There is only one 
reality of our bondage but its forms are different viz. intellectual, emotional and 
volitional. When we are bound we are bound in all the aspects of our being. 
Ignorance on the intellectual side, experience of pleasure and pain on the 
emotional side and limited interest and purposes on the volitional side are the 
forms of bondage. These are one and same fact of our being. As individuals our 
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primary concern is how to get rid of it. Y-V points to several aspects or causes 
of our bondage, namely desire, self-limitation, wrong belief, self-forgetftilness, 
idea of ego, ignorance of the true nature of self etc. Bondage and suffering are 
nothing but functioning of the mind. These philosophical conceptions are 
similar to Gaundapada and Shankara. 
The goal of life of every living being is how to achieve the Ultimate 
Bliss. But in most cases the craving is to achieve the happiest life within the 
physical world. The physical world cannot provide the Ultimate Bliss. It is only 
source of pain and suffering. All worldly pleasures terminate in pains as all 
bright flames terminate in the darkness of smoke. Y-V concludes that the 
pleasures and pains depend on desire not on the object itself If desire is 
permanently and absolutely eradicated from the mind, there will be experience 
of abiding joy for the individual. When all desires are given up by the heart, 
one experiences joy within. This is the Joy or Bliss inherent in the Absolute 
which is our very self The Absolute is the real home of happiness. It is that 
Bliss Itself which all of us are unconsciously or consciously seeking. This is 
Ultimate Goal, the Summom Bonum, the Eternal Good. The Ultimate Joy can 
be achieved when the mind is in absolute rest. It is not functioning in its usual 
way of thinking of this or that, but is calm and quiet. 
The liberation is achieved when an individual realizes identity with the 
Absolute. It is possible when one is free from bondage in all its aspects. The 
dissolution of the mind through detachment from all desires is called Moksa 
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(liberation). Liberation is the extinction of the mind like the extinction of the 
flame of a lamp. Mind is dead when it is free from fluctuation^^aw^atoto). ^ e 
experience in which the mind is no more is called moksa. Desire, imagination 
(samkalpa) etc. are the aspects of mind. And moksa is freedom of mind through 
freedom from samkalpa. Moksa is that state of existence in which there is no 
taste for the objective world. Liberation is possible when the world drops out 
wholly from consciousness. 
In the Y-V, two different kinds of liberation are mentioned namely, with 
body {sadeha mukta) and without body {yideha mukta). It is not necessary for 
the liberated one to give up his body. Identity with the Absolute can be realized 
even when one is living with body. The living or embodied liberated person is 
one who is fully conscious of his identity with the Absolute. His emotions, 
actions and thoughts are no longer personal. On the other hand, without a body, 
there is no further birth in any form, and no further experience of objectivity. 
Liberation in this state is called disembodied liberation. 
The liberated one feels above desire and passions. He is freed from all 
bonds of life. He is engaged with the all inclusive unity, seeing the self with all 
and all within the self. He is equanimous and balanced under all circumstances. 
Worldly pleasures do not delight him, pains do not distress him. There is no 
feeling of like or dislike produced in his mind even in serious, violent and 
continued states of pleasure and pain. Although externally engaged in worldly 
actions, he has no particular attachment in his mind for any object. All his 
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activities are free from desire and attachment. He has neither love for any 
object, nor hate for it. He is free from desires and wishes. He keeps himself 
engaged in the natural course of actions. He is free from the restrictions of 
caste, creed, stage of life, custom and scriptures. 
In the fifth chapter of thesis titled as "Comparison with Bhagavad-Gita," 
an attempt has been made to present a comparative study of the ethical 
teachings of Bhagavad-Gita and Yoga-Vasishtha as two important spiritual 
texts. This chapter is divided into following sections: 
I. The Concepts of Self and World II. The Concepts of Action and 
Renunciation of Action III. Freedom of Will IV. The Concepts of Sthita-prajna 
and Liberation. 
Both Yoga-Vasishtha and Bhagavad-Gita are concerned with the same 
problem of action and actionlessness. The problem of Rama was also the 
problem of Arjuna in Mahdbhdrata. In the BG, Krsna too advises Arjuna to act 
but only with a detached state of mind just as Vasishtha does to Rama in Y-V. 
Similar solutions to similar problems are therefore given in both books. But 
whereas Bhagavad-GTta, while espousing a pantheistic metaphysics, has also a 
side which is devotional and embraces a personal God, in Yoga-Vasishtha the 
pantheism is maintained vigorously. This has led to Bhagavad-Gita. accepting 
while Y-V not accepting the path of devotion. Both texts also uphold the theory 
of going beyond good and evil. 
Chapter-1 
EPISTEMOLOGY AND METAPHYSICS 
Chapter- 1 
EPISTEMOLOGY AND METAPHYSICS 
I. Theory of Knowledge 
It is natural for man to know about the ultimate reality and to 
speculate on the nature of Supreme Being, soul, world etc. Epistemology 
or 'theory of knowledge' inquires into the nature, origin and validity of 
knowledge. There are two main parts of knowledge, namely: subject and 
object. If there is a logical connection between them, then knowledge 
would be meaningful, otherwise meaningless. Subject by itself cannot 
acquire any kind of knowledge until it touches the object. And object 
cannot be knowable without subject. A knower must be psychologically 
related to object. « 
There are two categories of knowledge: Empirical and trans-
empirical. The Upanisads have characterized knowledge as being either 
para (higher) or apara (lower). But all knowledge whether higher or lower 
is self-luminous, according to Upanisads. This is because knowledge has 
not come from outside but is already present in our self or mind. But 
although knowledge arises from within there are some external means to 
acquire it. While initially based on sense organs it is the meditation which 
gives us final result of all knowledge. The problem of the source of 
knowledge or 'Pramana' is very important in the history of Indian 
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philosophy. The various schools of Indian thought have offered varying 
views in this regard. Charvakas hold that sense perception is the only valid 
source of knowledge. The Buddhists rely on sense-perception and 
inference. Samkhya claims perception, inference and the scripture to be the 
legitimate sources of knowledge. The Naiyayikas hold that perception, 
inference, scripture and comparison {upamana) are the valid sources of 
knowledge. Prabhakara's school of Mimansa adds one more source called 
postulation {arthapatti). The Bhatta school oi Mimansa, on the other hand, 
regards non-apprehension {anupalabdhi) to be also a source of knowledge. 
Shankar and his followers have accepted all the six namely, perception, 
inference, scripture, comparison, presumption {arthapatti) and non-
apprehension as the valid sources of knowledge. But some other Vedantins 
believe that scripture is the only source of knowledge. Further, the sources 
of knowledge have increased through tradition (aitihya), inclusion 
{sambhava), gesture {chesta) and elimination {parisesa)} 
But in the Yoga-Vdsishtha such kind of sources as accepted by the 
other Indian schools are not to be found. Here, only the direct cognition 
ipratyaksa) is recognized as the ultimate source of all knowledge: 
"Of all sorts of proofs it is evidence of perception which forms 
their fountain-head, as the sea is the mainspring of all its waters. It 
is this alone which is used in this place as you shall learn below."^ 
"The substance of all sensations is said to be the supersensible 
apprehension (or inward knowledge of things) by the wise; and it 
is verily their right concept which is meant by their perception."^ 
"Thus the notion, knowledge and certainty (of things) as derived 
from words, are styled the triplicate perception as we have of the 
living soul."'' 
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We have direct perception through sensation and super sensation. 
Therefore, Y-V claims that the perception is the final test of all knowledge. 
It is the source of all Pramanas. Y-V declared that direct intuition alone 
provides the knowledge of absolute reality. In history of Indian 
philosophy, the Naiyayikas and other thinkers say that existence and 
attributes of God can be known through inference and other sources. And 
Vedantin thinks that scripture or sruti provides us ultimate knowledge. But 
Y-V does not think so. It says that existence of God and His attributes 
cannot be known by any other sources, except direct cognition. It says, 
"Neither the preceptor of sastras nor the lectures of our spiritual 
preceptors, can show the supreme spirit before our sight, but it is 
our spirit, which shows us the holy spirit, when our understanding 
rests in its own true essence; (apart from its egoism and meism)." 
Y-V claims that inference, scripture or any other Pramana can not 
show us Brahma (God). It holds that Brahma is creator of all. He is always 
and fully revealed in our purified spirit or consciousness (samvid). There 
are no teachers or scriptures that can ever show us God (Brahma). It says, 
"As Brahma - the collective agent of creation was endued only 
with his consciousness - Samvid for the performance of all his 
•functions; so are all individual personalities endowed with their 
self-consciousness only, for the discharge of all their necessary 
duties."^ 
Knowledge of God is possible through one's own developed and 
purified intuitioinjt can be developed through merging oneself into Him. 
Further, Y-V proclaims that the self-knowledge is foundation of all 
knowledge. Self-knowledge is the cause of liberation. Man cannot know 
the taste of sugar until and unless he has tasted it. In the same manner, the 
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nature of self cannot be known without direct intuition.' The contemporary 
Indian philosopher Rabindranath Tagore says that the realization of 
Supreme in our soul is a direct and immediate intuition. It is not based on 
any ratiocination or demonstration at all. 
But although the direct intuition or pratyaksa is the ultimate source 
of all knowledge, 'direct perception' here does not mean the direct 
perception of Charvakas. For Y-V, pratyaksa is rather the essence and 
supervisor^ of all_ the senses: feeling, experience, awareness and 
consciousness. It is jiva - a living principle; it is the person; it is that 
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which is named as "I". It's modification arises as the objects that are called 
things {padarthas)? 
Intuition may probably be a better English terminology to bring out 
the fun~iTTeaning of Y-V's 'perception'. Otherwise, there are no word in 
English which may express the idea of perception of Y-V. 
It is really impossible to impart to a person any knowledge of 
anything of which he has no direct experience. For example, who can make 
anybody understand what the heat is if he has never experienced heat 
himself. Our knowledge would never advance and we can never become 
conscious of any aspects of reality until and unless we have experience of 
those aspects. Therefore, Y-V holds that similies and analogies can provide 
only partial knowledge.They cannot be valid or perfect knowledge. The 
similies {drstanta) and comparison or analogy (upamdna) cannot be used 
to know about the things. Y-V also does not believe in the authority of 
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scripture. It does not accept even inference as leading to anything new as 
the Vedantins and other thinkers believed. 
Y-V takes a wholistic view of experience. The world is full of 
multiplicity of things and individuals and it is grasped through the duality 
of the subject (the knower) and object (i.e., all things to be known). The 
individuals obtain the knowledge or experience of things through activity 
of mind and body. For any kind of knowledge or experience, the subject 
and object should be there. The dualism of subject and object has been a 
great problem in the history of philosophy. Some philosophers have 
claimed that object (matter) is the ultimate cause of universe. Some others 
have claimed that subject (spirit) is the ultimate source of the universe. For 
many others both (subject and object) are real and ultimate. Y-V asks: Is 
the duality of subject and object the ultimate cause of all? Are the subject 
and object really two separate things? Have they no common identity or 
reality in and behind them? Is the subject absolutely different in nature 
from object? For Y-V, 
"There can not be a relation or connection of two dissimilar things, 
which may be lasting, but are never united together. For without 
such mutual relation of things, no ideas of both can be formed 
together."'" 
"The relation between the tongue and taste is also homogenous; 
because rasa taste and rasand the instrument of tasting, are both 
watery substances, and there is no heterogeneous relation between 
them. (And so for the other organs of senses and their respective 
objects)."" 
Y-V claims that only those things which are homogenous in their 
nature can come in contact and unite with each other. For example, water 
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with water, milk with milk, etc. The apprehension of object by the subject, 
therefore, establishes their substantial identity. If the subject and object 
were totally different from each other, knowledge would not have been 
possible; the subject would forever remain unaware of the object like a 
stone of the taste of sugar.'^ 
Some sort of unity is, therefore, to be postulated as existing in and 
behind both the subject and the object. There is unity in and behind the 
subject, object and their relation, which in its nature is beyond the three, 
yet which exists in them. This unity is nothing but the Supreme Being that 
IS hidden alike both from the known and knower. 
Further, Y-V says that there are no such kind of object in this 
universe in which consciousness is not inherent as its essence, in same way 
as there cannot be an earthen pot in which clay is not present.''* There is 
only one reality which is manifested from pure intellect or consciousness. 
It is all and whole of this universe. It is as waves are manifested from 
waters. The ultimate reality is Brahma which is pure consciousness and 
pure intellect.'^ All things which we have perceived by experience, is 
nothing but a form of consciousness. It is modification of consciousness. 
Because, each and every thing has consciousness. Without the latter the 
existence of object cannot be possible. 
The things or objects in reality are thoughts. They are ideas or 
images.„.Y::y_Jiolds that the entire world is merely imagination orideas 
( (kalpana-matram).] The wonderful structure of the universe does not exist 
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anywhere except only in mind. It is a projection of mind. All the 
phenomenal things subsist in the mind. It is like the fact that all the 
fragrance which is seen to exist in air is, in fact, present in the flowers, and 
is essence of flowers.'* The divinejniMbM-XoniiAdLihejmiv^^ its 
thought_j;he phenomenal world is neither substance by itself, nor is it 
nothing. It is indefinable (anirvachaniya). Therefore, all worlds are ^  
manifested by thought alone.'' The entire reality is extension of mind. 
There is only one mind and nothing beside it, of this universe. All things of 
this world such as the sea, hill, sky, fruits, flowers and seeds are produced, 
and have grown from its germs.^^ 
The idealism of the Mahayana Buddhism is similar to the idealism^ 
of Y-V. Mahayana Buddhism holds that the entire phenomenal world is 
only idea (VTjnana-maya). There is no such thing as the phenomenal 
/world. It is a false creation of the mind, known as Alaya-Vijndna^' There is 
no phenomenal world in reality that arose but by stroke of subjective 
illusion. It is originated by ignorance. We manifest all these 'germs' in the 
alaya-vijnana to outside world. The idealism of Y-V and idealism of 
Upanisad are also similar in nature. For example, Aitareya Upanisad says: 
"This god, Brahma, and this god, Indra these five great 
elements, creatures born of the egg, form the womb, and form 
respiration sprouting plants, horses, cows, men, elephants 
whatsoever breathes, whether moving or flying and, in addition 
whatsoever is immovable - all this is led by the Intellect and is 
supported on the intellect. The world is led by the Intellect. 
Intellect is the support. Intellect is the final reality."^^ 
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According to Y-V, all phenomenal and non-phenomenal existence 
and all living beings have originated from the body of great Brahma in the 
manner that the great waves arise from the body of water. Or, as when the 
rays of lamp flutter through its own heat, its light scatters all around. 
Similarly, Brahma glows in his own being and his light covers the whole 
universe.^'* It is also like all the various branches of a tree are produced by 
the tree itself, all the multiplicity of things and objects are projected by 
Brahma himself. Brahma is the source of all.^ ^ All objects relate to the 
subject from which they emanate. They appear to be different from it, but 
are not so in reality.^^ 
In Y-V's theory of subjective idealism, everxJndividual perceives 
and cognizes only that which is within his own experience; no mind 
perceives any thing but its own ideas: 
"So the people under the north pole know nothing, about those in 
the south, except that they have the knowledge of themselves 
only."^^ 
"Every one (animal being) views and thinks the world, in the same 
form and light as it presents into him; just as the operations of the 
mind and visions in a dream, appear as they occur to their 
recipients and to no other besides." 
"So also all kinds of moving and unmoving beings, are 
prepossessed with their own notions of things, and regard all 
others according to the peculiar nature of themselves."^' 
The world experience of every individual has arisen individually to 
everyone. Every mind has the power to manufacture its own world. Such a 
jview^is called Subjective Idealism of Y-V. 
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But, on the other hand, some other statements of Y-V appear to 
follow the theory of objective idealism. It speaks of a Cosmic God (whom 
it calls Brahma), existing independently of the individual which is also a 
part of this universe. All the individuals within it are at the beginning of 
the creation and they continue to exist as long as the Brahma continues to 
exist. It holds, 
"In the beginning, God conceived himself as the lord of creation 
(Brahma); and then as it were in a dream, he saw in himself, all the 
forms as they continue to this time."^° 
"Thus are all things but rays of the conscious soul, in this world all 
illusion, and continue in the same state, as they have been from the 
beginning." 
"Whatsoever the Lord of creatures - Brahma, proposes to do at 
first as inspired in him by the Divine will; the same takes place 
immediately, and the very same is styled this world."^^ 
"And as the erroneous conception of the existence of the world, 
has continued since its first creation (by the will of Brahma); so it 
has been ever since attributed to an eternal fate-niyati (by 
fatalists), and to an illusory power (maya sakti oi Maya vadis)." 
Therefore, the inherent nature of the objects like earth, snow, fire 
etc. continues to be the same as it was imagined by Brahma. Such view can 
be called objective idealism of Y-V. 
After propounding both subjective and objective versions of 
idealism, Y-V proposes a higher kind of idealism. It may be called absolut(e_ 
idealism or imaginism. According to it, there is only Absolute 
Consciousness in which the whole universe is held and which is nothing 
but our own purified self. There is no way in which the distinction of 
empirical reality and non-empirical reality can be proved, except in one's 
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own self. Whatever else is in this universe or beyond, is only self. There is 
indeed no difference between subjective and objective or interior and 
exterior knowledge of anything. Because both are derived from knowledge 
(idea). There is no reality of external world.^ ^ The world-idea arises in 
every individual mind in the same manner as it arose in the beginning in 
the mind of Brahma.^ ^ The cosmic imagination is the original state which is 
initiated and represented in all minds.^ ^ We know each other and share the 
world experience in common with others, on account of their being 
represented or reflected {prati-bimbd) in each individual the same Cosmic 
order of ideas which is imagined in the Cosmic Consciousness. Although 
every individual is shut up within his own world of ideas, yet the 
individuals know each other by mutual representation in each other's 
consciousness. So, in every monad everything is represented in the same 
fashion as in the Cosmic Nlind.^ ^ 
As already mentioned, Y-V tells that the ultimate source of all 
knowledge is direct cognition. The state of experience is final test of all 
our knowledge or beliefs. Mind is pivot of all thoughts. Mind is very 
similar to direct cognition, perception, self, soul, consciousness, ideas etc. 
These are the various expressions of mind. Therefore, there is no need for 
argument in which I have perceived knowledge or belief through direct 
vision or mind. Because mind is ultimate source of all knowledge and 
belief. 
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Y-V has greatly emphasized on self-knowledge. It is key to know 
the secrets of Blissful Existence. It assures that only right vision and right 
knowledge can render us liberation or nirvana. It can help us arrive at the 
realization that there is no reality except Brahma. If there is any science 
which can free us from pain and suffering, that science is the science of 
self. Self-knowledge consists in the belief that all the phenomenal things of 
the world are nothing but the forms of self. The right knowledge can be 
acquired through self-meditation, thinking and self-effort. Divinty is 
known through one's own purified intellect or self. There is no other way, 
except through one's own's intellect to experience and realize empirical 
and non-empirical objects. We should try to know our self through our own 
effort. The process should be continued until when it has been realized in 
experience. 
II. Theory of Causation 
The causation or karanta is one of the most discussed problems in 
the history of Indian philosophy. It is ordinarily believed that the cause is a 
power or force which produces the effect. But, in the history of philosophy, 
there are various theories regarding the problem of causation. In the 
context of Indian philosophy, both negative and affirmative conceptions of 
the issue were developed. The negative concept of causation is known as 
Asatkaryavada. The affirmative concept of causation is known as 
Satkdryavdda. According to Asatkaryavddins, the effect is non-existent 
before its production. It is also called Arambhavada. It is a new beginning 
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and a fresh creation. They hold that if the pot already exists in the clay 
then the question would arise why should the potter exert himself in 
producing the pot out of the clay? Similarly, if the cloth is already in the 
thread why should not the threads serve the purpose of the cloth? Nyaya 
Vaishesika, Hinaydna Buddhists and Materialists believe in 
Asatkdryavada. 
On the other side, according to Satkdryavddin, the effect exists in 
material cause even before it is produced. The effect is not a new 
production, but only an explicit manifestation of that which was implicitly 
contained in its material cause. Now the question arises whether the effect 
is a real Ot^nsformation or unreal appearance of its cause? 
Those who believe that the effect is real production of its cause are 
called Parindmvddins {parindma = real modification). On the other hand, 
those who say that it is an unreal appearance are called Viyartgvddins 
(v/var?a„= unreal appearance). The school of Samkhya Yoga, and Ramanuja 
believe in Parindmvdda. The theory of Samkhya Yoga is called Prakriti-
parindmvdda. The theory of Ramanuja is called Brahmd-Parindmavdda. 
Adherents of Shunyavdda and VTjndnavdda and Shankara believe in 
Vivartavdda. Shankara says that the change of the cause into the effect is 
merely apparent. When we see a snake in a rope it is not really transformed 
into snake. It is only mdyd. God or Brahman also do not become really 
transformed into world while we may wrongly think that He undergoes 
change and becomes the world.'**' 
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Y-V reaffirms the theory that the universe is nothing more than an 
illusion. It is a creation of mind. The CWa^a5a^s2irLtuaLether}^isJhe_on]^ 
realit^^^atter does not exist, therefore, the problem of its causation does 
not arise. There is no duality; all talk of appearing, appearance, cause and 
effect is futile. It is Cit which perceives itself according to its various 
notions. It has no cause. It proclaims that there is nothing like a cause for 
there is nothing like effect. It is Cit (intellect) that is responsible for 
everything like cause and effect. Just as the creation in the dreams is a 
mere chance and has no real cause, the same is the case with the world. 
The cycle of cause and effect, of endless creation is only the perception 
and play of C//.'*' 
It says, 
"Know the world to be no production from the beginning; because 
the want of its prior cause prevents its sequence; and there is no 
possibility of a material creation, proceeding from an immaterial 
causality." 
"Whatever appears as existent before you, is the product of a 
causeless cause; it is the appearance of the transcendent One, that 
appears visible to you."'*^  
The physical world, according to Y-V, is no real production. It does 
not actually exist. It does not ever come to existence. It is likewise never 
destroyed because it is impossible for a nothingness to be nil again. The 
world, as a matter of fact, does not exist. Therefore, the question of its 
cause does not arise.'*'* It says, 
"Whatever there appears as visible to the vision of the viewer, is 
all fallacy and offspring of the great delusion of Maya only. But 
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the world in its recondite sense, is but a reflexion of the Divine 
mind.""' 
According to Y-V, there is no duality. It is self-existent soul alone 
which presents the appearance or illusion of the world in the intellect. It 
perceives itself according to its various notions: 
"It is ignorance of this intellectual phenomenon, which has led 
mankind to many errors, under the different names of illusion or 
maya, of ignorance or avidya, of the phenomenal or drisya, and 
finally of the world oryaga/."'*^ 
The world has no cause. All the phenomenal creation is only the 
perception of the Cit. The Cit thinks of itself in diverse forms, like the 
mountain, ocean etc. Thus the thought of cause and effect or of visible and 
invisible proceed from the errors of the mind. The question that arises here 
is what are the reasons that led to the rise of this creative impulse in the 
absolute reality? There are different answers from the various schools of 
Indian thought. For Naiyayikas, the world, after its periodic involution, 
begins to be re-evolved of it, on account of the karmas of the individuals 
tending to fructify of it, and who hence, influence the will of Isvara to 
create again a world. It is created out of the pre-existing material. 
According to Mahayana Buddhism, the tendency to create illusory forms 
out of the mind is beginningless {anadi kala prapanca-vdsand). 
According to Shankara, it is the avidya to which the creation is due. He 
holds that the creation is never a new creation. The present cycle of the 
world was caused by the ripening of the fruits of the actions of the 
individuals of the previous cycle. That again by those of a still previous 
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and so on ad-regressum. It makes us experience the world as beginningless. 
[The law of causal determination is there extended backward to infinity].'*^ 
Y-V, on the other hand, is a believer in creative freedom. For it, every 
creation is a new creation undetermined by any previous one. There is no 
cause that determines the origination of the first impulse to creation. 
Creation is really a free and sportful activity. It might or might not have 
been so in the beginning and its occurrence might be only accidental. 
"As there is an inborn light in the crystal, which is capable of 
reflecting a variety of rays, so the spirit of god dwells in his own 
spirit in the form of the universe, showing various shapes to view 
by the inner light of the spirit."''^  
Y-V declares very clearly that there is no other causation except 
absolute reality willing to manifest all things within itself. It says: 
"The production of these various beings in esse, is from the 
essence of Brahma; as the formation of different ornaments, is 
from the substance of gold. There is no other formal cause or 
formation distinct from Brahma, and the distinction of the cause 
and its creation, is erroneous conception of the ignorant."^ 
The absolute reality exists without any other cause except the 
causation of its own mind. It is self-born. It exists by its own causality.^' 
Brahma originates on account of its own nature of the Absolute 
Consciousness. Brahma is primary cause of all. He creates a law of karma 
or cause and effect.^^ 
The absolute cannot be said to be the cause of any effect. The 
concepts of cause and effect are only relative. It may be applicable in the 
realm of appearance. But the definitions of cause cannot be applied on the 
absolute reality. It is an essential requirement of a cause that we should be 
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able to differentiate it from the effect. The other requirement is that the 
cause must precede the effect. But how can the eternal, infinite and 
absolute Reality be said to be different from anything as it is immanent in 
everything? It is understandable that one form is differentiated and is said 
to be the cause of another form. But the formless substance of all forms 
"The Lord always remains as the all in all, and as manifest in all 
the various forms; and being neither visible nor perceptible by us, 
he can neither be said to be the cause or effect of anything; (but is 
the unknown all in himself)".^ ^ 
How, in other words, can the causality hold in the case of that which 
is nameless, formless and without appearance?^'* The beginningsless and 
endless Absolute Brahma is a reality without any form. It can not be cause 
of the phenomenal world which has form and is not absolute. 
The effect is never different in nature from the cause anywhere. 
Moreover, if the main cause appears to be something different in an effect, 
that is due to the necessary conditions.^^ 
Therefore, Brahma is not the cause of the world. From the absolute 
point of view, Y-V has denied the world-experience on the empirical 
ground, in spite of its upholding the theory of acosmism {ajdti-vada). 
Acosmism or non-production is a doctrine which denies the existence of 
the world of plurality and change. It shuns a compromise between real and 
unreal, being and non-being, perfection and imperfection, logic and life 
etc. The demands of logic and empirical experience are thought to be 
reconciled in the concept of vivarta, i.e., appearance, without any real 
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modification in the substance, as suggested by the phenomena of dream, 
imagination and illusions. There can be no product without a similar cause, 
and no material form can come out from a formless and immaterial agent. 
How can any thing come to existence, without having its seed of the like 
nature?^^ 
The phenomenal world which we perceive has no cause. It is also 
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not real. If it is perceived to be, that is nothing but an illusion. Whatever 
we have perceived without its true cause, is nothing but false appearance. 
It is like water appearing in a desert.^^ Therefore, the phenomenal world is 
imagined by the percipients in the absolute. It is also just as the forms of a 
dream have no objective modification and not at all exist apart from the 
percipient mind. The appearances of the world, thus, do not involve any 
actual production in reality and do not indicate any actual change in the 
absolute. 
From the absolute point of view, the world as such is neither 
produced nor does it exist. So, acosmism or non-production theory 
{Ajdtivada) is the ^timate and highest truth. Y-V holds that as there are no 
objects actually produced in dreams. In the same manner, in waking state, 
there is no objective reality.^^ From the absolute point of view, nothing in 
reality is produced, nothing is destroyed.^" Just as in gold as such there is 
no ringness in spite of its appearing as a ring to us, so also in the Brahma 
there is no world in spite of its appearing as the world.^' 
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III. The Concepts of Mind, Self and World 
(a) Concept of Mind 
The phenomenal world is constituted by the living beings and non-
living beings. The structure of living being is covered with two bodies, 
namely mental and physical. In living beings both are identified with each 
other. The human mind is most important aspect of human structure. It is 
the measure of all things. The actions of body are derived from mind. The 
nature of mind is very dynamic in itself It generates the awareness of 
things. It is also a source of pleasure and pain, good and bad and belief and 
non-belief. Everything that we do depends upon the mind. Therefore, mind 
is source of all kinds of beings whether physical or non-physical. It 
provides us with rational, logical and analytical inductions. The mind is 
pivot of all thoughts. 
But our main concern in this section is to find out the concept of 
mind as found in Yoga-Vasishtha. On one hand, Y-V attempts to explain 
the individual mind and, on the other hand, the Cosmic Mind. About the 
mind, Y-V says: 
"There is nothing on the outside of any body as the earth, sea, hills 
and sky; they are all contained in the mind as the fruits, flowers 
and leaves of trees are born in the seed and grow from its germ."^^ 
It further says. 
"Know it for certain that this earth and all other things, are situated 
in the mind and not outside of it; as the fruit, flowers and leaves 
are all contained in the inside of the seed and not without it."^ ^ 
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Y-V considers manas (mind) as the nave of the world and the wheel 
of the world. It is manifested in all things. It performs important role in 
every state of existence, whether empirical or trans-empirical. At various 
places, Y-V explains the nature of mind. At one place, for example, it says: 
"The nature of the mind is known to be composed of the property 
of volition, which is an attribute of the infinite and almighty power 
of the Supreme soul. (i.e. The mind is the volitive principle of the 
soul)."^ 
Yoga-Vdsishtha proclaims that mind is form of the all-powerful, 
ultimate consciousness. It is activated by its own will-power. It's a self-
moving principle. The mind is creator and creator is the mind. The absolute 
creates the world by assuming the form of the mind. As the world of fancy 
is manifested by the mind within itself, so this universe is imagined by the 
mind. There is no difference between mind and its activity as there is no 
difference in the essence of fire and heat. The movement of mind is 
perceived by our actions. Mind is the cause of every action, which is 
performed by its external and internal organs. There are different forms of 
mind which are perceived in individual.^^ It says, 
"The mind, understanding, egoism, intellect, action and 
imagination, together with memory, or retentiveness, desire, 
ignorance, exertion, and memory, are all synonyms of the mind. 
(The powers of mind constitute the mind itself). 
The different schools of thought consider the nature of mind in 
different ways. According to Nyaya, it is dravya or substance. The 
Samkhya conceives it as a product of matter. The Vasisesikas, the 
Mimamsakas and others considered ft as "internal sense organs". It's 
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qualities are perceived as soul, desire, aversion, willing, pleasure, pain and 
cognition. They proclaim that it is not limited to knowledge of any 
particular class of things or qualities. It functions rather as a central and 
common organ in all kinds of knowledge. But Yoga- Vasishtha 's view of 
mind is pure Vedantic. It is also similar to Mahaydna Buddhism concept of 
manas (mind). 
The nature of individual mind is explained by Yoga-Vasishtha in 
different ways. It is one and same everywhere. But its name and forms are 
different in different individuals. Individuality (jivata), according to Y-V, 
does not consist in being something like a simple, undecomposable, 
spiritual entity, called soul. It consists, rather, in being a mind, manas, 
which means a particular mode of ultimate reality. It is determined by a 
peculiar movement, a tendency, desire or will to imagine. The form is in 
perpetual change. It proclaims mind as manas, intellect, chitta, ego, 
activity, imagination, memory, desire, ignorance, impurity, maya, prakrti, 
jiva, creator, preserver, etc. All are synonyms though functionally 
different. 
"The mind bears its different appellations according to the variety 
of its functions; just as an actor in the theatre, appears under 
different names and garbs of the dramatic personages on the 
stage."^' 
Yoga-Vasishtha explains that mind may appear in different 
individuals in the same way as a man appears in various forms on account 
of his being in various offices. The mind is pluralized on the basis of its 
various activities. It is called buddhi (intellect) or understanding when it 
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understands anything definitely in the form of "It is this". It is called 
ahamkdra (ego) when it assumes false conceptions and binds itself to 
particular stage and then takes pride on this conception.^^ This name is 
given on account of the idea present in it of "I am".^^ It is called 'C/H»g^or 
thought when it moves from one object to another without any proper 
reason.^ It is called action or karma when it is identified with acts, 
whether physical or mental, good or bad, right or wrong, etc7' It is called 
prakrti or nature or the root cause of objective forms for its being cause of 
all objects of experience.'^ As a manifestor of its own world, it is called 
Brahma by some and Virat by others. It is also called Sanatoria by some 
and Ndrdydna by others. It is called Jsa by some and Prajapati by others. 
All these names and forms are synonyms of intellect which is the subject 
of various functions attributed to it.''' In fact, everything that we know is, 
according to Y-V, a mode of mind. It is one and same in reality. This idea 
of mind is generally not found in other schools of thoughts, except some 
similar views found in Mahayana Buddhism. 
Yoga-Vdsishtha also explains the nature of Cosmic Mind or Brahma. 
It believes in the Cosmic Mind in same way as individual minds imagine 
their own presence in dream world. Various individual minds originate 
from Cosmic Mind. Individual consciousness springs from the Absolute 
Consciousness. There are no external forces to cause the rise of the 
individual mind in the Absolute Consciousness. This is not determined by 
any previous karmas (actions). It is not due to any purpose to be realized 
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either. The power of creative activity manifests itself in the Cosmic Mind. 
It is inherent in the reality. The individual minds imagine their dream 
worlds in the same way as the Cosmic Mind imagines the cosmos or 
universe. 
In Y-V there are two main names, viz. Brahma and Prajapati, that 
are given to the Cosmic Mind. The Absolute Reality is Brahma. The nature 
of Brahma is mind. The essential nature of mind is imagination. So, Mind 
is not anything different and separate from the Absolute Brahma. It is the 
Brahma itself manifesting as a relative agent. It is the whole looked at from 
a particular point of view.'^ From the point of view of grossness and 
limitations there may be distinguished three grades in the manifestation of 
the mind, namely, the monad (Jiva) the ego (ahamkara) and the body. The 
jiva or monad is that aspect of mind in which it originates as a ray from the 
Absolute Consciousness and is yet very subtle in character. The ego is the 
jiva in a grosser and more limited form. The body is the grossest form of 
the mind.^^ There is no limit to the number of monads in the world, and 
they are of various kinds.^' Therefore, Y-V explains individual mind as 
form of anu or atom or monads. It is part of Absolute Consciousness. All 
monads (Jiva) are created by Brahma, Absolute Consciousness. All monads 
merge in Absolute Reality through right knowledge. The world is full of 
monads. Every monad comes out from Cosmic Mind in the same way as 
great waves rise form the great body of ocean. Or, as all kinds of 
ornaments are made from the gold.^° 
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According to Y-V, the mind is omnipotent. The whole nature and its 
acts are related to the mind. It is omnipotence of great soul. Whenever it 
imagines within itself, things happen forthwith. Whatever reflection is 
represented by the mind, the same is created in a visible form. It comes to 
be materialized and effected.*' 
On the other side, the Cosmic Mind emerges from the absolute 
reality. Y-V explains it in a philosophical manner. It says: 
"Thus the mind is produced and changed from the quiescent nature 
of the Great Supreme Spirit to a state of restlessness {asthirakard) 
like that of a surge, heaving itself in the (Pacific) Ocean."^^ 
The Cosmic Mind originates from the Infinite and Absolute Brahma 
as great waves originate from the calm and undisturbed ocean. The cause 
of the emergence of world from the Absolute Spirit is same as movement 
originates by itself in calm ocean.*^ Therefore, by its own power does the 
Absolute in Itself originates movement in itself.*'' The origin of Cosmic 
Mind is from the Absolute and infinite Brahman. There \smo anvjexternal 
cause. It is not due to any external force. It is not determined by any 
previous actions (karmas). The creative activity manifests itself in the 
Cosmic Mind. According to Y-V, the law of karmas does not operate 
before the origin of Cosmic Mi 
^ T h e Cosmic Mind (Brahma)icame out from the Infinite Absolute, 
Brahmar\ This view is vgr5rmuch similar to the views of the Alaya-
^Vijnand. According to Asvaghosa and other Mahayana philosophers, 
Brahma originates from the Tathdtd. 
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I "When the Absolute soul assumes a relative aspject by itself 
affirmative, it is called the all-conserving mind. (Alaya-
Vijnanay}^ 
Therefore, Yoga-Vasishtha proclaims that the creative power of 
mind belongs to every individual mind. It is not confined to a selected few. 
Every individual mind can attain all desires without any barriers. Mind is 
all in all. It is cause of everything. It is source of all. Each and everything, 
even bondage and freedom, depend on the mind. It is creator of all our joys 
and sorrows. Brahma is mere mind. The world is created by Him, but 
ultimately it, too, is mental or ideal. The phenomena of world is only an 
illusion relative to our limited vision. The world imagined by Him is 
merely thought. 
Thus, the Advaita Vedanta conception of Isvara, the Mahayana 
Buddhistic conception of Tathdgata-garbha or of Alayd-Vijndna are all 
concepts that more or less correspond with Yoga-Vdsishtha idea of Brahma 
or Cosmic Mind. 
(b) Concept of Self 
Who am I? It is the most essential and common problem in the 
history of human thought. In fact, among all living beings, it is the man 
who raises the question about himself and tries to find answer to it. But 
raising the question itself is a proof that he exists, that he has a self. There 
is no space for doubt or denial regarding one's own existence. There are 
various expressions given to this self-consciousness in Indian philosophy, 
such as atman,jiva, cit, manas etc. The different thinkers and philosophers 
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though have given different explanations about its nature. Perha'ps, it is not 
impossible to know its reality. The existehce'of self in any-Case is a matter 
of experience. It can be experienced through the inner sense or inner 
vision. The powers of inner vision are developed through meditation and 
deep sensation. The natural phenomenon of self is pure consciousness, 
self-shining and self-proved. The nature of individual self is expressed in 
the consciousness. 
The Indian philosophy and vision is spiritual. Although the dictum 
"know thyself is very old, the Indian thinkers and philosophers have 
understood it in a different way. In Indian context, the terms used are jiva 
(lif^). atman {hxo^Xh), jivatman (lifebreath), the pur us a etc. In the classical 
Vedic period, the individual self was connected to the body in regard to 
good and bad actions (karma). In its pure state it was free from the cycle of 
birth and death forever. In Upanisads, however, the individual self came to 
be considered as identical with absolute reality. Therefore, in Indian 
philosophy, the individual self is the nearest approach to the absolute 
reality.^^ 
The ideas about self are developed by different schools of thought in 
different ways. It is however regarded by most systems as permanent and 
eternal. But Buddhism does not consider it a permanent entity. It believes 
in the concept of non-self. The Nydya held that self is absolutely 
qualityless, characterless, indeterminate, unconscious entity. Samkhya 
admits it as being the pure consciousness. The Vedantic school of thought 
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explained the individual as unity of pure consciousness (cit), pure bliss 
{ananda) and pure being {sat). The purified individual self can know the 
absolute reality and become identical with Brahman. The impurity of 
individual cannot be part of this form. The Ultimate Bliss of life can be 
attained when the impurities are removed from the individuality.*^ 
The great western thinker Kant explains the notion of self by stating 
that "I do not know myself as I am, but only as I appear to myself." 
^herefore, Kant^ s notion of self and Vedantic concept of self are similar in 
natur^^ lies in the belief that I do not perceive my self or my ego; nor do 
I possess intellectual intuition of my self. He proclaims that I can attain 
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and see my self through the glasses of inner perception. The great modern 
western thinker Descartes tried to search out the reality of self through 
doubt. According to him, we can doubt everything. But we cannot doubt in 
our own existence. Because doubt presupposes the doubter. He holds that 
doubting is thinking and thinking requires a thinker. It means if I think, I 
am there to think. Therefore if I think I am; cogito ergo sum. A similar 
idea was expressed by Shankara in his commentary on the Brahma-Sutras. 
He holds that it is not possible to deny the existence of the self, for it is the 
very essence of him who does the denial. Descartes derives the conclusion 
that self is only a thinking substance. On the other hand, Hume discovered 
that there is no thinking substance, no self. It is only a bundle or collection 
of different perceptions that are in a perpetual flux. Hume's doctrine of self 
IS familiar and identical with early Buddhistic view o{sQ\f(Atman). 
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The concept of self in Y-V is very similar in nature to the Vedantic 
idea of self. The Vedantic thinkers explored the problem of self through 
the analysis of experience. According to them, there are four main 
experiences in which individual can realize it. The first experience is 
jdgarat or waking experience. In this state, the individual self knows the 
physical world through the external sense organs. The second state is 
svapna or dream experience, in which the self enjoys subtle cognitions 
through the manas. The third kind of state is susupti or dreamless sleep. In 
this state there is one homogenous consciousness and bliss. It does not 
perceive external objects and internal cognitions. The fourth and last stage 
is called turiya or measureless. Here there is neither consciousness nor 
non-consciousness and also no experiences of physical world. There is no 
subject-object duality. There is only perceived ananda (Bliss). The self 
shines in its own light as the ultimate subject. 
Y-V also similarly holds that the analysis of experience is the best 
way to solve the problem of self According to it, there are four kinds of 
experiences. In three of them the mind functions and in the fourth one 
mind does not function. They are denoted respectively by names, jdgarat 
(the waking experience), svapna (The dream experience), susupti (the 
sound-sleep experience) and turiya (mindless experience). There are four 
levels of mind corresponding to these three experiences. They are called 
the gross (ghora), the santa (subtle), the mudha (stilled) and the sattva 
(pure being). The fourth i.e. sattva state of mind is that in which mind is no 
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longer a mind. In this state, it is merged in the being of the self. Therefore, 
in only three states the mind functions as mind; the last state of mind is 
transformed to become mindless experience. Y-V says, 
"The waking, dreaming and sound sleep, are the three palpable 
conditions of the mind; and these are respectively the dark, quiet 
and insensible states, in which the mind is situated in this world."'' 
In the sattva state of pure existence mind has no experience. There 
is no experience of physical world and beyond. It is a state of existence 
which yogins experience after a great deal of effort.^^ This state, also called 
turiya experience, is the real nature of individual self. This purified 
individual self is ultimate and absolute according to Y-V. It is a state of 
living liberation (jivan-mukta). 
"It is that state of the mind, in which the feelings of one's egoism 
and non-egoism, and those of his existence and inexistence are 
utterly drowned under a total impossibility; and the mind is settled 
in one invariable and uniform tenor of tranquility and 
transparency. "^ •^  
"It is that state in which the selfish feelings of mine and thine are 
altogether wanting; and in which one remains as a mere witness 
and spectator of the affairs of life. This is the tiirya state of living 
liberation."^'' 
The turiya cannot be called waking or dreaming because there is no 
imagination in it. It is not a state of sleep, nor is there sensibility in it. The 
phenomenal world is not experienced in this state. This state is experienced 
after individuality is transcended, and equanimity of the mind is acquired. 
It is experienced when the fickleness of the mind is given up. 
Consciousness without ideation is the fourth state of experience.^^ 
Although the self is finally accepted by Y-V, it holds the self of every 
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individual as the infinite and whole consciousness. It manifests itself in the 
world both as the subject and object. The self is whole reality. There is 
nothing that exists outside of the self. The ego and non-ego are within the 
womb of the self. It says, 
"There is again a fourth class, who consider themselves and the 
whole world to be as inane as the empty air (or vacuum); these are 
surely the partakers of liberation."'^ 
The idea of fourth kind of soul of Y-V is similar with Sunyavadins. 
They, too, believed in the state of vacuity in the manner Y-V spoke of 
reality as empty air. The self as supreme spirit extends over all existence. It 
is all in one or one in all. Those who have realized self, never affirm their 
own individuality. Their experience will take the form so as to affirm that I 
am whole universe, I am existing in a state of subtle etheric void. Because 
I am beyond intellect and senses. I am light of sun. I am direction. I am 
everlasting in the universe. I am soul of souls. I am gods, I am demigods. I 
am darkness. I am clouds, ocean, air, fire, etc. and the whole world which 
is combined in these. It is all a portion of myself, which exists everywhere 
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in the universe. Y-V says: 
"I am pure intelligence, and none of the sensations of my five 
external organs of sense; I am neither my mental faculty, which is 
ever frail and fruit; nor is there any thing belonging to me or 
participating of my true essence. I am the soul and an indivisible 
whole."'^ 
"It is my intellection that manifests to me this pot and that 
painting, and brings ail other objects to my knowledge by its pure 
light; as the sun and a lamp show everything to the sight." 
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The soul is the reflective organ of all internal and external 
phenomena. It is present in everything which I can think of. According to 
Y-V, the soul has produced the body and body carries the soul. It is both 
male and female. It is fragrance of flowers. It is cause of beauty and beauty 
of beauty. There is nothing that exists besides soul. 
The concept of self in Y-V is very similar to the concept of 
'thatness' {bhutatathata) of the later Buddhist thinker Asvaghosa. 
Asvaghosa was very much influenced by Brahmanical ideology and 
Upanisads. The soul as bhutatathata means oneness of the totality of all 
things. Dr. Dasgupta says: 
"This bhutatathata is neither that which is existence, nor that 
which is non-existence, nor that which is at once existence and 
non-existence, nor that which is not at once existence and non-
existence; it is neither that which is plurality, nor that which is at 
once unity and plurality, nor that which is not at once unity and 
plurality. It is a negative concept in the sense that it is beyond all 
that is conditional and vet it is a positive concept in the sense that 
it holds all within it."'"*^  
Asvaghosa described bhutatathata as Universal Essence of things. 
The Universal Essense of things means that the essence of every being is 
identical and one. It is similar to the Shankara's concept of anirvachaniya. 
The Shankara and other Vedantic thinkers are much influenced by 
Upanisadic concept of self. It is first scripture which explains the self as 
identical with Brahman. But Y-V cannot be said to be influenced by any 
other thinker or scripture. 
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(c) Concept of World 
The Kalpana-vdda or Idealism is most important aspect of Y-V 
philosophy. Indeed, it is the pivot of its whole philosophy. Y-V applies 
kalpana-vdda to search out the particular problems of human life and 
universe. 
The phenomenal world that we perceive, does not exist according to 
Yoga-Vdsishtha. It is only a system of ideas. It just accidentally happens in 
every individual mind at a particular time. And it appears as real. But in 
reality there is no existence of phenomenal world. Its reality is same as the 
reality of objects in dream. The things which are perceived in dream state 
are nothing and so is the case with phenomenal world in the waking state. 
Y-V gives various names to the objective aspect of the experience. A few 
of these names are drsya, avidyd and mdyd. '^' The drsya means that which 
is perceived as phenomenal object. Avidyd means that which does not exist 
apart from the mind. Mdyd also means the same which is not apart from 
being imagined. According to Y-V, there is no existence of universe. It is 
only an illusion as like perception of the colour of the sky. It says, 
"The erroneous conception of the creation of the world, resembles 
the false impression of colours in the clear sky; wherefore it is 
wrong, O Rama! to take a thing as real, of which there is an 
absolute privation in nature."'"^ 
The relation of view and the viewer requires duality which does not 
exist: 
"When the viewer is united with the view, and the view with the 
viewer, there then turns out an unity of the duality, and the duality 
blends into an inseparable unity."' 
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"This world which appears so very vast and extensive, was not in 
being at the beginning. It resided in the pure spirit of Brahma, and 
was evolved from the mind (China) of Brahma "^^ 
Like the ornament is superimposed on gold, the universe is also 
'superimposed on Brahma. That which has not been produced, can have 
obviously no existence. Like the mirage, the two moons, the barren 
woman's son, or the sky-demon, the world also is an illusion having no 
real existence.'''^ The only reality is Brahma: 
'Whatever you see, O Rama! is the indestructible Brahmq\nmse, 
this I have many times shown you with good reasons, andTiot in 
mere words."'"^ 
The production of objective world is described by Y-V as a picture 
in the sky that is illusory, non-existent, a dream perception, and of the 
nature of the gandharvanagar. Though unreal, these are yet capable of 
giving cognition as if they were real. Further, the world is compared to so 
many unreal objects which appear as true cognition like woman in the 
dream, colour of the sky, a beautiful garden in the picture, or the sun and 
the fire in a painting. Like the fog it spreads but when caught it is seen to 
vanish. It is again said that the world and the reality are not related like the 
seed and sprout. The analogy is not true. For reality, Brahma, is beyond the 
six senses. It is more subtle than the dkdsa, more clear and siinya than the 
gagana. It cannot be the seed of anything. And if the seed itself is non-
existent then the question Oi the sprout does not arise. Shankara accepts the 
bijamkurabhdva while the Y-V does not.'°' It's rejection from a higher 
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point of view is merely suggested in Shankara but expressly and 
emphatically asserted in the Yoga-Vdsishtha}^^ 
According to Y-V, every content of the objective world is the idea 
of a Cosmic Mind in itself. The whole world exists within the 
consciousness of a monad as a dream. In consciousness of every individual 
in this world, there is a world, which again contains other individuals 
imagining their worlds.'°^ Every atom of space contains a world."° Every 
content of any world, existing anywhere and at anytime is represented in 
the same manner. It is ultimately the form of Absolute Consciousness. It is 
substance of all the forms and is omnipresent. Because: 
"As the spirit of Brahma is all pervasive, and manifests itself in 
various ways in all places; it is beheld in different lights, according 
to the varying fancies (vikshepea sakti); or tendencies {vasana 
sakti) of men, like the ever-changeful scenes appearing to us in our 
visions and dreams.""' 
All the worlds are not of the same nature. Indeed, some of them are 
similar and others are different in nature from others. Some of them are 
inhabited by men, others by demons, insects, reptiles etc. The creators of 
these worlds are also called by different names. They are created by Siva, 
Brahma, Vishnu, Manu, etc in different times. There are many aspects in 
the character of the countless worlds. But there is one character in which 
they all agree namely, the monads. It sustains them by its imaginary 
activity (kalpana). Atoms come into existence and pass out of it. They 
originate from the Absolute Consciousness, continue to exist from the 
same time and finally merge in the absolute."•^ At the time of maha-
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pralaya, nothing remains in existence. The earth, mountains, movements, 
time, space etc. along with all the worlds within it, all creatures, all gods, 
Brahma, Visnu and Siva - all come to be merged in the Asolute Reality."'* 
The big question here is how does the universe evolve from within 
the womb of the Absolute Reality after it has merged into it? Y-V says that 
our knowledge is limited to our experience. We cannot know anything 
which is beyond. It is only the realized one who can discover a solution of 
mysteries of the cosmos. 
Y-V thinks in the same manner as seers of Upanisads thought. Its 
theory is also akin to the Samkhya theory of evolution. It holds that the 
cosmic process can be rightly constructed in the light of individual 
experience. The problem of evolution of world-experience is the same as 
the evolution of dream-world. It is a psychical problem ultimately. It says: 
"As sound sleep displays itself in visionary dreams, so does 
Brahma manifests himself in the works of creation, of which he is 
the soul and receptacle.""^ 
There is no fixed and definite scheme of evolution for all the world 
experience. But there is one thing to which the attention is constantly 
drawn. It is about the desire fulfillment. The world is the desire {yasana), 
will (iccha), imagination {samkalpa), or strong affirmation (bhdvand), of 
the experiencing subject. It materializes itself in the forms of objects of 
enjoyment on the one hand, and the body and the senses to enjoy, on the 
other hand. 
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Y-V has described the evolution of world experience. It holds that 
all beings are situated in the Absolute Reality like the waves in the vast 
ocean. In the Absolute Reality, which is the Self, activity begins to 
manifest itself by itself, without any external compulsion. It is like the 
light in the crystal, which is capable of reflecting a variety of rays. "^ 
"When the silent soul forms in itself its effort of volition, then 
there rises in it the power of its versatile desires, like the force of 
the fluctuating winds rising from the bosom of the quiet air.""' 
The intellect assumes the particular form and becomes capable of 
being named. At the last, it takes the form of gross consciousness; it 
becomes individualized. Forgetting its identity with the absolute it comes 
to be called soul or jiva. The nature of thinking principle consists in being 
something that changes quickly from one form to another. Immediately 
after the origin of this assuming ego in the pure consciousness, it is 
experienced as objective world, which is the seed of all differentiated 
objective names and forms. When the intellect thinks of one aspect of this 
object, e.g. sound it becomes differentiated as a definite subtle thing. In the 
same way, the intellect differentiates the touch object from the other 
aspects like colour, taste and smell etc. All the characters of these aspects 
get differentiated by the assuming activity of the ego i.e. by its desire. The 
subtle aspects thus differentiated by the ego, further evolve into various 
forms. It is like the case of the bubbles of water rising and subsiding in 
themselves. In this way, they are not seen existing in separated forms. 
They now exist mixed with one another. Therefore, all things and their 
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forms which exist, are the formation of pure intellect. The form of world, 
existing in the womb of space, is Divine Intellect."* 
Yoga-Vasishtha theory of world evolution is very similar to 
Samkhya theory of evolution. But it is different from the theory of the 
Shankara. Shankara's theory of evolution is based upon the authority of the 
Brahma Sutras and the Upanisads. According to Y-V, the main difference 
between the two is that ego is the source and cause of the objective names 
and forms in their subtle as well as gross aspects. But on the other hand, 
according to other schools of thought, the ego is the product of the finest 
aspects of the subtle matter. 
It is unmixed elements which evolve previous to the evolution of the 
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ego. The former is idealistic while the latter is a realistic conception. 
Accordingly, the whole theory of evolution as propounded by Y-V is 
idealistic. It is intellect that gets materialized into physical objects. So, 
according to Y-V, the evolution of phenomenal world within a mind 
proceeds in the same way as in a dream. It is a system of ideas, a play of 
mentation. The stability, fixity and order of world are also like those of the 
dream-world. It is all in the imaginations of the mind. The dynamic force 
behind the manifestation of all objects in the world is desire. And 
imagination actuated by desire assumes the forms of the objects of 
enjoyment. Involution sets in when desire to enjoy objects ceases to 
operate. 
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IV. The Concept of Absolute Reality 
The general tendency regarding the Absolute and Ultimate Reality is 
to conceive it as the substance of all things. It is unity behind the subject 
and the object of experience. It is essence of all forms. In the history of 
philosophy and religion, there are some schools of thought that describe 
one and all as the Absolute Realty. There are several concepts - matter, 
mind, subject, object, one, many, self, not-self, being, non-being, etc that 
characterize one and other aspects of Absolute Reality. The nature of 
Absolute Reality should be understood in both positive and negative terms. 
The intellect has discovered it as the synthesis of all affirmation and 
negation in the silent realization of the Absolute Peace, the Blissful 
Nirvana. The idea of Absolute Reality in Yoga-Vdsishtha is comparable to 
one found in Upanisads. It is also comparable to the views of Asvaghosa 
of Mahaydna school of Buddhism. It is also shared by Nagarjuna in his 
Madhyamika Karikas, by Shankara and many western mystics and 
philosophers like Bradley. 
Yoga-Vdsishtha conceives the Absolute Reality as that in which all 
things of the world arise, exist and merge. The nature of this Absolute 
Reality is like the waves in an ocean or winds in the air. It denotes the 
Absolute Reality as Param Brahman. According to Y-V, the Brahma is, 
"That which is all and everything, and from which all have issued 
and in which they exist; know that All as all which fills all space, 
wherein all things are situated."'^° 
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"He beheld the omnipotent Brahma, as extended in and about all 
things; and presenting all times and places and existing as all in 
all, and pervading all things in all places."'^' 
The Absolute Reality cannot be characterized by any definite 
conception. It cannot be described by any term. Every term loses its 
meaning in it. Because every term denotes only some particular thing and 
its other. Therefore, Y-V characterized the Absolute Reality as such, 
saying that It is neither spirit nor matter. It is neither being nor non-being. 
It is neither ego nor non-ego. It is neither one nor many. It is neither far 
nor near. It is neither existent nor non-existent. It is neither obtainable nor 
non-obtainable. It is neither parts nor the whole. It is neither a substance 
nor non-substance. And, it is neither the five elements nor objects made of 
them. It cannot be described, named or expressed in language. Its nature 
cannot be thought of by anybody. It is unspeakable, inexpressible, 
unnameable. Its nature is not an object of description. For, It is not an 
object of the senses. The views of Y-V regarding the Absolute Reality are 
identical with the Taittriya Upanisad v/h'ich says: 
"From Him all words turn back with thoughts, not finding 
Him?"'" 
But Y-V does not think that Absolute Reality is unknowable. It 
believes that although the Absolute Being cannot be described, it is yet not 
absolutely unknowable. It can be known though only through our 
consciousness. It is revealed in our own experience. There is no need of 
any kinds of reasoning or argumentation about its existence.'^'* 
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Further, Y-V describes in detail what could still be said or not said 
about the Absolute Reality. No one can say whether the Absolute Reality is 
one or many {ekam va anekam vd). The unity and duality imply each other. 
There can be no duality without there being first the unity. One cannot 
exist without the other. Both are conceptions within the Absolute and as 
such unreal from the Absolute point of view.'^^ No one can say in absolute 
terms whether the Brahma is Being or Non-Being. If the Absolute Reality 
is consciousness, it can be called either Being or Non-Being. The 
Absolute Reality is that in which being and non-being are neutralized by 
each other into a balanced state.^ ^^ Being and non-being are implied into 
each other. They are relative conceptions. Something must come out of 
something. The existence cannot arise from a void. So the world must have 
its source in Brahma. The world must exist in Brahma in the same manner 
as all possible statues exist potentially in a block of stone. So this universe 
does exist in the Absolute. So It is not non-being isunyd). But if the_worjd 
IS non-being, the Brahma must also be non-being. Hence the Absolute 
Reality is more Sunya than the ether {akasd)}^^ 
Asvaghosa conceived his Bhuta-tathata in a similar manner: 
"Thus we understand that Suchness {Bhuta-tathata) is neither that 
which is existence, nor that which is non-existence, nor that which 
is at once existence and non-existence; that it is neither that which 
is unity, nor that which is plurality, nor that which is not at once 
unity or plurality." 
Bhagavad Gita also speaks of the Absolute Reality as 
"The beginningless Absolute Brahman, which cannot be called 
being or non-being."'^° 
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Further, Y-V explains that the Ultimate Reality is neither Vidyd nor 
Avidyd. It holds that It is that for which the concepts of knowledge (yidyd) 
and ignorance (avidyd) are not applicable. For both are relative concepts 
opposed to each other and limiting each other. 
They are opposed to each other like light and darkness. Both 
conceptions however vanish, when ignorance has vanished. Y-V explains 
that the Absolute Reality is beyond both light and darkness. The 
undecaying Brahma is beyond and free from external and visible light and 
darkness.'^' The light of Absolute is the Light of Its own Self-experience. 
It is perceived within one's self and never externally by anybody. 
Similarly, the words self and non-self are not quite appropriate in the 
context of the Absolute. These terms fail to describe the Absolute. The 
soul and not-soul are in fact imagined by the Brahma within Itself by Its 
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own power. 
Further, Y-V does not agree with the distinction of spirit and matter. 
The Absolute Reality cannot be identified with either spirit or matter. The 
spirit and matter are meaningless terms to express the inexpressible 
Absolute. They are as much absent in reality as creepers and leaves etc are 
absent in a desert.'"''* 
The question that naturally arises here is what then is the nature of 
the Ultimate Reality. But this question is absurd in itself. Because no exact 
answer to it can be given. Yoga-Vdsishtha holds that the peculiar 
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characteristics of the Brahman cannot be described. For in the infinite 
Absolute Reality there cannot be anything which is Its own and which is 
not Its own. Absence and presence being relative and mutually dependent 
Ideas, they cannot be spoken of about the Absolute Reality. The 
Absolute cannot be said to have any particular and definite nature of its 
own. Because there is no permanent and definite character applicable to It. 
It is beyond all determinations. All determination are relative in their 
significance even as some are opposed to others. 
Thus the concept of Brahma of Yoga-Vdsishtha is very similar to 
concept of "ne// neW'' of the Upanisads. In the Mandukya Upanisad, for 
example, it is said: 
"The absolute is neither inwardly cognizant, nor outwardly 
cognizant, nor on both sides together. It is neither a cognition 
mass. It is neither knower nor not-knower. It is unseen, 
unpracticable, unthinkable, unpointable. It is the essence of the 
experience of self-identity; in it all this universe ceases."'"'^ 
The Brahadaranyaka Upanisad also says the same: 
"It is for this reason that they describe the Absoltue as Neti Neti 
(not this, not this): there is nothing which exists outside It, the 
Brahman being all-inclusive."'^^ 
Besides the Upanishads, the Buddhist Nagarjuna has also conceived 
the 'Suchness' (tathagata) as a relative expression. Tathagdta is explained 
in the Madhyamika Karika as: 
"It should not be said that Tathagata is sunya or asimya, or both or 
neither. The name given to Him is conventional. In the state of 
calmness (Nirvana) the four kinds of ideas, permanent, 
impermanent, both or neither, cannot exist."'^^ 
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Therefore, there are various descriptions and various names given to 
the Ultimate Reality by various schools of thought. Y-V, too, explains that 
there are many names given to Brahma by the philosophical minds. Some 
of these are Rtam (Law of truth), Param-Brahma, Satyam (Truth), etc. It 
is called Purusa by the Samkhya philosophers and Brahman by the 
Vedanta-vddins (followers of the Upanisads). It is called pure and simple 
Vijnana-matra by the Vijnana-vadins. And it is called Sunya by Sunya-
vddins. It is called the Speaker, the Thinker, the Enjoyer of actions and 
Doer of them by Naiyayikas. It is called Siva by the worshippers of Siva. It 
is called Time for those who believe in that alone.''**' 
Yoga- Vdsishtha has sometimes described the nature and character of 
the Absolute Reality in contradictory terms. It, for example says: 
"It is all and the soul of all, and being devoid of attributes, it is full 
of all attributes; and in this manner it is viewed by all."''" 
Brahma is pure consciousness and the purified self. It is neither 
visible nor describable. It is neither far nor near. But, it is realizable in 
experience alone.'"^^ 
It is One, unspeakable and undescribable, imperceptible and 
inconceivable and without any attribute. It is void, which is both being and 
non-being. And yet it has all creativeness within Itself.''*^ 
"It is not the air nor the wind, nor is it the understanding nor any 
of its faculties nor a void or nullity also; it is nothing and yet the 
source of everything, and what can it be but the transcendent 
vacuum. 
"It is neither the time or space, nor the mind nor the soul nor any 
being or nothing that it may said to be; it is not the midst or end of 
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any space or side, nor is it that we know or not know 
altogether."'"^ 
"Know that to be the highest predicament, which is above the 
knowables, and is knowledge or intelligence by itself; which is 
beyond our thoughts and thinkables, and is the thinking principle 
or intellect itself.""** 
It is cause of all things. It is goodness of all good. It is thingness of 
all things. It is existence of the existence. And, it is non-existence of the 
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non-existence. 
"He beheld the omnipotent Brahma, as extended in and about all 
things; and presenting all times and places and existing as all in 
all, and pervading all things in all places."'"* 
It has its hands, feet, eyes, heads, mouths and ears everywhere. It 
has embraced all objects within itself. It is free from all the sense organs, 
but supports the powers of all senses himself. It is not attached to any 
form, yet enjoys all qualities. It is within and without all beings. It is both 
spirit and matter, it is nearest, yet being very subtle, it is unknown and 
far. It is the cause of all appearance and disappearance of the world. It is 
that ocean from which the waves of manifestation and withdrawal of 
worlds originate.'^° The nature of this reality is experienced when all 
thoughts of the mind have vanished, when the ego is lost. The supreme is 
that pure consciousness which exists beyond the senses and the mind in all 
living and non-living beings. The supreme is that beginningless and 
endless consciousness which reveals knowledge as well as ignorance, 
subject and object. The form of supreme is that It is the beginningless and 
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endless consciousness, which is not limited in time and space and which is 
not opposed to any object by its side. It is the light of lights.'^' 
Therefore, according to Y-V, the world is a jnanifestation of the 
mind. Mind is the expression of the creatiye_gower ofthe Absolute; and the 
Creative Power is only an aspect ofthe Absolute which is ever one. From 
this point of view the world is manifestation ofthe Absolute Reality which 
is consciousness. Whatever we have seen in this world, on the earth and in 
the heaven, all that exists in the hearts of Creatures, is the Brahma, is 
Consciousness. There is nothing else but That.'" 
The Absolute Reality, according to Yoga-Vasishtha, is also beyond 
all changes. Each and everything, which we have perceived and those we 
have not perceived are relative, flhese fall within the Absolute) But the 
Absolute Reality in Itself is free from them. The Absolute Reality is 
homogenous and distinctionless. It is Absolute Consciousness and Ultimate 
Bliss. For the Absolute as such there is no creation, no destruction, no 
bondage or freedom no change, no evolution or involution. All these things 
are relatively real. But quite unreal for the Absolute Reality. 
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Chapter - 2 
DHARMA AND KARMA 
I. The Concept of Z)/fflrmfl 
Dharma or moral values is an essential requirement of human society. It 
is not necessary that all values are commonly found in all human societies. 
* There must however be some values in all societiesCManj:annot live without^ 
j^ues j ) ln India, too, dharma or moral values has been a central element. 
Dharma is concerned with human conduct. It is a very comprehensive term as 
it includes all the social, economical, moral and biological duties of man living 
in,society. In its far deeper meaning, moreover, the aim of dharma is to create 
spiritual feeling among men. To this end it is necessary that a man should be 
purified and spiritualized and, through proper understanding of his inner nature, 
subordinate the lower to the higher impulses. The tranquility of the soul is 
regarded as the precondition of proper ethical valuation of human conduct. 
In Indian philosophy, the Vedas are regarded as revelation and the 
sacred and the ultimate source of all dharma. It is originated in the form of rta, 
the eternal moral order upheld by gods. It is both a divine law as well as secular 
duty. The rta has been derived from the Sanskrit root r, which means to go, to 
change. Rta plainly means the immanent dynamic order or inner balance of the 
cosmic phenomena. It is the inherent balance of cosmic processes, their inner 
beauty as displayed in shining of the sun, moon, stars, etc. By force of rta, the 
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milk in the cow's udder is produced. By the force of rta, too, the human brain 
functions and so with all cosmic activities. 
The definition oidharma according to Manu is: 
''Dharma is condueLsanctifinedb^the Veda and Smirti." 
According to Bhagavadgita, 
''Dharma is that which holds a thing together, makes it what it is, 
prevents it from breaking up and changing into something else, its 
characteristic function, its peculiar property, its fundamental 
attribute, its essential nature is its dharma, the law of its being, 
primarily. That which makes the world process what it is, and holds 
all its parts together as one whole, in a breakless all-binding chain of 
causes and effects is the law of nature or nature's God, Dharma in 
ihe widest sense, is the world order. That scheme, or code of laws 
:whLch binds together human beings in the bond of mutual rights and 
du||es of causes and consequences of actions arising out of their 
femperamental characters in relation to each other and thus 
Tnaintains society, is human law - Mzmava Dharma. Briefly, 
Dharma is characteristic property scientifically, Duty, morally and 
l^ gally."^ 
For the Indian seers dharma was not merely an abstract or apriori 
principle. Realizing that the principle or fonn should not be contentless, they 
incorporated the different duties according to a man's station in the social 
order. According to Manu, there is a four-fold division of the human life. 
Hundred years are equally divided into four successive periods of twenty-five 
years each. The stages are named as the student-celebrate {brahmacarin), the 
house-holder (grahastha), the hermit (yanprastha) and the ascetic {sanyasin). 
At every stage a personfia to perform different functions and duties. The 
complete renunciation (sanyasa) is the final aim which can be achieved 
gradually after one's having passed through the other three stages of life. 
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Dr. J.N. Sinha, analyzing dharma, writes that dhqjrtn^xs: 
1. "any act which is prescribed by the Vedas; 
2. good conduct of the virtuous person. It is the criterion.fet; 
right or wrong action; 
3. customs: which were once found serviceable and have been 
transmitted from generation to generation; 
4. what is approved, by the society, though it may not be 
found in the Sastras and may not be supported by any 
custom; 
5. action performed after due reflection and reason, however 
opposed to the Vedas; 
6. what is conducive to the welfare of all beings; this is the 
supreme duty. Devotion to the good of humanity is the 
highest virtues."^ 
Radhakrishnan writes that under the concept of dharma, Hinduism 
Mbrings the forms and activities which shape and reshape human life. Thus 
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dharma is any activity of man which helps the realization of the self and 
spreads harmony in society. Dharma is the whole duty of man in relation to the 
four-fold purpose of life {dharma, artha, kdma, and moksa) by the members of 
the four groups/(caA/rvfl/-«a) in the four stages of life {caturasrama)!^ 
Dharma thus, as a concrete principle, means all the duties of man as a 
biological, social, political, economical and spiritual being that are performed 
to the best of his ability and for the betterment of society. 
The concept of dharma implies duties towards mankind, observance of 
Vedic laws, traditions, conventions, customs, duties towards material welfare 
of one's own family and country. According to another modem author: 
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"Dharma is not a creed or religion but a mode of life or a code of 
conduct, which regulated a man's work and activities as a member 
of society and as an individual and was intended to bring about the 
gradual development of a man and to enable him to reach what was 
deemed to be the goal of human existence." 
But a man who has given up all worldly interests and pleasures, relatives 
and friends, has no occasion to realize the dharma ideal. U dharma is a desire 
for betterment of the individual socially, sanyasa ^ s a means of rising beyond 
the life of dharma. There are some who reject the idea that by means of 
dharma one can enter into a phase of life that has all the joys and happiness. 
Dharma does not give final release (moksa). Moksha is a state of life where 
there are no activities, no change, no rebirth; there is but the final release. The 
dharma ideal cannot take you beyond the realm of karma and transmigration, 
whereas rnoksa is beyond the realm of karma and transmigration. One is the 
source of material and moral good while the other is the cause of spiritual 
good, both, however, within the unity of the Atman. The dharma goal is 
achieved by pursuing the purusartha, i.e. karma and artha values, whereas the 
knowledge is the means of moksa. For dharma, right actions are the means but 
for moksa right knowledge is the means. Dharma is a social principle of right 
conduct. It is an outward activity of the soul to do good to mankind, on the 
biological as well as spiritual planes. But the moksa ideal recommends an inner 
activity of the soul to realize oneself, 'to know oneself. 
The law of dharma is a central concept in Yoga-Vasishtha. Here it 
touches the very root of morality by insisting on purity of mind as the essential 
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condition of moral life. But the observance of the law, in the last analysis, 
relates to the purity of body and is dispensable in the perspective of ultimate 
goal of life. Y-V explains that if one abandons his class duties to do some 
good, no harm shall overtake him. A man must do good whatever his aim of 
life may be or in whatever circumstances he may be thrown. Doing good to 
humanity is undoubtedly Jhe supreme virtue but the performance of duties of 
one's 'race' or class in which one is bom is immaterial as far as attaining the 
moksha is concerned. Dharma nevertheless, for Y-V, is an internal reflective 
principle of the soul. It is not formalistic or extemalistic but relates to the inner 
feeling.^ 
According to Y-V, dharma cannot be observed until and unless a person 
has control over his mind. Because it concerns the reflective aspects of mind. It 
is the inner voice of soul. The norms, values, morality and all customs of 
society and conduct of life depend upon right vision of the self Nothing is 
responsible for good and evil except our own self, mind, etc. It is, therefore, 
necessary that one should keep control over the mind in all its aspects (willing, 
desire, etc.). For this, one should cultivate the practice of tranquility, 
contentment, company of wise people and right thinking. These depend upon 
one's own effort. The mind is dissolved by one's own effort of will. There is no 
other method such as penances, pilgrimage, learning, sacrifices etc. 
Y-V explained that the same mind assumes within an individual various 
names and forms, in accordance with the roles it plays. The various faculties of 
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the internal world are nothing but one and the same mind functioning at 
different levels and in different modes. Mind, soul, intellect, self, ego, activity, 
imagination, memory, desire, ignorance, impurity, mayd, prakrti, jiva, the 
subtle body, the sense-organs, the physical body and the object of knowledge 
all are synonyms of the mind in accordance with the different functions it 
performs. The law of Dharma of Y-V is based on the function of mind. Mind 
has power both for doing good and evil. There is no dharma except the work of 
mind, which should be controlled in all its aspects whether it is thought, will or 
desire etc. Therejore, dharma ojT Y-Yjs the reflective principle of mind. It is 
the creation of Brahma himself who is the cosmic mind. 
Y-V tells that Brahma came into existence by the universal soul getting 
a body. Manifesting himself, Brahma then thought of Vedas and other 
scriptures. Brahma himself created the laws along with the world and human 
beings. Then He created the four-fold objectives of][duty, wealtiy aesim and 
\\hQraAon){dharma, artha, kdma and moksa). There then followed the rules and 
procedures for attaining them, and also the condition of their acceptability and 
non-acceptability. The ideas of virtue and evil, too, were accordingly created. 
Thus, for Y-V, even as the universe has been created out of ideation, it is 
sustained with the strengthening of the will {samkalpa). It incorporates nature, 
time, activity, matter, duty {dharma) and karma etc. In absolute terms, there is 
no creation to be either created or destroyed. It is all like akash (void). It is 
cognized because of the mind. It shows that all objects and actions in the 
universe are unreal (asat). 
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Those who have attained this realization or who have no desire or 
motive of their own, pass their time in this world as long as their body is not 
dissolved. They can perform worldly duties and activities, as man or women. 
The stories of Janaka, Bhagiratha, Prahlada and queen Chudala etc. serve as 
illustrations of this view. The Uberated living ones, like any other men or 
women, can perform worldly duties while living with their family. Sage 
Vasishtha himself and his disciple Rama may be considered to be the best 
embodiments of liberation. After liberation, though, there is no idea of any 
individual or cosmic duty to be performed except motivelessly. The liberated 
ones may be doing all that passes by the name good. Yet they are not bound to 
do it. They may work or may not. It is not that Y-V does not believe in the 
dharma (duties or moral law). It believes in the dharma, but it is only for the 
unliberated ones. The latter are governed by dharma and are censured for the 
transgression of it.' 
The self-realized persons have basically no dharma to perform. They are 
also above the desire of doing good to others. There is no higher good in life 
than self-knowledge and liberation. The whole attitude of a liberated person 
towards life is summed up in three words. He is a Mahakartd (great doer), 
Mahdbhoktd (great enjoyer) and Mohdtydgin (great renouncer). If the term 
dharma could be used for this, the dharma of Y-V might be called 
transcendental dharma. Therefore, the law of dharma is called transcendental 
law, which Y-V explains as follows; 
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"Let them that have not acquired their intellectual light and the sight 
of the soul, be employed in their duties by their offsprings and 
fellow creatures; for who that is devoid of a silken robe, will go 
about naked and not wrap himself with a blanket or coarse cloth." 
"The wise man is not in need of any exhortation or prohibition in 
any act; because his heart being quite cool in itself in all his desires, 
there is no body to tell him anything to any purpose." 
According to Y-V, the law of dharma can be truly performed by self-
realized. Because it is nothing but only the inner voice of soul. Good and evil 
actions depend upon inner aspects of soul. The personal duties and customs of 
society are only for ignorant who has not yet got the right knowledge. But to 
self-realized person it is not necessary. They are not bound to do it. They can 
perform their duty with a stable mind and without any anxiety. Performance of 
duty, customs and moral norms are for those who have not attained the stable 
mind. Because, as Y-V says, a man should not throw his blanket until he has 
got a valuable silk wrapper. Self-realized people can perform any kinds of 
action without fear. Because they are not waiting for any results. They have 
dropped all kinds of desires. 
"The Gods and perfect beings as the siddhas «&c. are not bound 
down by the laws, which the weak and ignorant men have devised 
for their own convenience."'^  
"The ignorant carmot go on without the guidance of law, on account 
of their ungovernable minds; or else they are subject to every danger 
and fear, like poor fishes; (which are quite helpless, and entirely at 
the mercy of all voracious animls)."" 
According to Y-V, the self-realized persons are not bound by any kind 
of rules. They can perform any kinds of action. For the ignorant people, whose 
minds are not at rest and desires are not dropped, they will surely come to grief. 
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Because they will break the ethical laws due to lack of knowledge. They will 
be in same condition as fish going beyond water. Therefore, all actions of an 
ignorant man is not called dharma, in so far as he performs them with a desire 
to obtain something for himself Whereas the action of self-realized person is 
called dharma, because he is not bound to the results of his activities. He does 
not perform them with any desire to obtain anything for himself. 
"There is no business whatever for us in this world, that must be 
done or abandoned by us at anytime or place; everything is good 
that comes from the good God, therefore sit you quiet with your 
cold indifference as before the occurrence of any event."'^  
For the self-realised person, there is nothing which ought to be done and 
which ought not to be done. They perform all kinds of action at anytime and at 
any place. Because, for them, all things are good as they come out from 
Brahma. One, who has stable mind, should perform all activities of life 
naturally. They should not be bound with any customs, rules or norms within 
any circumstances. They can perform their actions as a sleeping person 
performs his action in dreams without any motive. Having this idea, anyone 
can do any kind of work. He is always free, and never bound. Such people 
always engage themselves with natural events without any feeling. 
"Forget and forsake your expectation of fruition of the result of 
your actions, and allow yourself to be carried onward by the 
current of your fortune, and without taking anything to the mind; 
as a sleeping man is insensibly carried on by his dreams."'^ 
"Do thy duty as it may present itself to thee, rather than remain 
inactive with doing nothing. The dull person who likes the dirty 
mirror, does not reflect the image, comes to no use at all."** 
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"As the wise have no desire of doing anything which is beyond 
their reach, so they never like to leave out anything which is 
useful, and present itself before them."'^  
"Therefore, do thy work as it comes to thee, with a cheerful heart, 
and calmness of mind; with a tranquil soul, as if it were in thy 
sleep, and devoid of desires which thou canst never reap." 
According to Y-V, one should perform his duty naturally without 
consideration of its consequences. Because, work itself does not bound. It binds 
when it is done with desire. Thus, if anyone performs his duty without 
fluctuation of mind will not bear with any fruits. For self-realized person does 
not care for any kinds of fruits. He is beyond the concepts of good and evil. 
There is nothing to be hated or not hated. There is nothing worthy of attainment 
or avoidance. There is nothing this or not this. So, therefore, he performs his 
duty (dharma) without any care and fear. But, an ignorant person who is not 
enlightened with knowledge, his action always leads to bondage. Always it is 
harmful and painful for him. 
Since the institutions of caste and class are man-made, the duties 
apertaining them are also of relative worth, as Y-V explains: 
"The acts of wise man are neither to be praised or blamed nor are 
they praiseworthy or blameable; because they are never done from 
private or public motives, (but on the expediency of the 
occasion)." 
"Though the natures of all mankind are the same, as they are 
ordained in the beginning; yet the ignorant have created 
differences among them, by institution of the distinction of castes 
and customs; and as their institutions are their own making, they 
are subjected by them to the evils of future retribution and 
transmigration."'^  
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Further, it explains that a man should not perform his dharma for 
receiving praise or for fear of blame by the public. Because a self-realized 
person is free from any consideration of praise and blame. Neither he is praised 
for his action nor hated for it. He performs all dharma fearlessly. Their action 
is not with personal or public motive. But it depends upon right motive of the 
occasion. In reality the nature of all men are same. There is no difference 
between them. But an ignorant person makes differences among them. It is 
based on caste, creed, sex and community. Y-V does not believe in cast, 
community, sex etc. for self-realization. It holds that all men are one. Because 
there is one thing that is same in all i.e. the self. The self-realized person 
performs all kinds of action for good of all human beings and country. But the 
actions are free from having binding effect upon him. Against this, those who 
make differentiation among men, always fall in evil. Further, it holds, 
"Being free from all your inward passions and feelings of 
affection, and having given up all your desires and expectations, 
continue in the performance of your outward duties in this 
world."'' 
"Follow all your duties in life with a noble pliability of your 
disposition; but preserve the philosophic renunciation of 
everything in your mind, and conduct yourself accordingly in this 
world."^° 
"Think well on the fleeting states of all earthly things, and fix your 
mind in the lasting nature of your soul; and thus conduct yourself 
in this transitory stage, with the thoughts of eternity in your 
mind.^ ' 
Y-V holds that a man should be free from all internal passions and 
feelings. He should give up all desires and expectations.\He should perform aU 
dharma externally in this world, but be internally quite fre^ Thereby he would 
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obtain all, i.e. the self. Nothing would remain to achieve or to abandon. Having 
nothing to do, they should do everything in this world without any affection. 
They should follow all duties in life with flexible nature. They should live in 
this world doing everything externally as others do, but remaining within free 
from desires, attachment and hopes. They should follow all codes of conduct 
like a gentleman but only externally. They should live externally as other doer 
of actions. But, internally, should be quite free from them. Externally, they 
should follow all rules and conduct of society but, internally, be fully aware of 
their freedom from them. They should present themselves as the doer of deeds, 
but their mind should not show as the actor at all. They should conduct 
themselves with full knowledge of this world and natures of all beings. They 
should be familiar with everything and conduct themselves with equanimity 
and poise. 
"Conduct yourself, Rama with your inward indifference and want 
of all desire: but,sliow-y©^r outward desire for whatever is good 
7 and great. Be^ld-blooded) within yourself but full of ardour in 
^ your external 
"Conduct yourself among men, O Rama! with a feigned activity in 
your outward appearance, but with real inaction in your mind; 
show yourself as the doer of your deeds, but know in your mind to 
be no actor at all." '^' 
"Conduct yourself such, O Rama! with your full knowledge of this 
world, as if you are acquainted with the natures of all beings 
herein; and go whereever you please with your intimate 
acquaintance of everything there." '^' 
"Therefore conform thyself with the custom of the society in thy 
outward conduct; but remain indifferent to all worldly concerns in 
thy inward mind."^ ^ 
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"Remain true to thyself, by giving up thy concerns in the world; 
but continue to discharge all thy duties in this world by the acts of 
thy body. (Keep your soul to yourself, but devote your body to the 
service of the world)."^* 
Thus, Y-V holds that every man should perform all physical actions 
which ought to be done so long as the body lasts. Firstly, they should 
concentrate on the self, then perform their duties in this world. Their dharma 
should be physical not mental. Mentally they should be fi-ee from any 
attachments. 
According to Y-V, just as a spiritual man has no desire to perform 
dharma, so also he has no desire to give up dharma. Therefore, a man should 
perform dharma mechanically] As the legs of a traveller move when he is 
intently thinking of the place which he has to reach and is also absolutely 
forgetful of his walking. Similarly, every man should perform his dharma 
physically but be mentally quiet free from its consequences. They should do 
them mechanically but for the sake of humanity. They should perform their 
actions without any purpose, without any feeling of either pain or pleasure. 
They should perform their actions or duties constantly without any motives. Y-
V, further, says: 
"Take my advice, Rama, and strive to be an example or the greatest 
man in thy deeds, enjoyments, and bounty; and rely in thy unshaken 
endurance, by bidding defiance to all thy cares and fears."^^ 
"He who does his acts of goodness or otherwise, who gives vent to 
his hatred and affection and feels both pleasure and pain, without ^ 
I reference to any person or thing, and without the expectation of | 
their consequences, is said to be the greatest actor in the theater of J 
this world."^^ ^ ^ 
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"He does his duties best, who has the readiness of his wits at the 
fittest time of action; and sits unconcerned with it at other times, as 
a retired and silent sage or saint: (i.e. discharge your business 
promptly, but be no slave to service).' 
"He is reckoned as the best actor, who is naturally quiet in his 
disposition and never loses the evenness^ his temper; who does 
good to his friends and evil to his enemies^without taking them to 
TTis heart.""" 
Therefore, Y-V holds that such a person is a great doer, great enjoyer 
and great renouncer. A great doer who does everything, experiences likes and 
dislikes, undergoes pleasure and pain. He acts in accordance with or against 
law, with fruits in view or not in view without any care or anxiety. He acts 
without egoistic feeling, pride or impurity of heart. His mind is free from doing 
good or bad acts, or doing a right or wrong course of action. He indifferently 
engages himself in any activity or gives it up. He is uniformly calm at heart in 
either case. He never loses his balance of mind. He never changes his mind 
when engaged in either good actions or bad actions. His mind is uniformly the 
same in the all environment of origin, existence and decay. He is never 
changed due to rise and fall of anything around him. 
Further it holds, 
"Again he is said to enjoy himself and his life the best, who neither 
envies anybody nor pines for any thing; but enjoys and acquiesces 
to whatever is allotted to his lot, with cool composure and 
submission of his mind.""" 
"He is said to enjoy himself best, who looks on at the conduct and 
behaviour of mankind, as an unconcerned and indifferent 
spectator; and looks upon everything without craving anything for 
himself."^ ^ 
"He is said to have the highest gratifications who is possessed of 
the virtues of contentment, equanimity and benevolence (lit, want 
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of malice); and which always accompany his person, as the cooling 
beams cling to the disk of the moon."^ ^ 
"He is in the enjoyment of his highest bliss, who makes no 
distinction of one kind of his food from another; and who yearns 
for nothing that he can hardly earn. (Happy is he, who does not 
itch beyond his reach)."^ '* 
Y-V explains that one is a great enjoyer who neither desires anything 
nor hates anything, but enjoys everything naturally. He is not a hedonist. He is 
not anascetic. He is something above and different from both these types. He 
is p transcendentajxInjoYgr of all kinds of pleasures as well as their consequent 
pains. 
Therefore, we conclude that there is no fixed moral duty (dharma) 
according to Y-V. But the inner voice of man and the intelligence must discern 
for him what is good or evil. Y-V has a rational approach to the problem of 
morality. There is conscience and intelligence that have got mixed up together. 
Y-V does not believe in any fixed kind of morality or faith in the prescribed 
behaviour pattern. But a man should move inwardly in every moral situation. 
This is the reflective aspect of conscience, the inner voice of man. Therefore, 
the law of dharma of Y-V in an internal moral law and reflective principle of 
soul. It might be called transcendental law of dharma. 
II. The Theory of Action 
Y-V raises the all-important question whether it is karma (action) or 
jndna (knowledge) that leads to salvation. There was earlier an opinion 
expressed b ^ muni ^gastya as given in the Harita-Smriti, that said that 
action and knowledge are like two wings of a bird and hence both are 
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compulsory for spiritual development. By itself neither action nor 
knowledge can produce the nirvana. Y-V endorses this opinion and favours 
the performance of action while combining it with knowledge. According 
to it, there is a kind of action which is in fact nothing but the craving of 
mind. It however does not mean only the physical action as manifested 
through physical body and directed towards external objects. The real 
action is desire. Action is really mental and not physical. But there is 
another type of action which is performed naturally and without the least 
desire or attachment. It is performed without compensation, fructification 
and bondage. 
The action, according to Y-V, is essentially not physical. The 
physical action is only an external expression of the real action which is a 
vibration in the mind. Y-V explains, 
"It is the exertion of bodily activity, which we call an action here; 
but it is well known to the wise to be preceded by a mental action, 
which is called its thought in the mind: {chitta of the chit or the 
thought of the thinking principle)."^^ 
"It is the activity of the mind which forms its thoughts and 
intentions, which are the roots or seed of actions; and it is its 
passivity, which is the recipient of their results."^^ 
"It is the movement of the mind, which is said and perceived by us 
to be the source of our actions; and the actions of the mind are as 
various as the branches, leaves and fruits of trees." 
Therefore, the cause of action is the vibration of mind. The seed of 
will as mental activity fructifies into results. The expressions of physical 
movement depend upon the volition of mind. 
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Further, Y-V explains that action is expression of personality of 
individual. The/personality or individuality/is, in fact, nothing but what is 
constituted by volitions. The paurusa, vdsana, chitta and manas are all 
synonyms of karma. Of these the paurusa and karma are same and can not 
be differentiated. Thus Vasishtha says: 
"Know Rama, the action as the agent, and the actor the^Smg)with 
his action; both these are quite alike as the ice and coloness. (i.e. 
man is known by his act, and the actions bespoke the man)." 
"The vibration of the Intellect (i.e. the divine will), is the same as 
destiny which is also the agent of action; these are synonymous 
terms expressing the same thing, and destiny, deed and other 
words have no distinct meaning." 
Action and person, according to Y-V, are not two entities, but are 
identical. 
"As there is no difference in the essence of fire and heat; so there 
is no difference whatever between mind and its activity, and so 
betwixt the mind and soul (i.e. the living soul)."'**' 
Further, Y-V says that there are no actions stored in individual 
before the beginning of his individuality. Our action is our own 
manifestation. We are absolutely free in the manifestation of our actions. 
There are no actions of any previous creation which have to be fructified in 
the present one, as other Indian scholars think. Y-V believes in absolute 
freedom for God as well as for an individual. [All our actions are the result 
of absolute freedom without any determination by the action of a previous 
cycle]. No individual ever suffers the results but of his own willing. So, 
according to Y-V, 
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... Those souls that are full of intelligence and have their spiritual 
bodies, are never subject to renewed births nor to the consequences 
of their past actions and such were the bodies of Brahma, and 
Kapila and others, that became manifest of themselves {suam-
bhavah), and such were the supernatural bodies of the gods and 
divine incarnations.""*' 
"The divine mind develops itself in its OVVTI form of the sky, and 
the world that is forever situated therein, is then called the creation 
and lying in the expanse of that sky.""*^  
Therefore, the origin of Brahma and other individuals at the 
beginning of creation is not due to any previous action. In any individual, 
there are no previous actions stored before the beginning of the present 
cycle of creative activity. The Absolute Itself creates in the form of the 
world. The freedom of individuals means that if they wish to be free, they 
can be free. They have manifested their own action by neglecting the 
whole and busying themselves with a part only. According to Y-V, infinite 
individuals spring up from the Absolute at the beginning of the 
manifestation in the same way as Brahma etc. The individuals who do not 
think themselves separate from the Absolute, and feel identical with 
Absolute, such as Brahma, Visnu, Siva etc. are always free^ But other 
individuals, who ignorantly or unmindful of bad results, involve 
themselves into duality or separateness from the Absolute - they begin to 
feel their unreal individuality. Action is then bom for them. There are no 
actions to bind any individual at the beginning of manifestation.'*^ 
Y-V proclaimed that the law of action is a universal law. There is no 
moment in life without action. The individuals cannot renounce action in 
physical world, but they can liberate themselves from its results through 
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the mystic effort. The whole life is full of action. These actions are 
productive of their fruit. The individual is never free of activity. Y-V 
however clarifies that all actions as such do not bind us. The binding entity 
is desire. When the mental or physical action is not attached with desire, its 
result does not accrue to us. So there are no experience of results of action 
which are performed by us desirelessly. Y-V holds, 
"I am without any effort or attempt, and so without any fruit and 
Jiruction also; I am lonely, and so helpless likewise; I am poor and 
therefore friendless also, and know me Divine personage! to be 
pining in this forest like a withered tree perforated by worms " 
"As it is the nature of kusa-grass never to fructify, though they 
bear the flowers in time; so my son, no action can produce any 
fruit without the desire of the main object (as its final cause)." 
Actions become resultless for the individual when they are 
performed with no desire for any resuU for oneself. The action which is 
desireless, never brings any fruit to the performer. The essence of action 
which binds an individual to results is desire. So, all actions of an ignorant 
person bind him to their fruits, because he performs them with a desire to 
obtain something for himself. On the other hand, the wise people are not 
bound to the fruits of their actions. Because they do not perform them with 
any desire to gain anything for themselves. This view of Y-V is identical 
with Bhagavad-Gitd. 
The wise people who have performed an action to obtain anything 
are not bound to its fruit. It is desire which develops into attachment to the 
results of action. A performer or agent who performs action with desire, 
will really suffer from its results. But for an individual who has no desire, 
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even if any action has been physically performed by him, it will be no 
action at all. 
"Whatever actions are done at any time, with meekness and 
mildness of disposition, and with a placid frankness of the mind, is 
ever held as perfectly pure and contrite in its nature, and never 
blameable in anywise." ' 
"The man that does neither any righteous or unrighteous action in 
his life, but has his mind fixed in this earth, and attached to earthly 
objects, is deemed a hypocrite, and destined to revisit this earth in 
his repeated births."^' 
"It is no matter whether a man does or neglects the righteous deeds 
of his religion and society; provided he keeps the contriteness of 
his mind in both, and is never attached to nor affected by either: 
such a man is deemed a sage and saved from his return to this 
nether world."** 
The kind of action that are performed in the mind without being 
performed physically, is no action. For example, a man dreaming himself 
to be falling into a pit experiences the fear of his fall, even though his 
physical body is lying asleep in the bed. And, in the other case, there may 
be a man who actually falls down into a pit while he is fast asleep, and yet 
is quite insensible of the fall. Hence, whether a man is actual doer of an 
action or not, he experiences only that on which his heart is set.*' The idea 
is explained by Y-V as under: 
"Mental actions (thoughts) being brought to practice, tend to 
involve their unguarded agents of ungoverned minds, into the 
endurance of its consequence. Thus the mind is the seed (root) of 
all efforts and exertions, of all acts and actions, of all their results 
and productions, and the source of suffering the consequences of 
actions. By doing away with your mind, you make a clear sweep of 
all your actions, ^na thereby avoid all your miseries resulting from 
your acts. All these are at an end with the anaesthesia of the mind. 
It is a practice in Yoga to allay the excitement of the mind to its 
ever varying purposes."^° 
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So, according to Y-V, the mind itself is the cause of all actions. It is 
seed of all actions. Mind is desirous of all objects, all things, all worlds 
and all states. In a word, it is nothing but mind which is all. Those who 
have given up the thinking and desires are absolutely free from all actions 
and all sufferings. It can be possible through transcending of mind in 
which a man can not be affected from it. His action is no longer under the 
control of even the mental act. He becomes unattached of all actions. 
According to Y-V, 
"An action done without a desire, is an act of unconsciousness; and 
they are not recognized as our actions, which have no traces of 
them in our minds."^' 
"An act which is not remembered, and which is forgotten as if it 
were buried in oblivion, is as no act of its doer; and this oblivion is 
equal to the abandonment of action."" 
"They who have rooted out the prejudice of actions from their 
lives, and betaken themselves to the rest and refuge of inaction, are 
freed from the expectation of reward of whatever they do, as also 
from the fear of any evil for what they avoid to perform."^^ 
^ r So, the real non-action lies in the freedom from desire) craving or 
willing rather than non-acting at all. A man can attain the state of 
actionlessness when he has nothing to do with physical doing, or not doing, 
of action. One who is beyond all selfish willings, is not affected by the 
fruits of action. He is not bound by any of his actions in this or in any other 
life. If the desire is destroyed through knowledge, then destruction of 
action is possible. 
Now the important question that arises here is whether the state of 
actionlessness or non-desire is possible to achieve in this life? Is it 
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possible, in other words, to destroy actions as long as body is not 
destroyed? Further, whether or not a person in this state has duties to 
perform and whether or not he has responsibilities to fulfil? 
In several stories of Y-V, it is indicated that liberated living men can 
rule over kingdoms or live in their families. Sage Vasishtha himself and his 
renowned follower Rama may be considered to be the best embodiment of 
liberation. But there is no idea of any individual or cosmic duty to be 
performed by one who has realized the self and has become liberated. 
Probably because duty itself is a bond. But, according to Y-V, the liberated 
ones may be doing all, yet they are not bound to do it. They may or may 
not. Y-V believes in the absolute freedom. It is not that Y-V does not 
believe in duties or moral law. 
The action, according to it, cannot be renounced. Renunciation of 
physical and worldly activities is impossible. Because, life is action and 
thought is action. As long as one is thinking or living, one is in action. 
How then can an individual be free from the action. It is impossible. So, no 
one can live without action. It is, moreover, not a compulsory requirement 
to attain the liberation. The foolish believes that action can be renounced. 
But it is an impossible and worthless idea. A man can not give up action 
though he can give up his desires. Because desire is the root cause of 
action, that is to be cut off. A wise person performs his action desirelessly. 
He gives up all personal desires and willings but it is impossible to him to 
give up his action. 
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For nirvana or self-realization, moreover, it is not necessary for 
anyone to go to a lonely place in some forest. It is not necessary to bath in 
sacred river. Neither is it necessary to give up the busy home life. In the Y-
V, the story of queen Chudala and her husband Sikhidhvaja is a beautiful 
illustration of this fact. According to it, a gentlemen should prefer not to 
retire from the busy life of the world, although it is no way binding on him. 
It explains that most of the liberated, living men rule over their kingdoms. 
They give the benefit of their wisdom to others and promote the welfare of 
society. 
There is, moreover, no non-action because there is no non-
individuals, no non-consciousness. Y-V clearly declares that individuality 
and action are not two things. The name of action is individuality and 
individuality is the name of action. The activities of individual cannot be 
separated from consciousness. The relation of actions and individual is the 
same as the water and its waves. Both are identical and same. Vasishtha, 
therefore, says, 
"Know Rama, the action as the agent, and the actor the same with 
his action; both these are quite alike as the ice and coldness (i.e. 
Man is known by his act, and the actions bespoke theman)."^'' 
"There is no difference between a thinking and unthinking soul, 
unless the mind of one is actuated by its imagination, to the 
invention of some manly art or work."^^ 
"As there is no essential duality or difference in the water and its 
waves, and between desire and its result; so there is no distinction 
betwixt the intellect and its function, nor is there any difference in 
the actions from the person of their agent."^^ 
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"There is no difference between the seed and its sprout, as th^g^js 
no distinction of the heat from fire; and as you find the indenfity of 
the seed and its sprout, so must you know the identity of man with 
his acts. (i.e. Actions make the man, and the man does his actions 
like himself)."" 
Further, Y-V holds, 
"It is this thinking principle, which presents the shadow of 
something within us, and passes under the various designations of 
will or desire, the mind and its purpose likewise." 
"The mind resides in the bodies of both rational as well as 
irrational beings, and in both their waking and sleeping states; it is 
impossible therefore, to get rid of it by any body at any time." 
"Thus Rama, action in the descrite being based on the knowledge 
of one's personality; it is no way possible to avoid our activity, as 
long as the mind is situated in the body, and has the knowledge of 
its personality."^° 
"It is neither the silence nor inactivity of a living body, that 
amounts to its refraining from action, so long as the mind is busy 
with its thoughts; but it is only the unmindfulness of the 
signification of the word action, that amounts to one's forbearance 
from acts."^' 
""That utter insensibility is liberation", is well known to the 
learned as the teaching of the Veda; hence no one is exempted 
from action, as long as he lives with his sensible body." 
"Those who regard action as their duty, are never released from 
their subjection to the root (principle) of action; and this root is the 
consciousness of the concupiscent mind of its own actions. (The 
desire is the motive of actions, and the consciousness of one's 
deeds and doings, is the bondage of the soul. Or else a 
workingman is liberated, provided he is devoid of desire and 
unmindful of his actions)." 
"It is impossible, O Rama, to destroy this bodiless consciousness, 
without the weapon of a good understanding; it lies so very deep in 
the mind, that it continually nourishes the roots of action."^ 
The thinking principle of body is mind which is also called as 
action, imagination, desire, will, etc. The inner consciousness performs 
itself in volitions. The question of renouncing or performing actions which 
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are thoughts ultimately, is meaningless so long as one lives. The 
renunciation is impracticable. Whether a man is liberated or not, as long as 
he continues to live in the body, his thinking is continuous. Therefore, the 
renunciation of action is impossible as long as the body is working. So a 
man cannot be separate from his action at anytime, even in the sleeping 
state. No one indeed can experience a single moment of inactive state. 
Those who actually renounce action do not succeed in giving it up at its 
root. Because it is volitional thought. It is coloured with desire. This root 
of desire cannot be removed from consciousness from any kinds of 
renunciation as long as one lives. But Y-V holds that it can be removed 
from consciousness through knowledge. Knowledge leads the path of 
salvation. 
"Moreover, whether a man is agent or no agent of an action, and 
whether he goes to heaven or dwells in hell, his mind is subject to 
the same feelings, as he has the desires in his heart." 
According to Y-V, whether a man acts or does not act physically or 
mentally, he is liable to go in heaven or hell in accordance with his desires. 
Therefore, man should cut off his desires but not the action. He must 
perform the action desirelessly and unwillingly. 
"He who has the knowledge of truth (tatvajnana), becomes 
relaxed in his earthly desires; and though he acts his part well, 
he does not long eagerly for its result as others. He acts with his 
body but with a quiet unconcerned mind. When successful, he 
attributes the gain to the will of God; but the worldly minded 
arrogate the result to themselves, though they could not bring it 
about."^' 
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III. Renunciation of Action 
The idea of renunciation of action, according to Y-V, is that the 
performing or giving up of any action, whether it be religious or moral or 
worldly, is immaterial for attaining liberation. For the liberated ones, the 
pleasure or pain are equal in value. They have gone beyond the stage of 
differentiations and distinctions. They see here nothing but the one self. 
They have no duty to perform and no moral law to obey. The liberated man 
is also above the wish of 'doing good to other.' For the liberated ones there 
is no other good in life than the self realization and liberation. They are 
friend of all. There are three words for liberated ones - he is a great doer 
{maha- kartd), he is a great enjoyer {maha- bhokta) and he is a great 
renouncer {maha- tyagin). It is these words for liberated person in which 
the whole attitude of life is summed up. It is transcendental ethics of Y-V: 
"The wise man is not in need of any exhortation or prohibition in 
any act; because his heart being quite cool in itself in all his 
desires, there is no body to tell him anything to any purpose." 
"There is no business whatever for us in this world, that must be 
done or abandoned by us at any time or place; every thing is good 
that comes from the good God, therefore sit you quiet with your 
cold indifference as before the occurrence of any event." 
Therefore, the liberated ones who know of the self do not perform 
any kinds of action. Their desires are totally dropped. There are for them 
no injunctions and prohibitions. Because each and everything has come out 
from the infinite God, there is no matter to think about and there is nothing 
which ought to be done and which ought not to be done. Further, Y-V says. 
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"Forget and forsake your expectation of fruition of the result of 
your actions, and allow yourself to be carried onward by the 
current of your fortune, and without taking anything to thy mind; 
as a sleeping man is insensibly carried on by his dreams."*' 
"Do thy duty as it may present itself to thee, rather than remain 
inactive with doing nothing. The dull person who like the dirty 
mirror, does not reflect the image, comes to no use at all."^" 
After giving up the desire for fruits of action, man can perform any 
kinds of action either mentally or physically. He can engage with it without 
any fear, as Y-V explains: 
"The act of wise men are neither to be praised or blamed nor are 
they praiseworthy or blameable; because they are never done from 
private or public motives." '^ 
"Being free from all your inward passions and feelings of 
affection, and having given up all your desires and expectations; 
continue in the performance of your outward duties in this 
world."^^ 
So, for liberated man, there is nothing to be hated or not hated. 
There is nothing worthy of attainment or avoidance. There is nothing his or 
not his. He can do everything in this world externally as others do. But 
inwardly he remains free from desire, attachments and hopes. Y-V holds: 
"Follow all your duties in life with a noble pliability of your 
disposition; but preserve the philosophic renunciation of 
everything in your mind, and conduct yourself accordingly in this 
world."''^  
"Conduct yourself among men, O Rama! With a feigned activity in 
your outward appearance, but with real inaction in your mind; 
show yourself as the doer of your deeds, but know in your mind to 
be no actor at all."^ "* 
A knower of self can move in this world and follow all codes of 
conduct but only externally and not with the involvement of heart. They 
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can live in this world, be engaged and involved in this world and its 
objects, but internally they must be quite free from them. 
"Therefore conform thyself with the custom of the society in the 
outward conduct; but remain indifferent to all worldly concerns in 
thy inward mind."''^  
"Remain true to thyself, by giving up thy concerns in the world; 
but continue to discharge all thy duties in this world by the acts of 
thy body. (Keep your soul to yourself, but devote your body to the 
service of the world)."^^ 
So, liberated ones can externally follow all rules of good conduct, 
but mentally be fully aware of freedom from them. They may be fully 
engaged within, with all desires at rest. They can do all physical action 
which ought to be done so long as body lasts, Because they are free from 
all desires and fixed in the self. 
"Placed between the unreality and reality of this and next life, you 
must have the good sense of sticking to the Truth, and neither 
wholly reject or stick to this or the next." 
"Though engaged in business, yet you must remain, O Rama! quite 
indifferent to all things because the apathetic and inappetent are 
truly happy in this world."^* 
The knower of truth is engaged within. His is a state of balance 
between being and non-being. He neither accepts nor denies the objects. 
He is engaged in action of annihilation of mind, freeing himself from 
desires, attachment and taste for the objects. 
"As the wise have no desire of doing anything which is beyond 
their reach, so they never like to leave out anything which is 
useful, and presents itself before them."^^ 
Thus the gentleman has no desire to manifest an action and also has 
no desire to give up any action: 
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"Take my advice, Rama, and strive to be an example or the 
greatest man in thy deeds, enjoyments, and bounty; and rely in thy 
unshaken endurance, by binding defiance to all thy cares and 
fears."*" 
"He who does his acts of goodness or otherwise, who gives vent to 
his hatred and affection and feels both pleasure and pain, without 
reference to any person or thing, and without the expectation of 
their consequences, is said to be the greatest actor in the theatre of 
this world."^' 
"Again he is said to enjoy himself and his life the best, who neither 
envies anybody nor pines for any thing; but enjoys and acquiesces 
to whatever is allotted to his lot, with cool composure and 
submission of his mind."^^ 
"He who has abandoned all his desires and exertions, and forsaken 
all his hopes and fears, and effaced all his determinations from the 
tablet of his mind, is said to have relinquished every thing in this 
world, and to have freed himself from all"^^ 
Y-V proclaimed that the knower is a great doer or mahd -karta. He is 
a great enjoyer or maha-bhoktd. And, he is a great renouncer or mahd-
tyagin. He is mahd-kartd because he does everything. He experiences likes 
and dislikes without attachment. He undergoes pleasure and pain without 
any fear. He performs duty in accordance with or against the law and with 
fruits in view or not in view. He is mahd-bhoktd because he has neither 
desire for anything nor hates anything. He enjoys everything naturally. He 
is a mahd-tydgin, because he has given up all wishes, all doubts, all desires, 
all results and all partialities. 
A wise man who has realised self, performs physical action 
desirelessly. He does not care about its consequences and fruits. But a 
foolish performs his action in accordance with desires. He cannot give up 
his desires which is main cause of action. The desires of actions whether 
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good or bad cannot lead to the path of liberation. When an individual is 
aware of his desireless mind, then he can perform any kinds of action. He 
can rule a kingdom for the welfare of society. One should therefore try to 
renounce his desire, not action. 
"Whoever adopts any other method of getting rid of his actions, 
besides those prescribed herein; his attempts of their abandonment 
are as null and void as his striking the air, (in order to divide it). 
(Outward abandonment of anything is nothing, unless it is done so 
from the mind).""" 
"He who pretends to have abandoned all action, without 
abandoning (or effacing) them from his mind, is said to be a 
hypocrite, and is devoured by the monster of his hypocrisy: (of this 
nature are the false fakirs, who pretend to have renounced the 
world).""^ 
"They who have rooted out the prejudice of actions from their 
lives, and betaken themselves to the rest and refuge of inaction, are 
freed from the expectation of reward of whatever they do, as also 
from the fear of any evil for what they avoid to perform." ^  
According to Y-V, the meaning of renunciation of action is the 
jenunciation of desire. The means of renouncing desires is right 
knowledge. But the realized one gives up external actions alone. Also 
without giving up desire, there is no renunciation at all. Those who 
practice renunciation without giving up desires, their effort is worthless. In 
fact, they try to beat the empty sky with a stick. The demon of renunciation 
of actions devours those fools who attempt that renunciation of actions 
which is no renunciation at all. In the ordinary renunciation, a man gives 
up his busy home life and goes to forest. But Y-V proclaims that until the 
mind of man is not in rest, he cannot acquire the renunciation. For a man 
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with restless mind, even the forest is like a city full of men. A peaceful 
mind means residing in oneself not in forest. Therefore, Y-V holds, 
"The wise man derives no positive or permanent good, by his 
doing of any act prescribed by custom or usage; nor does he lose 
anything by his neglect of them; wherefore it is best for him to 
stand in the middle course, and according to the common rules of 
society and his country."*^ 
"As long as there is life in the body, it is called a living body and 
has its motion also; therefore measure your movements according 
to the breathings of your life, nor accelerate nor slacken them 
beyond their just measure, (i.e. neither outrun thy breath, nor halt 
in thy course)."^^ 
"I tell you, O King! that you must not of yourself get rid of your 
duties, as long as you are in this body of your's, being though your 
mmd may be freed from everything." 
The liberated living one neither gains nor loses anything by his 
observance or neglect of the actions of life. And yet he enjoys to act in 
conformity with the prescribed rules of conduct of his society and country. 
Thus, a liberated person and his body will continue to be active, as long as 
he lives. A liberated person performs any kinds of activities without any 
fear of its consequences. 
The notion of renunciation of action of Y-V is comparable with 
other Indian schools of thought. The great Shankara stressed_on 
renunciation of action and household life. Shankara holds that renunciation 
of action and the austre life can bring true knowledge of self. He also 
stressed on the duties of asrama dharma (stages of life). In the last stage of 
life called {sanyasa) an individual has renounced all his worldly activities 
and, residing in forest alone, was striving for self- realization. But Y-V 
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holds that renunciation of action is impossible. No one can absolutely free 
himself from mental as well as physical activity. Thus, there is no sense of 
speaking of tydga or sanyasa. 
The real renunciation according to Y-V is following: 
"It is neither the forsaking of your realm not that of your body, nor 
the burning of your hut and chattels, nor all these things taken 
together, that can constitute your renouncement of all and 
everything."^" 
"He who connects all the worlds with himself, as the thread that 
connects the pearls in a necklace, is the man that possesses 
everything, by renouncing all things from himself"'' 
"That which is all and everywhere, is the one only cause of all; it 
is by resigning everything in that sole existent being, that one 
becomes the renouncer of all."'^ 
Y-V holds that the renunciation of everything cannot be effected by 
giving up home, kingdom, or even the body. In fact, a man is absolute 
renouncer, who includes all within himself. He feels that he is immanent in 
all objects of the universe, past, present and future. He throws everything 
into the ultimate cause which is all, which is all around. The ideal of 
renunciation according to Y-V is embodied in a great renouncer. The 
characteristics of great renouncer is that he has mentally absolved himself 
from the virtue and vice. He has mentally absolved himself from the 
pleasure and pain and life and death. Y-V holds that one who does not own 
the body or the life in which he is living, he does not let any proper or 
improper actions to cling in his mind. He is not keenly aware of the 
existence of the mind, body and the senses. He has internally renounced all 
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virtues and vices, all thoughts and desires. He has equally and fully given 
up all that is seen in the objective world.^^ The real renunciation is the 
renunciation of the mind which is root of all things. Because the mind is 
all. It is the seed of all things, as the seed of tree. 
IV. Free-will (Paurusa) 
The Y-V has introduced the concept of paurusa to mean human 
effort and straining towards betterment, even liberation. The paurusa is the 
power of human efforts over winning the limitations and bondage of past 
actions. Y-V has pointed out that the ultimate cause of all suffering and 
bondage of life is ignorance. It holds that the self-knowledge is the kind of 
weapon that would cut off all kinds of ignorance and bondage. It is the 
main source of liberation as well as Ultimate Bliss. The resource to^cqui£e 
the self-knowledge is self-effort and nothing else. Those who do not make 
effort and only depend upon fate or destiny to bring about their desired 
objective, always suffer. Y-V holds that the destiny or fate (daiva) is 
nothing but mere imagination of fools. The paurusa or vigor of free;-,wiil, _ 
on the other hand, is the activity of mind towards the betterment not by 
chance. The existence of Indra, Brahma, Visnu, Siva etc. is due to their 
paurusa and nothing else. Man is responsible for what he is. Y-V believes 
that if any individual has to achieve anything either in this objective world 
or in the realm of heaven, that would depend upon his self-effort or will-
power. The definition and nature of paurusa according to Y-V is 
following: 
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"An effort when directed according to the counsel and the conduct 
of the good in the exercise of the action of the body and mind, it is 
attended with success, otherwise it is as vain as the freak of a 
madman." ^ 
Paurusa is described in the Y-V as mental and physical exertions 
that are made in properly advised ways, since only such actions can 
succeed. Y-V proclaims that if a person desires anything and acts 
accordingly in the proper way, then he is certain to attain it, unless of 
course he leaves it midway. So it holds, 
"Thus he who wishes to acquire riches, and perseveres in its 
acquisition, surely succeeds in gaining them; or else he stops short 
in the midway."^ 
Y-V emphasises the natural aspects of paurusa as the primary and 
last instrument of individual to perform any kind of activities. In fact, man 
is not responsible for jiis birth. But he is responsible for what he is. He is 
responsible for his action. Since his action comes out from his own self-
effort that is the only source to bring about the end of all suffering and 
ignorance of life. Thus Y-V says: 
"No other course of action except that of the exertion of one's 
manliness, is conducive to the allaying of all the miseries and 
troubles of this life".^ ^ 
Thus, the self-effort is the method whereby one can remove all kinds 
of misery in life. It is that power of individual which helps attain 
everything and fully by proper effort. By exertion of one's efforts some 
individuals have become the priests of gods, some others have attained the 
rank of Brahma, and some others the rank of God itself. Whatever an 
individual wants to attain in empirical and non-empirical worlds, he has to 
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perform right action according to the dictates of scriptures and spiritual 
teachers. 
So it is paurusa which is more powerful than daiva (destiny). 
"In whatever case there is some act (enjoined in the Sastra), it 
points us to our exertions and never to destiny. Even children are 
well aware of this." 
"It was by the exercise of their exertions that Divaspati (Jupiter) 
became the lord of gods, and Sukra obtained the preceptorship of 
demons." 
"It was by means of his activity that Vishnu had conquered the 
demons, and established the order of the world. It was by this that 
he created the worlds none of which could be the work of fate." 
Indra, Brahma, Visnu, Siva are all cit. They became gods due to 
their paurusa. The individuals have attained to godhood due to their 
paurusa. It is not due to any chance. Y-V explains that the victory of Visnu 
over the demons has established order in the world through his effort only. 
He did not do it depending upon anything like fate or destiny. Further, it is 
due to paurusa that many individuals have risen from the low condition of 
misery and poverty. After such a thing happens the position of such 
individuals became fit to be compared with Indra. According to Y-V, 
"Some among the best of men, who had been reduced to misery 
by their poverty and helplessness, have again risen to the eminence 
of Indra by exertion of their manhood."'° 
"Wise men escape from great difficulties by means of their 
exertions, but not so the mistaken fatalist by his fruitless 
inertness."'"^ 
"Whoso acts in any manner, gets his reward accordingly; but the 
restive man has nothing to expect anywhere."'^^ 
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It is, moreover, due to paurusa that a wise man comes out from 
dangerous situations and not through the absurd belief in fate. An 
individual can achieve anythings that he wants but only through effort and 
not by sitting idly. There is indeed nothing like destiny. It is a mere 
assumption of fools. Daiva or fate is the command of^od but^ the^ eaMrM£a_ 
is the activity of mind and limb in accordance with the instruction of god. 
Further, 
"It is one's self that is a friend or enemy to himself, and if one will 
not try to guard and save himself by his own self, there is no other 
to do so for him. (He who is no friend to himself, is his own enemy 
himself)."'"^ 
"Intensity of bodily efforts overcomes all impediments, but it is 
mental exertion alone which leads to ultimate success in every 
undertaking: (for without the right application of bodily efforts 
under guidance of reason, there can be no expectation of 
prospering in any attempt)."'"^ 
"Therefore let a man employ himself to the exercise of his own 
manly powers, and engage his mind and his mental energy to noble 
pursuits, in the paths of truth and holiness."'^* 
Y-V holds that every man is responsible for his own act. Every man 
is his own best friend and also his own enemy. Man is responsible both for 
his security as well as for putting life in jeopardy. If anyone does not save 
himself, there is no other to save him. It is our paurusa that brings victory, 
without fail, over our undesirable condition. All efforts have however to be 
made in accordance with the direction of the scriptures. Of course, there is 
always a limit beyond which human endeavours are not possible. 
Therefore, it is compulsory that the efforts should follow the directions of 
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the scriptures. It is also necessary for the seeker to keep the company of 
good people and adhere to right conduct. If one cultivates ^ n ^ k i n ^ p f 
actiori|) without consultation from the sdstras and good people, then he 
cannot get good results. So one should learn to be active along the right 
direction by consulting other spiritual seekers and scriptures. 
Y-V denies the fatalistic approach. There is no separate force to be 
called destiny or daiva. It is only imagination of layman; in reality it does 
not even exist. Y-V is extreme in denying the concept of fate and calls it 
mere fiction. 
''Hgwho thinks of going to heaven or hell by the will of the 
^ a k e ^ is also a slave to destiny and no better than a beast."'°^ 
"Those who vainly imagine themselves to be led about by some 
(supernatural power), and so slight their necessary duties are to be 
shunned at a distance as the mean and base."'°^ 
"Say who is there among the mighty and brave, the intelligent and 
learned that looks or waits upon destiny in this world?"'''^ 
"But whoever is averse to assiduity and relies in his luck, he is an 
enemy to his own soul, and sacrifices all his virtues, riches and 
hopes (to his idleness).""° 
"It has been seen, known, heard, and experienced (by us) that acts 
are rewarded with success; and they are dull-headed who think of 
obtaining it from fortune or by chance."'" 
"There are three-fold benefits derived from the study of books, 
from lectures of a preceptor, and from one's own industry, all of 
which are attendant on our exertions and not destiny.""^ 
According to Y-V, undoubtedly, they are great fools who believe in 
idea of destiny. They are fool who believe that God will throw him into 
hell or heaven in accordance with destiny. There are those who give up 
effort and believe in some other agency compelling them to think evil 
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thoughts and do undesirable.acts. The believer in such an idea is a very 
miserable person and his company should always be avoided. Those 
persons who are brave, successful, learned and wise do not wait for 
destiny. Those who always wait for or depend on destiny, lose all their 
merit, wealth and enjoyments. In fact, they are their own enemies. Those 
people who believe that everything is governed by the power of destiny 
will be utterly ruined. Whatever achievement in life is possible is possible 
by continual strenuous effort of will. 
The individual's efforts (paurusa) manifest in the movement of 
thought, the movement of manas (mind) and the movement of the sense. 
Thought movement is followed by movement of the psyche. The 
movement of body follows accordingly. The enjoyment and suffering 
happen in this triple movements. If this statement is true then where is 
destiny. In fact, destiny is never seen anywhere. Therefore, according to Y-
V, there is no existence of destiny or daiva, it is mere imagination of 
ignorant people. So, Y-V holds, 
"It is our good exertions that are attended by good results as the 
bad ones are followed by bad consequences. Chance is a mere 
meaningless word.""^ 
"Do not make your bloom of youth useless as ashes by sitting idly 
at home and enjoying the bliss of the harem like a worm in the 
sore.""^ 
"The immaterial destiny like vacuity has no connection with the 
material body. If it had a form or figure it would be visible (to 
some one or other); hence destiny is a nullity.""^ 
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"There is no such clear idea of a destiny like those of the mind and 
intellect, even in the (illiterate) cow-herd or in the (learned) 
pandit. Hence it is a mere non-entity.""^ 
"There is no one to be seen on earth that is motionless except the 
bodies of the dead; and if it is action that produces anything, it is 
useless to believe in destiny.""^ 
"Destiny is a mere imaginary thing, which neither exists nor acts 
nor feels (their effects). It is neither seen nor heard (by any 
body)."'"* 
"It is the fool fancies to himself a destiny and relies on it to his 
own disadvantage; while the intelligent raise themselves to better 
states by means of their exertion."" 
"The belief that we are guided by destiny and do as we are led to 
do, is a deception and an allegation (of self excuse); in fact there is 
no such thing as destiny."'^'' 
In the whole Y-V, there is no passage which speaks in favour of 
destiny. It absolutely condemns the power of destiny. It upholds that there 
is no existence of anything like fate or destiny or daiva. If anyone has 
performed the good deeds through own's paurusa and in accordance with 
sdstras and spiritual teacher, then that would produce good results. Those 
who perform the bad deeds would attain the bad results. In both situations, 
there is no destiny. The fact is that the exercise of will and efforts achieves 
every thing. There is nothing effected by destiny. It is only by the effort of 
eating that there is satisfaction of hunger. It is only by the effort of the 
vocal organs that the speech is effected. Similarly, all results are effected 
by personal efforts {paurusa). 
No one can ever experience destiny. It cannot be experienced by any 
of the senses. Everywhere, activity alone brings about results. And where 
activity is absent, as in the case of a corpse (dead body), no agency of 
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destiny is ever observed to produce anything. So no one can ever expect 
such movement of destiny. It is insensible thing. It is only imagined and 
can never be proved. It is only imagination of fools that believes in it and 
such fools are ruined by their imagination. 
Y-V further holds that there is no existence of anything that can be 
said to be destined. It is only when something is sure to happen as a result 
of one's efforts, it is said to be destined. 
"The good or bad result which proceeds from the accomplished 
acts of successful activity is expressed by the word destiny." ' 
"The wished for and unwished for consequences resulting from the 
good and bad deeds of human activity, are termed the effects of 
destiny by people."'^^ 
"Human activity which is the only cause of some unavoidable 
future consequence, is called as destiny by the majority of 
mankind."'^ ^ 
"The keen and firm resolution with which an act was done in the 
former state of life, that verily is termed destiny in the successive 
births, or generations of living beings."'^'' 
Destiny is a word that has come into vogue from the idea of the 
future retribution of one's past actions. From this the ignorant are led to 
believe that there is such a thing as destiny. The inscrutability of such an 
event has led them to the fallacious suppositions like that of seeing snake 
in a rope. Thus then the fate being nothing other than a name for our past 
actions, it is as easily overcome (by present acts) as a boy (is subdued) by 
an adult youth. Whatever one attempts to do, he readily meets with its 
reward: this being the effect of exertion. The acts of our former lives 
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constitute what we call our destiny, and they return to us from the region 
of the gods for our good in both worlds.'^^ 
Thus, the destiny is nothing but an expression of successful activity 
of individual. It is when any endeavour (paurusa) comes to fruition and a 
good or a bad result is gained, people speak of it as being destiny. The 
attainment of fruits of our labours is destined and so it is termed destiny. If 
any performer attains successful activity, whether good or bad, through 
effort it is denoted by the term destiny. It is not a reality but mere vacuity. 
It can neither help nor obstruct anyone in anyway. If any individual who 
performed actions previously with effort and determination and is now 
ready to its fruition, this will be called the destiny. It can happen to any 
one at anytime. Any one could have a particular idea, a particular 
resolution, which may be success or failure as the result of operation. But 
the common people referred to it as being due to destiny which is merely a 
word. Expressions, such as 'it shall be so' and 'it is thus determined' do 
not carry any meaning. In certain cases, the results of our effort are 
completely and surely predictable. This kind of predictability and 
predetermination has given rise to the conception of destiny. 
The ignorant people believe in the reality of destiny as a self-
subsisting entity. For example, they perceive a snake in a rope where there 
is none. Therefore, it is no destiny. It is only our own efforts fructifying in 
good or bad results. The previous actions of individuals along with their 
resMits constitute destiny^s one endeavours so he achieves. Y-V holds, 
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"Thus then fate being no other than a name for our past actions, it 
is as easily overcome (by present acts) as a boy (is subdued) by an 
adult youth. Like two rams our fate and exertions are fighting with 
one another, wherein the victory is always on the side of the 
stronger."'^ ^ 
"As a fault or failure of the previous day is corrected by its 
rectifications to day; so can you purify your prestine impure soul 
by your pious acts of the present day." ^' 
"Present acts destroy those of the past life and so also the vice-
versa comes to pass; but the exertions of a man are undoubtedly 
successful (at all times)."'^* 
"Of these two powers that of the present state is manifestly 
superior to the other; hence it is as possible to overcome the past 
by the present, as to kick a boy by an adult."' 
Y-V explains the real meaning of destiny. It says that our fate is like 
'two contesling rams. It is like the exertions of two individuals fighting 
with each other in a contrary direction. Those who are stronger will surely 
win victory over the others. The wrong acts of yesterday can be corrected 
today and the present efforts can correct the previous ones. There are two 
kinds of paurusa, viz, past and present paurusa. The present paurusa is 
more powerful than past paurusa, as a youth can defeat a child. The 
present paurusa is indeed so powerful that if it is well directed and 
organized it can destroy the mount. Y-V explains, 
"Human exertions are either lawful or unlawful; the former leading 
to success, and the latter to dangerous consequences."'^" 
"We ought therefore to rely in our exertions and clearness of 
understanding by the help of Sastras and association with the Vv'ise, 
for fording over the ocean of this world."'^' 
There is another way of classifying paurusa. There is scientific 
paurusa and there is an unscientific paurusa. The scientific paurusa means 
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acting according to sastras. The unscientific paurusa means not acting in 
conformity with the sastras. The unscientific paurusa leads to bad 
consequences or (results), while the scientific paurusa or paurusa 
according to sastras leads to desirable end. Therefore, one must remember 
that all efforts are not productive of a particular result. There are some 
which are most appropriate for the purpose and others which are not so. 
So, therefore, anyone who is cultivating action through his own effort 
without concern of scripture, cannot attain desirable end. Thus, the 
importance of effort is obvious it is also obvious that effort is to be 
directed towards the attainment of the highest bliss. 
In the end, Y-V says that gods and sages have attained Highest Bliss 
through their paurusa (effort). The paurusa takes one to success in three 
ways, viz. the way of scripture, of spiritual teacher and one's own self The 
scripture gives the direction about the right objects. The spiritual teacher 
advises regarding the right method that is desirable and likely to succeed. 
The self always yearns and finds its own way through the greater effort. 
Even Visnu achieved all the success in the matters of creation and in 
defeating the demons by sheer effort and not through destiny. Thus, it is_ 
the paurusa that is the real force in life and there is nothing like destiny or 
daiva. The concept of paurusa in Y-V is very dynamic. In the Bhagvad-
GTta, the idea of paurusa is presented not in so many clear-cut words. 
Neither is it found in other Indian schools of thoughts. 
* * — 
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Chapter - 3 
BEYOND DHARMA AND KARMA 
I. The Idea of ""Stabilized Intellect" 
It has already been seen that in the Yoga-Vdsishtha philosophy mind 
is pivot of whole human activity. Every state of existence is nothing but 
the manifestation of mind. The rising and setting of the mind is the 
appearing and disappearing of the world. The purity or impurity of it is our 
freedom or bondage. All our physical and spiritual attainments depend on 
the condition of the mind. Y-V holds that it is same mind which is called 
desire, memory, attention, sensation, intellect, will, imagination, emotion, 
ego, etc. These are primary functions of the mind. These are also equally 
present in every moment of its existence. Mind is, for that reason, the only 
source of endeavours to attain the self-knowledge. The annihilation of 
mind from the worldly experience is therefore the realization of self. It is 
centre of individual's willing, thinking and feeling. Once the mental 
operations are stopped the 'Self is freed of its worldly encumbrances^. This 
condition is called the state of'stabilized intellect.' 
"The heart is the nave or axis of the wheel of delusion; if thou 
canst stop the motion of this central power, there is nothing to 
disturb thee any more."' 
"If you be slack to fasten the nave (nabhi) of your mind, by your 
manly efforts (purushartha); it will be hard for you to stop the 
wheel of the world, which runs faster as you slacken your mind."^ 
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"Exert your manly strength (courage), with the aid of your mental 
powers and wisdom, stop the motion of your heart, which is the 
centre of the wheeling course of the world." 
"Hence the mind being conquered, everything is subdued and 
brought under subjection; but the mind is invincible without 
adoption of proper means for its subjugation." 
"The world is situated in the mind, as the air is confined in a pot; 
but the mind being restricted to itself, the world is lost to it; as the 
pot just broken, lets out the air to mix in endless vacuity." 
"With the riddance of your mind, you get rid of the unity and 
duality of creeds, and come to perceive all diversities and 
pluralities blend in one universal whole; which is transcendental 
tranquillity, transparent purity and undiminished felicity: (which is 
anamaya without alloy)."^ 
"The mind is the field for the course of every body, in his career in 
this world; but if this field be over grown with thorns and 
brambles, how can you expect to grow rice in it?"^ 
"It is self-control or the government of one's own mind, that is the 
only means of wading through all the troubles and distresses, and 
amidst all the dangers and difficulties of this world.*" 
"The mortification of the mind, is attended with the subsidence of 
our woes; but the agitated thoughts in the mind, are causes of all 
our woes."^ 
As said above, the mind is the cause of delusion. It is the nave of the 
wheel of the world of appearance. If an individual can stop the wheel of 
the world-illusion, there will be no more trouble and suffering for him. 
Therefore, Y-V advises that an individual should apply all its efforts in 
controlling the mind. Indeed, everything is attained by victory over the 
mind. Until the mind is annihilated, the world-experience will not be 
annihilated. It is only with the destruction of a jar that the jar space is 
annihilated. When the individual's mind gives up all conceptions of duality 
and unity, he begins to experience Absolute Peace. This peace is 
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transcendental and of transparent purity. Mind is like the field where the 
crops of the world-experience grow. If the field is no longer in existence, 
there will be no place for the crops to grow. There is only one effective 
cause for eliminating suffering and troubles from the world. It is the 
control of one's own mind. All kinds of experience, whether of pleasure or 
pain, cease when the mind is annihilated. When the individual has 
experienced the annihilated mind in the sense of 'no more' then alone he 
will be said to have perceived the Absolute one. 
Y-V suggests that the mind becomes more and more dense as the 
individual begins to take care of worldly things. He should therefore keep 
away from such indulgences to the maximum extent possible. The worldly 
involvement is indeed a great barrier on the path of realization as well as in 
the path of annihilation. Being in the world the mind grows denser by 
taking the self to be the not-self. It does so by trusting in the body, by the 
attachment to the family, by egoistic activities and by the intoxication of 
possession. It becomes impure by the thought of 'it is mine'. It becomes 
denser by the pains of old age and death, by the vain desire of rising in the 
world. It grows denser by making efforts in attaining what is desired and 
avoiding what it dislikes. The mind becomes more and more dense by the 
love, by avarice for wealth and by the enjoyment of the pleasure of sex. It 
becomes denser by the increase in sexual enjoyments. It becomes polluted 
by drinking milk of wrong desires. It is rendered impure by such conduct 
in the world as presupposes faith in it. Mind is developed by the love of 
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body which has a beginning and end. It is polluted by the violent pleasures 
that terminate in the poison of pain.'° 
Y-V gives the solution to come out from these impurities and attain 
the annihilated mind for realization of spotless truth. One's endeavours 
can be refined and expanded into the infinite Brahman by other kinds of 
thoughts, emotions and activities: 
"The heart being fixed in the Supreme, becomes purified of its 
worldly desires and attachments; and then O Rama! it perceives 
that soul in itself, which transcends all imaginations of the mind. 
{Kalpanas are imaginary attributes of God in the mind; who can 
only be seen in the heart)."" 
"The mind is found by right reasoning to be a perishable object, 
and no sooner doth it perish, than the living soul succeeds to 
obtain its final liberation. For the desires of the mind are the 
bondage of its transmigration, but the dissolution of the mind with 
its desires, secures its liberation. (Volition and velleity, are the 
active and inactive acts of the mind for its eternal bondage)."' 
"The omnipotence of Brahma, is seen to stretch itself to all the ten 
sides of the universe; his power of annihilation is seen in the 
extinction of beings; and his punishment is evident, in the sorrows 
of the miserable." 
Further, 
"When the thinking principle or mind is wasted and weakened, and 
appears to be extinct and null, the intellect which remains in 
common in all beings, is called the common intelligence (or Nous) 
ofall."'^ 
Here, Y-V suggests that it is not enough for endeavourer to only 
keep away from different kinds of obstacles. Not less necessary is for him 
to involve himself into the infinite Brahman through other kinds of 
thoughts, emotions and activities, in which there is no selfishness, no 
desire and no craving for fruits. The mind becomes the self by being 
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directed to the Absolute. It, thus, becomes desireless and thoughtless. The 
annihilated mind is Brahman and nothing else. When the seekers neglect 
and stop all kinds of experiences, they perceive the pure consciousness as 
the 'Universal Being.' 
II. Methods of Stabilizing Intellect 
Y-V has explained in detail the process of achieving the stabilized 
intellect, which is, in other words, the control of mind in the path of 
realization of Brahman. It is a process in which mind is dissolved and 
reduced to nothing. Those seekers who follow these methods in proper 
way, can have sure success. But those who do not follow it properly and 
methodically are bound to fail and will always have troubles. The most 
important aspect of this method is that one should always bear in mind that 
the mind is dissolved by one's own effort of will and not by such other 
methods as penances, pilgrimage, learning, sacrifices etc. '^  
The following methods are prescribed by Y-V for the stabilization of 
intellect. 
1. The stabilized intellect through realizing its unreality 
2. The stabilized intellect through refutation of imagination or will 
3. The stabilized intellect through aversion for objects of enjoyment 
4. The stabilized intellect through renunciation of desires 
5. The stabilized intellect through destruction of the egoistic feeling 
6. The stabilized intellect through exercise of detachment 
7. The stabilized intellect through equanimity 
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8. The stabilized intellect through freedom from the idea of activity 
9. The stabilized intellect through mental renunciation of everything 
10. The stabilized intellect through intense contemplation of Absolute 
Reality (samddhi) 
1. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Realizing its Unreality 
Y-V says: 
"There is no such thing in reality, my son, as what you call your 
egoism or personality; it is an unreality appearing as reality, and a 
false chimera like the ghost of little boys.^ ^  "^ 
"Like the fallacy of water in the mirage, and the mistake of a 
serpent in the rope; and alike all other errors appearing as truths, 
the misconception of egoism is a mere delusion of the 
understanding."'^ 
"The thought, that I am none of the fancied forms which I feign to 
myself, but of that form from whence I am, causes the mind to be 
one with the everlasting Brahma, by divesting it of the thoughts of 
all other things." '* 
Y-V holds that to get rid of the egoistic ideas is easier than opening 
of eyes. It is as easy as the pressing of a flower. It depends upon 
individual's own's efforts and practice. When an individual has 
philosophical knowledge, he cannot suffer from the illusory things. If he 
has perceived a thing to be real on account of ignorance, he will no longer 
apprehend it as such when philosophical knowledge or true knowledge is 
attained. The perception will be destroyed due to his true knowledge. Thus, 
the idea of mind is only an illusory conception in the Absolute. It is like 
the appearance of a snake in a rope or water in desert. The mental ideas are 
illusory ideas. They are unreal from the point of view of the absolute self. 
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They do not really belong to me. 'I am not the mind', this conception 
should be realized by endeavourer in the path of annihilation of mind. 
When the endeavourer rejects his own mind, he realizes the eternal 
Brahman. Thus, the first approach to attain the 'stabilized mind' is through 
the negation of egoistic ideas (mind). Apart from the mind/ego, he has to 
realize the phenomena also as unreality through the philosophical thinking. 
Because the appearance of unreality of things is great barrier in the path of 
'annihilation of mind.' The world, in reality, does not exist. It is affirmed 
due to our egoistic ideas and egoistic ideas come out from the mind. Mind 
itself does not exist. It is only chimerical belief of individuals. So, it is 
necessary to remove it by the endeavourer in order to attain the 'stabilized 
intellect'. 
2. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Refutation of Imagination or 
Will 
The next approach to stabilized intellect or annihilated mind is 
through the negation of imaginary ideas. It is also a barrier in path of 
annihilation of mind. The main cause of imaginary ideas is mind. No ideas 
come out from outer world. They reside in every individual's mind in 
sleeping or waking state. The creation of imaginary ideas of the objective 
world is dependent upon desires. Y-V holds that if the negative or positive 
ideas of individuals towards the physical world do not dissolve, the goal of 
'stabilized intellect' will not be attained. 
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Y-V insists that the main cause of bondage of mind as well as 
individual life is imagination orlsamkalpa/The absence of imagination is 
called salvation. When the mind is no more, there is no imagination. Then 
individual has realized salvatioi/(«/>i|ana)y)ln fact, the imagination is 
responsible for the origin of illusory world. When the imagination is 
stopped completely, the illusory world vanishes away. This state of 
annihilated mind is the cause of nirmnaJYhe cause of suffering in world is 
dissolved when the endeavourer's mind gives up all kinds of imaginary and 
illusory ideas. 
"... The desire of fruition is the bondage of your soul, and your 
relinquishment of it is fraught with your perfect freedom." 
"The Volitive faculty of the Supreme Spirit, is denominated by the 
mind; but it is unmindedness and want of volition on our part, 
which produces our liberation."^" 
"It is the thought or imagination, that makes the false world appear 
as true, and it depends upon the thought also, that the world 
vanishes into nothing."^' 
But the question arises how can one remove the imaginary activity 
and attain the 'stabilized intellect'. What is the main apparatus and what 
difficulties are created in this path? Y-V tells that the imagination 
(samkalpa) is dissolved with the help of imagination (samkalpa). It means 
that the main instrument to dissolve the imagination lies in one's own 
mind. It is the effect of opposite ideas of imagination that goes to remove 
it. The imagination comes to end through the negation of what is affirmed. 
Those who know the phenomena of imagination also know how to will to 
end something that is imagination. To realize the unreality of this idea is to 
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kill imagination. The individual has to realize both positive and negative 
ideas about it. That is how both ideas will naturalize each other and will 
leave the absolute self shining in its own glory in the experience of the 
individual. 
3. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through the Aversion for Objects of 
Enjoyment 
The next approach to 'stabilized intellect' lies in aversion for objects 
of enjoyment. Y-V insists that the seekers must begin to cultivate distaste 
and indifference for the objects of pleasure. They should be free from 
desire to attain the annihilated mind. Because the objective pleasure is 
great obstacle in the path of self-realization as well as stabilization of 
intellect. 
Y-V says: 
"... The desire of enjoyment (avarice) is our bondage in the world, 
and its abandonment is our release from it." 
"As the mind is freed from its choice and dislike of things, so is 
the soul liberated by avoiding its egoism and personality, and then 
it has no more to be conscious of the pain, attending upon a future 
birth and transmigration."^'' 
"... There is no hope of spiritual happiness, until there is a distate 
towards temporal enjoyments." '^' 
"It is hard to attain to the dignity of the all conquering self-
sufficiency, as long as one has the dastardly spirit of his earthly 
cravings."^^ 
"So long are all embodied souls destined to rove about the 
wilderness of the world, as there is the want of resignation in their 
heart of all the sensible objects in nature."^^ 
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Y-V proclaims that the desire of objects of pleasure is bondage and 
it is cause of suffering and pain. It is barrier in the path of liberation 
(nirvana). When^ ^Mi individual is able to absolutely remove it, then he 
realizes thefBrahman. An individual is liberated when he does not take any 
interest in physical world. Until an absolute indifference for pleasures is 
generated in the individual's mind, there cannot occur complete liberation. 
Therefore, the endeavourer has to produce detachment towards the physical 
world through his effort. Then he will realize the characteristic of nirvana 
as well as annihilated mind. Y-V insists that it does not mean that the 
individual who wants to attain the stabilized intellect is cut off from the 
worldly activities and busy household life. He may indeed still participate 
in worldly activities and be busy with family life. But all this he will do 
without interest and indulgence. He will not care about consequences and 
results of his actions. Such kinds of people who perform action without 
interest, they can be said to have realized the 'stabilized intellect'. But, 
again, the question is how can one cultivate distaste for the pleasures of the 
world? To this Y-V answers in the following manner. 
"As the increasing gloominess of rainy clouds is followed by the 
serenity of autumnal skies, so clear reasoning comes after 
detestation of enjoyments, which fly at the advance of reason."" 
Thus, it holds that the distaste for the objects of pleasure arises from 
philosophical thinking. In fact, the objective and worldly pleasure is not 
real. It is only illusion and appearance. So, an individual has only to think 
over their illusory and mixed nature. He has to think that every pleasure 
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has its abode not in the object but within the self. Those who think its 
opposite, are suffering from pain. Another factor is regarding the 
knowledge of one's own self. If you know what you really are, you have 
perceived that your own self is the ultimate cause of everything. It is the 
ultimate source of all happiness. 
"... All pleasures are poisonous and pernicious, and you must fly 
from them as from venomous snakes and a raging fire."^^ 
"The sight of the Spirit produces the want of desires, and the 
absence of these shows the light of the spirit to its sight."^ 
"After the loss of relish in worldly enjoyments, and the sight of the 
Supreme Spirit, the soul finds its perpetual rest in the essence of 
the Supreme Brahma."^° 
"It is the gradual habit of renouncing our fondness for temporal 
objects, that shows itself in time in our resignation of the world, as 
continuous watering at the roots of plants makes them grow to 
large trees afterwards."^' 
"Reliance on this spiritual power will uproot your dependence on 
bodily nutriments; and there is no hope of spiritual happiness, until 
there is a distaste towards temporal enjoyments''.^^ 
Therefore, according to Y-V, the seekers of truth are those who have 
realized and know about their self, which is main source of all happiness. 
They are the ones who have realized the objective world as illusion and 
unreal. They do not receive any pleasures from the objective world. They 
have perceived all physical pleasures as poison and fire. And such an 
attitude comes out from the philosophical thinking. In fact, there is nothing 
except the thinking itself which creates the idea of dislike for pleasures. 
The idea of dislike of pleasure is cultivated by the individual's own's 
effort that lies in having a vision of self. The vision of the Absolute 
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imports desirelessness and desirelessness imports the vision of the 
absolute. The dislike for objective pleasure is not completed in one go. It is 
realized only gradually. Thus, an endeavourer can acquire dislike for the 
pleasure of the physical world in stages and over a period of time. 
4. 'Stabilized Intellect' through Renunciation of Desires 
In the path of 'stabilized intellect' it is a necessary requirement for 
individual to dissolve his lustful desires (msa^^. Because they bind us to 
objects. And the cause of desire is mind. Whenever the mind is fluctuating 
towards the physical world and the notion of mine and yours is produced, 
the concept of desire is developed, 
"... Know, great prince, cupidity to be the intrinsic nature of the 
mind; and know the word desire to be used as a synonym for the 
mind."" 
"Know, O high-minded Rama! that desire to be the greatest 
bondage of man, which is in eager expectation of the possession of 
anything."^" 
"He who is devoid of desire of everything, whether existent or 
inexistent in the world is the truly great man, with the greatest 
magnanimity of his soul." 
"The dependence of beings on their desires, and their strong 
attachment to external objects, are called to be their bondage and 
fetters in this world, by the doctors in divinity." ^^  
"The living man, whose life is freed from all desires in this world, 
is called the living liberated- jivan-mukia\ a state which is 
unknown to them that are not liberated (c-^'"-^ "^' 
According to Y-V, desire is the essential characteristic of mind. The 
mind and desire are synonymous. The seed of desire is developed in 
individual mind with the concept of T . The endeavourers can attain the 
'stabilized intellect' and merge within the absolute through removing their 
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ideas regarding the physical object. This type of experience cannot be 
understood or known by unliberated man. 
The people should remember that lustful desire is an evil that must 
be removed from self. They should realize it as main cause of all suffering 
and ail troubles. 
"Avarice (like Pandora's box) is filled with miseries, decrepitude 
and death, and is full of disorder and disasters like a mad 
bacchanial."^* 
"I see our vices like a flock of owls flying about in the region of 
our minds, under the darkness of our affections, and in the 
longsome night of our avaric."^' 
"The man striken with avarice, remains niggardly and broken 
hearted at all times, his spirits are damped, and his sordid soul is 
debased before mankind. He is now dejected, and now he weeps 
and lays himself down in despair,"'*" 
"Our bodies are decaying in time, and our hairs are turning grey 
with age, and the teeth are falling off; thus all things are worn out 
in the world, except our desires, which know no decrease or 
decay.'"*' 
According to Y-V, the occurrence of desires is the endless source of 
all sufferings and pains. It is cause of old age and death. It is also cause of 
mental worries and physical disease. All the owls of evils and defects 
manifest themselves in the sky of the heart in the dark night of desires. 
Those, who are bitten by desires, appear helpless to all. They are losers of 
soul. They lose lustre. They are reduced to wretchedness. They are 
deluded. They are in pain. They are fallen in the scale of life. A man grows 
old as his hair grows old and wears out. But it is desire alone which does 
not wear out. It continues to trouble the old man with the same power or 
probably more powerfully. The wise man must always keep away from it. 
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After he has renounced his desire, what remains for him is Brahma. And 
there is nothing which should be avoided more by a gentleman.'*^ 
Further, since the desire cannot be removed at a time, the individual 
should first remove dark desires connected with sensual pleasures and 
replace them by desires of befriending, doing good to others etc. The 
individuals should perform action in accordance with the actualisation of 
the pure desires. But in the end these should also be given up. Y-V does 
not stress on the renunciation of action. It rather stresses on the physical 
action to fulfil the basic needs of life which is necessary for spiritual 
progress. Y-V insists that the endeavourers cannot attain the spiritual end 
through action only or knowledge only. Both are necessary. If the 
individual's action is desireless then the performance of any kinds of 
action is immaterial. It is of no consequence whether he does something or 
does not do anything. He is not affected by action's consequences. This is 
because he has performed action without personal motive. 
"The man devoid of desires, has no need of his observance or 
avoidance of pious acts; the freedom of his mind from its 
dependence on anything, is sufficient for his liberation."'*^ 
According to Y-V, those persons who are free fi-om desire, their 
mind is not affected from action or inaction. Y-V, indeed, distinguishes 
between two types of renunciation of desire. Firstly, there is the kind of 
renunciation where people live in world and are engaged in all activities of 
life without any consequences. It is called the (dhyeya tyaga.jThe second 
kind of renunciation of desire is where the individual is totally merged into 
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the absolute. It is called/lneyd\yagay Y-V has differentiated the two in 
following manner: 
"The knowledge that I am the life of my body and its powers, and 
these are the supports of my life, and that I am something."^^ 
"But this internal conviction being weighed well by the light of 
reason, will prove that neither am I related with the external body, 
nor does it bear any relation with my internal soul."^* 
"Therefore, the performance of one's duties, with calmness and 
coolness of his understanding, and without any desire of fruition, 
is called the abandonment of desire in thought."*^ 
"He who foregoes with ease the desires arising from his egoism, is 
styled the thinking abjurer of his desires, and is liberated in his life 
time."'« 
According to Y-V, the renunciation of desires for objects, which 
arises as a result of individual conviction is realized after thoughtful 
consideration that one has nothing to do with the objects. In opposition to 
the previous conviction that the objects are for individual's life and he 
lives in the objects and cannot in any way exist without them, he now 
liberates himself from all thoughts of the object and indulges in all sorts of 
activity though performing them desirelessly. It is called thinkable 
renunciation. It is the character of liberated men that they remove egoistic 
desires for objects. Yet, they perform the action without any fear. On the 
other hand, the knowable renunciation is that where a liberated man, 
having given up all desires and having become even to everything, cuts 
entirely the roots of individuality and thus gives up the physical body."*^  
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5. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through the Destruction of Egoistic 
Feeling 
The endeavourers cannot acquire the 'stabilized intellect', till they 
have egoistic feelings. I.e. till they believe in the concept of T am 
something' or, T do something'. It is compulsory for an endeavourer to 
completely remove his seeds of self-affirmation. 
Explaining the nature of egoistic feelings, Y-V says: 
"Egoism is the root (seed) of the arbour of the mind, with all its 
branches and leaves and fruits and flowers; therefore root out the 
mind with its very root of egoism, and have thy breast as clear as 
the empty and lurid sky".^ " 
"The error of the world (the false conception of its reality), which 
covers the mind, as the green verdure of grass overspreads the face 
of the ground, has for its origin the idea of one's egoism which 
takes its root in the human soul."^' 
"Such is the mundane tree, growing out of the seed of egoism; but 
this seed being roasted by the fire of reason, ceases to sprout forth 
anymore (i.e. into new life in future births)." 
"After the cloud of egoism is dispersed, and the sphere is cleared 
all around, the divine light appears to shine in it, as brightly as 
another sun."^^ 
"As long as the moonlight of the intellect is obscured by the 
darkness of egoism, so long the lotus lake of spirituality, will not 
come to its bloom."^'' 
The main cause of egoistic feeling is mind. Mind is the tree that 
grows out of the seed of self-affirmation. Its branches, leaves and flowers 
are objects of the world. The root of tree can be dissolved by destroying 
the seed. The illusory world which is always changeable and decayable, is 
generated by self- affirmation. It appears as real but it is not real. It is only 
illusion. But self-affirmation makes it real. The main cause of egoistic 
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conception is self-affirmation (aham-bhava). If the endeavourer does not 
burn tlie seed through fire of spiritual knowledge, the tree of world-
experience will grow and continue. And that is the great barrier in the path 
of realizing stabilized intellect. Y-V holds that the picture of self-
realization is fully seen when the endeavourer removes the clouds of ego. 
Therefore, if the endeavourers does not cut-off from the egoistic feeling 
absolutely, he will not attain the self-realization. 
Answering the question how an endeavourer can absolutely free 
himself from the egoistic feelings, Y-V says that an individual can be free 
from the ego through the spiritual and philosophical thinking. Whenever an 
individual has realized that the world and its objects are only illusion and 
unreal from the absolute point of view, then he will realize that his 
attachment with worldly object is due to his egoistic thinking. He will also 
realize that the pleasure is also illusory, momentary and unreal. It is in fact 
productive only of pain and suffering. 
"The visibles are not existent, nor is I or thou (i.e. the subjective or 
objective) ever a positive reality, and this fallacy of their positivity 
is wholly burnt away by the knowledge of tajjnana or their identity 
with God: (i.e. in the extinction of all distinctive knowledge in the 
entity of the sole unity)."^^ 
"As it is the thought of I and thou that begets the idea of egoism 
and tuism, which becomes the seed of the world; so it is the 
thought of non-ego et tu, that removes the idea of egoism and 
tuism, and this is the true and best knowledge of God."^^ 
"It is by seeking to settle mind in the resplendent soul, as it shines 
in the transparent mirror of the intellect, that it is possible for any 
body to suppress the consciousness of his self or personal 
existence."''^ 
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"A closer investigation into human life proves it to be a maze full 
with the false shows of magic. It is not worth loving or hating, nor 
capable of causing our egoism or pride." 
"He who knowing his internal self to be beyond the external world, 
and neither desires nor dislikes anything in it, but preserves the 
serenity of his temper at all times, is not susceptible of egoism." ^^  
Y-V insists that once the individual knows the nature of ego, he will 
work for its destruction. The tree of ego will not grow when the individual 
self as absolute and pure consciousness is not denied. When there is no 
attachment for any object (in the sense of love or hate), the fruits of ego 
will not grow. If an individual has realized the self as 'I am the whole 
universe' and has dropped all concepts of the desirable and undesirable, he 
has indeed adopted the perspective of universality. When an individual has 
dropped the concept of ego, he becomes a universal personality. At that 
point his characters and attitudes are also changed. He then becomes a 
living liberated man who is also observant of the moral laws. The virtues 
come out from his personality just as the rivers flow from mountains. It is 
no more through the control of his temptations, his passions and his sense 
organs. When the individual mind, which called itself 'ego', becomes 
annihilated, the evil qualities or desire or any kinds of delusion, etc. do not 
touch it. After that, the cheerfulness always brightens one's face. When the 
root of desires is absolutely cut off, the anger becomes thin and delusion 
less dense. Then the passion becomes powerless and avarice runs away. 
The sense-organs do not go out of control and sorrow never visits him. The 
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pleasures and pains are no longer experienced and peace and equanimity 
are felt all around.^" 
6. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Exercise of Detachment 
The individuals who want to stabilize intellect and merge within 
Absolute Being, should always keep away from all kinds of worldly 
attachment. Because, the worldly attachment leads to bondage and 
limitation. For the attainment of annihilated mind, it is compulsory for an 
endeavourer to practice detachment regarding worldly objects. Therefore, 
Y-V says, 
"The prurience that is inherent in one's consciousness, is the 
embryonic seed of his resuscitation to life; in the manner of the 
germination of plants: it is therefore meet to render this seed 
abortive by frying it in the fire of inappetency."^' 
"The man that is internally connected with the externals, sinks 
deep under the load of his connexions in the depth of this earth, 
but he who is aloof from his internal relations, floats above the 
surface of this sea, and rises aloft in air as an aerial being."^^ 
Y-V holds that the desire is the main cause to bring out the world 
experience. It is essential character of mind to have attachment with 
physical objects. It can be destroyed with the fire of non-attachment. Those 
who have attachment are bound in this world. And they are free who are 
free from attachment on mental as well as physical level. The pain and 
suffering arise when the individual mind is marvelled by worldly objects 
and becomes attached with them. 
Y-V tells about the process how an individual can be free from 
worldly attachment and evolve his self within the Absolute Reality. About 
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how could the endeavourers realize annihilated mind from detachments of 
worldly pleasure, Y-V says, 
"But the conviction "that this whole-cosmos is the selfsame soul, 
and therefore we have nothing to choose or reject in it beside the 
very soul.""" 
"He whose mind is not solicitous about the results of his actions, 
but takes them lightly as they come to pass upon him; such a man 
is said to be listless and lukewarm in his mind."^ 
Further, 
"That impure desire of the pure soul, for the presence or absence 
of something which tends to our pleasure or pain, is called our 
attachment to the same."^^ 
"The doing of a thing with listlessness, and the performance of an 
act whether good or bad without taking it to the mind, is what is 
called lukewarmness by the learned."^^ 
According to Y-V, thus, it is necessary for endeavourer first to know 
his self and his body and differentiate between them. It is necessary that 
they should detach themselves from bodies which they feel very much 
indentified with. In fact, the relation of identity between the self and the 
body is illusory. The self feels the pains of the body, because it thinks 
itself to be the body. Whenever the individuals give up that idea they 
become free from the pains of the body. The individual can be identified 
with the self or with the body. Whenever the individual's self is recognized 
as consciousness, internal, self-revealed and free from mutations, the body 
is realized as impermanent and impure. Therefore, an individual should try 
to detach himself from the attachment of body. He should attach himself 
with pure consciousness. He should keep his mind indifferent. 
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Y-V explains the characteristics of unattached man. It holds that a 
person is said to be unattached, who lives or does not live inactive. He 
performs any action though without care of its consequences. He thinks 
that nothing is desirable and undesirable in this world. He is not attached 
with any kind of result of action. He has detached himself from joy or 
sorrow or the existence or non-existence of things. According to Y-V, the 
non-attachment consists in not involving into action, whether it is good or 
bad. And also the unattached man is not affected by them whether he is 
doing them or not doing them. 
7. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Equanimity 
The mind becomes stable and concentrate by cultivating equanimity 
or evenness. In the path of stabilized intellect, an endeavourer must look 
with an equal eye in every state of existence. They should receive all 
objects with equal satisfaction. An individual can attain evenness when he 
no longer has any interest in the affairs of body or of mind. But his self is 
equally present in all things, at all time in every state. Therefore, Y-V says, 
"Be not fond of what you think to be beautiful, nor disgusted at 
what appears hateful to you, get rid of these antagonist feelings, 
and be even minded by fixing it on One, before whom all things 
are alike and equally good. 
"Until the fancy of the desirableness of one thing and dislike of the 
other, is effaced from the mind, it is as hard to have the good grace 
of equanimity, as it is difficult for the moonlight to pierce through 
the clouded sky."** 
"The mind which considers one thing as some thing a propos, and 
another as nothing to the purpose, (the one as desirable and the 
other worthless); is deprived of the blessing of indifference, as the 
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brier sakota is despised, not standing with all its fruits and 
flowers."^' 
"Where there is craving for the desirable, and an aversion to what 
is unseemly, and when there is a cry for gain and an outcry at 
one's loss; it is impossible for even mindedness, dispassionateness 
and tranquillity of the mind, to abide then and there in that 
state." °^ 
Y-V insists that an endeavourer must observe equanimity under all 
circumstances. He must be free from the antagonist feelings. He should not 
think that something is worthy or unworthy of him. For him, all things are 
equally good. Because his mind is beyond all kinds of differentiation and 
discrimination. His mind becomes fixed on one and is equal for everyone. 
The individual cannot attain the equanimity until he does not remove 
antagonist feelings from his consciousness. He can not attain evenness if 
he still makes the distinction. He does not think in terms of whether 
something is real and good and other is not so. For him, everything is 
same. He is beyond the feeling of loss and gain. 
Further, Y-V holds that having the equanimity for every beings, for 
every state of existence, an endeavourer must believe and follow the 
concept of universal brotherhood. It explains the concept of universal 
brotherhood in following manner: 
"There is nothing wherein I am not, (or where there is not the 
Ego); and nothing which is not mine (i.e. beyond the Ego): the 
learned who have considered it well, make no difference of 
persons in their minds."^' 
"There being but one universal soul equally pervading the whole, 
there can be no reason of the conception of one as a friend and of 
another as an enemy."^^ 
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"It is erroneous to look any one as a friend or foe, among the 
various orders of created beings in the universe; which in reality 
may be serviceable to you, however unfriendly they may appear at 
first."''^ 
"The intellects of the wise, are as clear as the spacious firmament, 
and there is no rising nor setting of their intellectual light, which 
views everything as serenely as in the serenity of the atmosphere 
and as plainly as the plain surface of the earth." 
According to Y-V, those have a petty mind who think that this is my 
brother and that is not. It means they do not observe the equanimity. They 
cannot attain the path of spiritual progress. So, it is compulsory for an 
endeavourer that his heart is equal for all. There is no discrimination at any 
level. Their self is equally present in all. When the individual self is equal 
for all then he has realized universal brotherhood within himself. Y-V 
holds that there is none here who is absolutely unrelated to an endeavourer, 
who have realized universal brotherhood beyond all differentiation. 
Therefore, the wise endeavourer becomes open to all. He has realized that 
there is no place where I am not. There is nothing which is not theirs too. 
Therefore, the equanimity brings out the fix mind and finds 
constituted all within one. It is beyond all kinds of differentiation, 
discrimination and distinction. It is beyond any kinds of antagonistic 
feelings. 
8. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Freedom from the Idea of 
Activity 
In this state, an endeavourer should be free from idea even of good 
or bad. The mind should become balanced and equal. If there is any 
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vibration in consciousness, one cannot realize annihilated mind and cannot 
attain the liberation. Therefore, Y-V says, 
"As the ink ceases to be ink, without its inky blackness, so the 
mind ceases to exist, without the action of its mental operations. 75 
"The mind is ever united with its activity as the fire with its heat, 
and the want of either of these, is attended to wordings with the 
extinction or both."'^ 
"The personal acts of men are the causes both of their happiness as 
well as misery; and again the will which is produced by the 
conscious knowledge of one's self, becomes the cause of the 
action."''^ 
"An action done without a desire, is an act of unconsciousness; and 
they are not recognized as our actions, which have no traces of 
them in our minds."^^ 
According to Y-V, the endeavourers should keep away from any 
kinds of mental activity. They may perform physical activity but it should 
be not attached with mind. Because, mind will not be dissolved so long as 
the vibration in consciousness is not given up. Mind and movement of 
consciousness are connected as fire and heat. When the one is absent the 
other is sure to be absent too. If one is annihilated the other will also be 
annihilated. The main cause of vibration in consciousness is imagination. 
The illusory ideas are the cause of actions and when the endeavourer has 
absolutely given up actions even at mental level, then he will become of 
peaceful mind. He will perform worldly actions without any interest, 
without any desires and without any attachment. His actions will be 
without thought and also beyond egoistic feelings. 
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9. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Mental Renunciation of 
Everything 
The renunciation, according to Y-V, is basically mental. The general 
belief is that renunciation means the renunciation of actions. The actual 
renunciation however, according to Y-V, is not that anyone should run 
away from anything. Indeed, it is impqssjbje for any one to give up all 
things^as long as he is in the world. As long as life continues, one has to 
be in actual situation engaged with something or other. There is no 
complete renunciation of actions. The complete renunciation can only be of 
the renunciation from mental involvement. Y-V holds that renunciation is 
only a mental attitude towards things of the world. Those who have not 
renounced at mental level, cannot attain the self. Such a one cannot realize 
'annihilated mind' or 'stabilized intellect' and cannot merge within 
Absolute. Y-V explains the nature of complete renunciation in following 
manner: 
"That it is relinquishing of errors, which is said to be the 
philosopher's stone; (because they are the only men that have set 
themselves above the reach of error). Try to get that O holy man! 
in your possession, and set yourself thereby above the reach of 
misery." ^  
"It is the relinquishment of gross objects, that produces the pure 
joy of holiness; it is the abandonment of the world,Jhat gives one 
Jhe sovereignty over his soul, and which is reckoned as the true 
philosopher's stone." . 
Y-V insists that those who have not given up everything, will not 
attain the Eternal Peace, and will not be happy. The mental renunciation 
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brings all misery to come to an end. In fact, everything is obtained by 
renouncing all. 
Y-V says, 
"Total resignation of all things is tantamount to the acquisition of 
all prosperity; because the lord gives every thing to him, who 
dedicates and devotes his all unto Him."*' 
"He who gives away his all in this life, comes to be in possession 
of them in his future state; as the rivers which pour their waters 
into the sea, are again filled by its flood tide." 
The complete renunciation lies in thinking beyond the concepts of 
mine and your's and thinking beyond the concept of this or that. If one 
renounces everything he will become everything and realize it within 
himself He will realize the absolute Reality within his self. He will realize 
the entire universe, being and non-being within himself. And, he will feel 
that 'I am in all'. 
The method of real and complete renunciation of everything, 
according to Y-V lies in: 
"Know, holy prince, that it is neither the forsaking of your realm 
nor that of your body, nor the burning of your hut and chattels, nor 
all these things taken together, that can constitute your 
renouncement of all and everything."*'' 
"He who connects all the worlds with himself, as the thread that 
connects the pearls in a necklace, is the man that possesses 
everything, by renouncing all things from himself"*'' 
"That which is all and everywhere, is the one only cause of all; it 
is by resigning everything in that sole existent being, that one 
becomes the renouncer of all."*^ 
For attainment of real renunciation, it is not necessary for an 
endeavourer to give up his home or busy family life or kingdom or even 
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the body. In fact, he renounces all but includes himself within all. He feels 
that he is inherent in all objects of the universe. He feels past, present and 
future to be woven in himself like pearls of a garland. He feels that he is 
the ultimate cause of everything, and comprehends all that is around him. 
The Y-V describes the character of great renouncer. One becomes a 
renouncer when he has dissolved his mind from virtue and vice, pleasure 
and pain, life and death. He becomes a great renouncer when he has 
dissolved mind from all desires, doubts, cravings and convictions. He does 
not own the body or the life in which he is living. He becomes great 
renouncer who has mentally dissolved himself. He does not hold to any 
proper or improper actions in his mind. He is not keenly aware of the 
existence of the mind, body and the senses. He has internally renounced all 
virtues and vices, all thoughts and desires. He has equally and fully given 
up all that is seen in the objectives world.^^ 
Y-V says, 
"I told you my son, to forsake your all, and this all means the 
mind, which comprehends all things in it; it is by forsaking your 
mind that you can gain your perfect felicity, because the learned 
know the mind to be all in all, on account of its being the container 
of everything in itself, and there being nothing, besides the ideas 
of them in our minds."*^ 
"Know the mind as the source of your body and estates; and know 
it also, as the root of your hermitage and everything else; just as 
one tree bears the seed of another." 
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10. The 'Stabilized Intellect' through Intense Contemplation of 
Absolute Reality {Samadhi) 
The samadhi is intense contemplation of Absolute Reality. It is the 
last stage of life of an endeavourer. One attains the state of samadhi when 
he is deeply merged in the Absolute Reality. It is also a kind of method to 
become unaware of everything else and dissolve the mind. Y-V holds that 
samadhi is a sort of Divine Madness. It is a condition of overjoy following 
upon the intense love of the Absolute. It is an intense occupation of the 
mind with the thought of the self. One sees all around one and yet sees 
nothing but Divinity. 
Y-V says, 
"If one can attain to a state of unalterable abstraction of his 
thoughts from all worldly objects, as he has in his state of sound 
sleep (susupti), he is then said to have reached the highest pitch of 
his holiness on earth."*^ 
The taste of samgdbi or Absolute Experience is like an eternal sleep. 
It can also be realized if one can acquire the state of thought suspension. It 
requires one to drop the vibration from his consciousness. 
"The knowledge of truth which burns away all worldly desires as 
straws, is termed the true catalepsy (samadhi) of the soul, rather 
than the sedantiariness and taciturnity observed by secluded 
devotees."'" 
"The knowledge which is attended with continued rest and self-
content, and gives an insight into the nature of things, is called the 
paragoge (paraprajna), and repose (samadhi) of the soul by the 
wise."'' 
"Immobility of the mind by pride and enmity is known by the term 
samadhi or quietness to the wise; when the mind is as unmoved as 
the fixed rock against the howling winds of the passions."'^ 
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"The mind is also said to have its stillness samadhi, when it is 
devoid of anxious thoughts and cares, and is acquainted with the 
natures of its wished for objects; and yet freed from its choice of 
and aversion to the objects of its liking or dislike. This is also said 
to be the fulness or perfection of the mind." 
"Again the mind of the magnanimous, is said to stand in its 
stillness of samadhi; or quietism, ever since it is joined with its 
understanding, and acts conjointly with the same.' * „94 
Therefore, the meaning and nature of samadhi, according to Y-V, is 
realized in the awareness of Absolute Reality. But it is not meant to be a 
state of idleness or silence. It is para-prajna, the highest intuition. It shows 
things as they are in reality. In the state of samadhi, the eternal peace is 
felt. Here the concentration becomes perfected fact. In this state of 
existence, there is no duality of objects, no idea even of unity of objects. It 
is a state of existence in which one neither acquires nor avoids anything. It 
is a state of ultimate satisfaction that is free from all cares. It is the state of 
intense desirelessness for objects of pleasure. Y-V says: 
"Full knowledge of truth, and the renunciation of every desire at 
all times; lead men to the nirvana meditation, and to the infinite 
joy of the divine state."'^ 
"When the mind is immersed in deep mediation, by its cool apathy 
to all sensible objects, and feels an utter indifference to all worldly 
affairs, it is then said to be in its samadhi and no other."'* 
III. The Story of Sikhidhvaja and Chudala 
In order to explain in practical terms the ideas of indifference, stillness 
and samadhi, Y-V tells the story of a prince named Sikhidhvaja and his 
spiritually perfect wife Chudala who imparts to her husband lessons on the art 
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of living a perfect life like her own. It is a long and beautiful story full of 
philosophical wisdom and moral instruction*. Ifjgoes like this: 
1. Self-realization of Chudala 
The prince Sikhidhuaja was ruler of Ujjayinee city. He was endowed 
with every kind of good virtues. He was righteous, noble, courageous, 
courteous, brave etc. He was married to the princess of Saurastra King named 
Chudala. They were so greatly devoted to each other that they were one soul in 
two bodies. Having lived a happy life of youthful enjoyment, both became 
dissatisfied seeing their coming old age. They wanted to be free from this 
sorrow. They thought over the obstacles to spiritual life and came to the 
conclusion that self-knowledge alone can remove the cause of their sorrow. 
Thus, they devoted themselves to self-knowledge with heart and soul. They 
engaged themselves constantly in discussing self-knowledge and in promoting 
self-knowledge in each other. Both had cut off from the physical world. 
In this course, Chudala engaged her mind in atma-abhyas (knowledge of 
self) and contemplation. She would constantly think, 'who am I'. Practising 
like this, she realized that I am not the body. It is inert. It is certainly not the 
self .The sense organs are also part of the body since they are also inert. Even 
intellect was inert. The ego sense, too, was inert like a dead body. The 
conscious y/vfl settled in great intellect of God and shining with the light of the 
supreme soul was also inert, because it has forgotten real form of 
consciousness on account of its perception of objects. 
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Chudala thought of learning yoga, and she firmly fixed herself in this 
spirit. She cognized herself as the pure and immortal soul. Thus, in a very short 
time, she became acquainted with the true God by her earnestness of inquiry. 
Having become enlightened, she said to herself: At last I have attained that 
which is to be attained (known). Now there is no loss. It is all Bliss. It is real 
form of consciousness. This supreme consciousness alone exists. It is supreme 
truth, untainted by any impurity, a state of perfect equilibrium and devoid of 
ego-sense. Once this truth is realized, it shines constantly without setting. 
Having realized this, Chudala rested in supreme peace. Day by day, she 
grew more and more introverted and rejoiced more and more in the bliss of the 
self She became free from craving and from attachment without abandoning 
anything and without seeking anything. She was natural in behaviour and 
actions. All her doubts were at rest. She had crossed the ocean of becoming.. 
Vasishtha said - Rama! Chudala has become endowed with qualities of 
great psychic powers. She could traverse the sky and ent§r into the deepest 
oceans. Moreover, she moved on the surface of the earth without any care. But 
king Sikhidhvaja could not attain the self-knowledge. Rama! the cause of 
enlightenment is only the purity of the disciple's consciousness. Because the 
knowledge of Brahma is such as to be attained by perfection of soul and not by 
hearing of sermons or by performing any religious rite. Brahma is beyond the 
sense and mind and the instructions of guru can create the sensual knowledge 
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only. The guru's instruction is not the cause of self-knowledge. But without 
guru's instruction also one cannot attain the self-knowledge. 
The heart of prince Sikhidhvaja burned disconsolate in the flame of his 
anxieties. His heart was not even experiencing joy within luxurious things. 
Although the prince and his wife gave large property in charity with open hand 
and trayeled-irr the forest, the prince was not at peace. One day he said to 
Chudala that I am unhappy and miserable and I want to go to the forest. 
Chudala said - 'Lord! Those people who have broken down in their 
body by age, it is appropriate for them to resort to forest, not for people like 
you. O King! a great sin would await on the person of royal race if he forsakes 
thewelfare of his people during the time of his rule and reign.' Sikhidhvaja 
replied: 'My dear! do not create obstacles on my path and know that I have 
already decided to go to the forest of a far from hence.' 
Sage Vasishtha said - 'Rama! That midnight, when all was still and 
quiet and the people were fast asleep and Chudala was also asleep, the king got 
up from his bed and left the palace. Walking from there, he arrived in a dense 
forest and built there a cottage for himself. Living at the foot of the Mandara 
mountain, he spent days by repetition of the holy mantra (japa).'' 
Vasishtha said - 'Rama! when Chudala woke up in the morning she 
found that the king has abandoned his kingdom, and has gone to forest. She 
then conducted the affairs of the state herself Thus passed eighteen years. She 
at last made up her mind to meet the king. She reached towards the cave of 
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mountain by aerial journey where her husband was living in cottage. Still 
remaining into the invisible form she said to herself: 'Changing my figure into 
another form I shall go near him to give supreme knowledge. Transforming 
myself into an ascetic, I shall impart knowledge to the king.' Having such idea, 
Chudala transformed herself into the form of a young Brahman and descended 
right in front of her husband. The king recognized the Brahman as the son of 
some god (devaputra). He gave him due respect and welcomed him 
appropriately and gave him leafy seat to sit. and worshipped him according to 
sastras. After that, he asked for his introduction and the purpose of arrival. 
The Brahman (Chudala) replied - 'King! At one time, sage Narada sat 
in devotion in a cave of the Merugiri mountain, where the holy river of Ganga 
flows with her running current. The celestial/nympljs Rambha and Tilottama 
etc. had come out to take bath in holy river. The sage Narada saw the celestial 
nymphs^ sporting in water naked. His mind was ravished with the beauty of 
their naked bodies and he ejaculated. 
Narada had a water-pot by his side and he put the fluid of semen in it. 
He, then, filled the pot with milk. After some days, it developed in fiilly formed 
foetus and gave birth to a beautifiil boy. Later, Narada took the boy to Brahma, 
the father of Narada. Brahma took up his grandson and set him on his lap and 
gave the instruction of the highest wisdom. Know me O hermit! I am that boy 
Kumbha. My name is Kumbha, due to my being born of water-pot. I am son of 
sage Narada and grandson of Brahma. My habitation is in the heaven. I am 
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acquainted with tlie Vedas. I walk over all worlds without care. Today, I came 
here to see you when I was travelling into the sky.' 
2. The Instruction about Knowledge and Action by Kumbha (Chudala) 
to Sikhidhvaja 
Sikhidhavja said - 'O son of th^ god! It appears to me that the hoarded 
merits of all my former lives have brought you today to my presence here. I am 
king Sikhidhvaja. I have abandoned my kingdom and have come here to 
perform intense austerities. I dread this samsara in which one repeatedly and 
alternately experiences pleasure and pain, birth and death. Still, I have not 
found the ultimate peace.' 
Listening this, the son of god (Chudala) said - 'O sage! Once I asked my 
grandfather about that which is superior in the two paths of action {karma) and 
self-knowledge (Jnana), please tell me.' 
The Brahma said - 'O son - Indeed, self-knowledge is superior in 
comparison to action because kaivalya (perfect isolation) is obtained by the 
perception of knowledge. The ignorant are actuated by the fruits of their 
actions on account of their desires (vasand). But when the latter is given up, 
action becomes non-action. (One who has neither any desire in his mind nor 
action of his body, meets with no reward,. _ 
Neither the desire (yasana) or self-limitation nor the ego-sense is real 
entity. They arise because of foolishness. When this foolishness is abandoned, 
there is the realization that all this is Brahman. When there is desire, there is 
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mind; when the desire ceases in the mind the mind becomes desireless and 
there is self-knowledge. One who has attained self-knowledge has also become 
free from the cycle of birth and death and obtained the Perfect Peace. O King! 
Even the gods, Brahma and others have declared that self-knowledge alone is 
supreme. Why then do you remain ignorant? Why you are passing time like the 
ignorant in these futile austerities and other actions? How is bondage 
produced? How is liberation obtained? All these can be known and can delight 
you if you take yourself to the service of holy men, and keep company with 
wise peoples, and argue with them on spiritual subjects. Oh King! Why do you 
not serve at the feet of holy men in this forest to find the solution of them and 
obtain the self-knowledge.' Sikhidvaja said - 'O Divine child! It is today, after 
a long time that I have truly been awakened by you. I am freed of foolishness. 
You are my guru, friend and father. I am your disciple. Please teach me 
immediately on the subject of Divine Knowledge.' The Divine son (Chudala) 
replied - 'O kingly sage! I will instruct you about Divine Knowledge according 
to my knowledge if you are in a receptive mood and cherish my words. 
Because it is useless and fruitless for those who have no faith in it. O King! As 
a boy obeys the words of his father knowing it to be pronounced for his certain 
good, must you receive my words. 
'O King! Like the searcher who went in search of the Divine Knowledge 
as you, you too have knowledge of the scriptures. But you do not have your 
mind at rest and are not quiet within yourself as a block of stone in the water. 
You are immersed in your errors. Abandoning all the illusory ideations, you 
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should be established in the self only. As long as you have not abandoned your 
doubts you will cognize the universe and will be deprived of the self. You have 
to abandon your egoism, along with your abandonment of all worldly goods. 
Only by driving away the egoism of the mind and desires from the heart, one 
gets his perfection and has the perfect bliss in himself But you have been 
labouring under the ignorance of what is to be abandoned and what is to be 
kept in the mind. The ignorance alone is known as mind, which is but another 
name for will or desire. It is the forms of thought which constitute mind. 
'As long as such thoughts arise in your mind you cannot obtain the 
realization of the self Such worries alone are known as mind. One who has 
renounced everything, his is not total renunciation until he has renounced his 
thoughts. Thus, thoughts (ignorance) are creators of bondage. One must 
understand the nature of Brahma to be free from this bondage. Those who have 
no such knowledge and live in ignorance, become themselves the creator and 
the cause of all bondage.' 
Chudala (in the form of divine son) said - 'O King! The end of worries 
is possible through the total renunciation (sarva-tyaga). All things can be 
obtained through the real and pure renunciation. Although you have renounced 
all your empire, one thing still remains to be abandoned and that is your ego-
sense^ As long as thoughts are still there, how can there be pure and total 
renunciation? 
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' 0 King! The other name of thought is chitta (ego). Samkalpa (volition), 
too, is the name of ego. You protect it on account of your delusion. You have 
replaced the unconditioned and unattached infinite consciousness with the 
futile performance of austerities which cause pain. You renounced the bondage 
of your kingdom, but you have bound yourself again by your thinking that is 
too painful to you. You are involved and more worried than before by the cold, 
heat, wind etc. in this forest. Hence more firmly you have bound yourself now 
than before. So these austerities are much more painful to you than that 
bondage.' 
3. The Nature of Complete Renunciation (Sarva-tyaga) 
(Divine son) Chudala said - 'O King! Wealth, wife, palace, kingdom, 
the earth and relatives - all these do not belong to you. The renouncing of them 
therefore does not constitute total renunciation. There is something else which 
seems to be yours and which you have not renounced, and that is the best part 
of renunciation. Renounce that totally and without any qualms and attain 
freedom from sorrow.' Hearing these words of complete renunciation, 
Sikhidhvaja abandoned the forest and all that was in it, like water, fhiits, even 
foot of mountain etc. He collected whatever there was in the cottage and made 
a bonefire of it. He threw away his rosary, water pot, deer skin, even his own 
cloths into the fire and said to Kumbha that I am abandoning all things. I will 
now be abandoning sainthood, too. 
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The king then thought that there is only one more thing left and that is 
his body. Having this idea he agreed to destroy it too. He then proceeded to 
immolate his body. Kumbha said! 'O King, why do you attempt to destroy this 
innocent body. Give up this anger which is characteristic of the bull that sets 
out to destroy a calf. It is of itself dull, dumb and inert. The body is not 
responsible for the experience of pleasure and pain. The destroying of the body 
does not mean total renunciation. 
'O King! The mind (jiva, pram, chitta etc.) is the seed for kingdom, 
body, wife and all the rest of it. When this seed is abandoned there is complete 
renunciation of all. Just as the seed is transformed into tree, in the same 
manner, the world appears due to the mind (chitta). The body is also governed 
by this chitta (mind). It is chitta (mind) which is all. When this seed is 
abandoned there occurs the total renunciation. 0 King! Abandon the chitta. 
After resignation of all things from the mind, there remains only the supreme 
Bliss. One who has totally renounced everything is not afflicted by fear of old 
age, death and such other events of life. That alone is Supreme Bliss. Thus, the 
self-knowledge can appear after you destroy the form of chitta. 
Kumbha said - 'O' King! vasana or desire is the nature of this chitta 
(mind). The abandonment of the chitta is very easy and more simple than the 
stirring of it. It is more delightfiil than even the rule over a kingdom. But it is 
very very difficult for the ignorant to give up the desires of their minds; it is as 
hard to them as it is for a boor to manage the reins of a kingdom. The total 
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destruction of the mind consists in the destruction of the entire world. The 
learned men of long foresight call better the abandonment of the mind. 
'O King! Egoism is the root (seed) of the tree known as mind. 
Therefore, root out the mind with its very root of egoism and have your heart as 
clear as the empty sky. This 'ego-ness' is the seed of the tree known as mind 
{chittd). It grows in the field of the supreme soul, which is the common source 
of all things. It is also pervaded by the illusory power known as maya. The 
mind (buddhi) is the sprout of this. The sense-organs are the branches of this. 
Its fruits are good and evil. Now, try to cut off the branches of this vicious tree 
of your mind. All our desires are the several branches of this tree, which are 
hanging with loads of fruits. Thus, you have to try to root out this vicious tree. 
If you remain unattached to them, unconcerned about them and without 
identifying your self with them through the power of your mind 
(consciousness), these desires will be greatly weakened. You will then be able 
to uproot the tree altogether. The destruction of the branches is secondary; the 
primary thing is to uproot it. You are engaging in the enquiry into the nature of 
self It is the fire in which the very seed and roots of the tree known as chitta 
(mind) are burnt completely.' 
4. The Teaching of Kumbha to Sikhidhvaja 
'Actually, there is also no existence of Brahma (Father). That father is 
unreal. That which is bom of unreality is unreal, too. When the cause is absent 
or unreal, the effect is also non-existent and unreal. Thus, Brahma is beyond 
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the cause and effect. So, He is known as unreal father. The effect arising from a 
real cause is self-evident at all times and everywhere. Where the cause is not 
real, the effect is surely as the water in the mirage. The experience of such an 
effect is delusion. So, if one says that the Brahma is the original cause of all 
things, in fact, that is not true. The Brahma Himself is non-different from the 
reality, hence His appearance as other than reality is delusion. The realization 
of this truth enables one to free himself from the ignorance and ego-sense. 
Know the form of the visible world to be as great a fallacy as the appearance of 
water in the mirage. And so th/creativeness<)f the Brahma is no more than an 
erroneous misconception. Thus, all these diverse creatures are but appearance 
like the son of a barren woman. 
'O King! Brahman is one without a second, without a cause and without 
an effect, for it has no reason to do anything or to create anything. Therefore, it 
is not the doer; neither is there any action any activity. Hence, there is no cause 
for this creation and no such thing as creation. It is not a subject of argument. 
Hence, it is indescribable and unknowable Brahma. Therefore, neither the 
world is created by anyone nor it has any existence. You, too, are neither the 
doer of actions nor the enjoyer of experience. Brahman is all in all, unborn and 
perfect. In fact, there is no existence of cause. So, the world is not the 
production of anyone. Since there is no cause and no effect known as the 
world, there is no ego as well. Thus, you are pure and liberated. Bondage and 
liberation are mere words.' 
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Vasishtha said - 'Rama! King Sikhidhvaja having thus found his rest in 
the spirit of Brahma, remained quiet for some moments, as the steady and 
unflagging flame of a lamp in a calm. And as he entered into deep meditation, 
he was suddenly awakened by Kumbha.' Kumbha said - 'O King! You have 
been duly awakened and enlightened. Once the light of the self has been 
experienced, you are instantly freed from mental modifications. Thus, you are 
free from all doubts and have become liberated. O King, the self is perfect 
ideation and there is no other ideation in this world. You have experienced that 
the self is perfect and indestructible Brahma. It is indescribable, absolute good 
and pure consciousness. 
'O King! Brahma alone thou art and Brahma alone exists. He is only 
pure form of experience. 'I am body' is the kind of idea that is the cause of 
destruction and bondage. 'I am not this body' is the kind of notion that is the 
cause of liberation. Freedom from knowledge of ego is liberation and 
knowledge of ego is bondage. This universe is Brahma and Brahma is universe 
because Par am Brahman is all in all.' 
5. Enlightenment of Sikhidhvaja 
Vasishtha said - 'O Rama! On hearing these words, king Sikhidhvaja 
made his obeisance to his departing mentor who disappeared immediately from 
his sight. He then began to think: it is the marvelous magic of Brahma that 
brings me self-enlightenment through the means of divine son. I am 
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enlightened by the instruction of that son of divine sage. Now, I am 
experiencing perfect peace. Thinking thus he sat quiet as a statue.' 
While Sikhidhvaja was in deep meditation, Chudala, in her disguise of 
Kumbha disappeared and traversed into regions of air. She returned to her 
palace in city and conducted the affairs of the state and discharged the royal 
duties. After three days, she again returned to king in the form of Kumbha, 
where king was still absorbed in meditation. Kumbha awakened him. 
Sikhidhvaja again asked the purpose of his arrival. Kumbha praised his 
enlightenment and he also described his ideation. 
Vasishtha said - 'O Rama! In this manner did both Kumbha and 
Sikhidhvaja, knowers of knowable God, continued in their mutual conversation 
on spiritual matters until third watch of the day. In this manner, they walked 
over the hill in the forest and spent eight days.' 
After some time Chudala in the form of Kumbha thought of having 
conjugal pleasure with him. He said to Sikhidhvaja that I am going to heaven 
and I shall return this evening. Saying so, Kumbha went away fi-om his sight. 
When it was time of sunset, Kumbha assumed the body of Chudala and went to 
the palace and discharged the royal duties. Chudala then again returned to 
where Sikhidhvaja was, in the disguise of Kumbha. Seeing Kumbha's facial 
expression, Sikhidhvaja asked why did he look so unhappy? Kumbha said, 'O 
King! While I was flying down the heavens to this place, I met Rishi Durvasa 
on the way. He cursed me you will become a woman every night. So, at the 
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time of evening Kumbha became a beautiful woman and during the day she 
became Kumbha. Thus they lived together as man and woman. One day, 
Chudala bespoke to Sikhidhvaja of the proposal of marriage with him. King 
accepted her proposal. In the day they got married even as Kumbha became 
transformed into the form of beautiful woman; and they passed their bridal 
night in mutual caresses and conversation on topic of love. Thus, they passed 
the day as the two loving friends together, and spent the night as a wedded 
couple. 
In the same night, by her magical powers, Chudala created a pleasurable 
garden and a beautiful bed in it. Then she created a young man, physically 
more attractive than even Sikhidhvaja. There, on that bed, she appeared to be 
seated with her lover in close embrace. 
After completing his evening prayer, Sikhidhvaja looked for his wife 
Madanika. After some search, he discovered the secret hiding place of the 
couple. He saw them completely immersed in their love play. Her hair 
encircled him and with her hands she held his face. Their mouths were joined 
to each other in a fervent kiss. They were obviously very excited with 
passionate love for each other. With every movement of their limbs they 
expressed their extreme love for each other. On their faces danced the delight 
of their hearts. The chest of one was beating against the chest of the other. 
They were utterly oblivious of their surroundings. 
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Sikhidhvaja saw all this but was unmoved. He did not wish to disturb 
them and turned to go. But his presence had been noticed by the couple. He 
said to them, 'Pray, let me not disturb your happiness.' 
After a while, Madanika came out of the garden and met Sikhidhvaja, 
feeling ashamed of her own conduct. But the king said, 'My dear, why did you 
come away so soon? Surely all beings live in order to enjoy happiness. And it 
is difficuh to find in this world a couple who are in such harmony. I am not 
agitated on this account for I know very well what people like very much in 
this world.' 
Madanika pleaded: 'Such is the nature of woman. O lord! They are 
wavering in their loyalty. They are eight times as passionate as men. They are 
weak and so cannot resist lust in the presence of a desirable person. Hence, 
please forgive me and do not be angry.' Sikhidhvaja replied: 'I am not at all 
angry with you, my dear. But it is appropriate that I should henceforth treat you 
as a good friend and not as my wife.' Chudala was delighted with the king's 
attitude which conclusively proved that he had gone beyond lust and anger. She 
instantly shed her previous form as Madanika and resumed her original form as 
Kumbha. 
Kumbha then again resumed back his form as Chudala and explained to 
the king everything relating himself The king saw his own beloved wife 
present before him. 
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Chudala said - 'O Lord! I myself assumed the form of Kumbha and 
created illusory world in this forest. It was only to awaken your spirit. From the 
very day you unwisely abandoned your kingdom and came here to perform 
austerities, I have been endeavouring to bring about your spiritual awakening. I 
have assumed the form of Kumbha to instruct you. Indeed, Kumbha and others 
were not real. You may kindly see that with your inner eye. At that time, the 
king fixed his concentration and saw the whole sequence of the affair. Then 
Chudala said - 'you are free from like and dislike^^ou are at peace and have 
become enlightened. Now you can spend your time to rule over the kingdom. 
Hence, let us return to the kingdom and provide it with a wise ruler. I shall be 
living with you as queen.' 
Sikhidhvaja said - 'Dear, you have rightly said all that you have said. It 
is all alike whether we get or lose a kingdom. We shall live in same state of 
thoughtlessness as we are at present.' 
They both then reached their palace. For a period of ten thousand years, 
Sikhidhvaja ruled the kingdom with Chudala. After the king passed away and 
the queen too, they both became liberated (yidehmukta or disembodied),'^ 
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Chapter - 4 
THEORY OF LIBERATION 
I. Nature and Cause of Bondage 
It is natural to think that all human beings want to live in happiness 
and that they are mostly dependent on the physical objects while seeking 
happiness. In other words, the self tries to search out the happiness within 
the physical world. But that is precisely the problem. Because, according 
to philosophical mind, the physical objects and the desires they generate do 
not give us the full or final happiness. They rather lead us to the trap of 
bondage. The purified self, accordingly, is that self which is free from 
bondage which, in other words, means not being a presence within the 
physical world. For the Indian philosophers, ignorance (avidyd) is the main 
cause of bondage and suffering. The liberation or nirvana cannot be 
achieved without knowledge of reality. The realisation of reality means the 
world, self and Brahma, do not exist in the normal experience of mind. 
The Brahman only appears in purified mind. It is also believed that the 
individual souls are involved in the endless cycle of birth and rebirth due 
to their worldly desires and actions (karma). The self no doubt wants to 
free itself from this cycle and attain the final goal of life (nirvana). But for 
that it has to try to discover the nature and cause of bondage, and of 
salvation. 
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The self is involved in this chain from beginningless time. The 
karma (action) and its fruits lead to the procession of birth and rebirth. The 
individual can get rid of this endless cycle through his desireless, 
emotionless and idealess action. It can be achieved through right 
knowledge. The nature of actionless self is such that it neither suffers or 
enjoys action, nor undergoes rebirth. And this desirelessness leads to the 
Nirvana or Liberation, i.e. Ultimate Bliss or Salvation. 
"The intimate relation of the spactator with the spectacle is called 
his bondage."' 
"The fastening of our desires to earthly objects, is what is termed 
our confinement here."^ 
"It is the desire of fruition that chains down a man fastly to the 
earth."^ 
The Y-V suggests that world is nothing; it is as illusory as hare's 
horn, or a forest in the sky. Therefore, the worldly objects cannot give the 
Ultimate Bliss. They only lead to bondage. The bondage is the desire of 
individuals who have attached themselves with the physical objects. To 
crave for objects which one wants to have, and hate the object which one 
does not want to have, is bondage, and nothing else.'' 
The existence of visible objects is the cause of bondage. Because 
the seer's mind is fast bound to objects of his sight. Therefore the seer is 
bound on account of his sight (drsya). And the removal of the visible 
objects is the only means of liberation. One is called librated when the 
visible objects cease to exist for him.^ The Y-V describes the phase of the 
spirit which acts as the cause of bondage. 
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Further, Y-V discusses the nature of bondage. It holds that the sight 
is jagat (world) and all notions of thy and mine are false and erroneous 
{mithyatma). On the other hand, all the phenomenal objects are so many 
reflections in the self {cii) like reflections of rock in the water. Until the 
reflections of phenomena in self are not wiped off the liberation cannot be 
possible.^ Therefore the idea of subject and object which exists in the self 
is like the scent in camphor, or fragrance in a flower. Thus the self in itself 
is the ultimate cause of the bondage. 
The state of bondage manifests in the intellectual, emotional and 
volitional aspects of life. When we are bound, we are bound in all the 
aspects of our being. One aspect of bondage is being in a state of ignorance 
in the intellectual sense. The other aspect is to have the experience of 
pleasure and pain on the emotional side. Being bound within the limited 
interests and purposes is bondage of the volitional kind. Moreover, Y-V 
has pointed out several causes of our bondage, the chief one being the 
desire, as it says at one place: 
"Those that are caught and bound fast in the net of their ambition, 
and led away by the thread of their expectation, are surely defeated 
in their aims, and are caught as birds by a string."^ 
The people who have desires and hopes from the phenomenal world 
are bound in the world and never succeed in their real aims. The mind 
does not understand on account of its ignorance that its desires are threads 
which are spinning a cocoon to bind it. 
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Besides desire, the self-limitation is a cause of bondage as it is said 
in Y-V: 
"He who confines his mind within a narrow limit, for want of his 
great and extended views, is called dastardly and narrow-minded 
man notwithstanding with all his learning and wisdom." 
According to Y-V, those people who imagine limitation in the 
infinite self, become limited and bound.^ To have limited interests and 
purpose is also the source of trouble. In general, the involvement with the 
phenomenal things is the cause of unhappiness while disinterestedness is 
the fountain of everlasting bliss. 
Y-V further says: 
"It is owing to our erroneous conceptions that we make these 
distinctions in ourselves and the Supreme Soul. The thought of our 
being separate and apart from the Supreme spirit, is the cause of 
our degradation from our pristine holiness and the image of God, 
in which man was made at first and was infused with his holy 
spirit."'" 
Y-V explains very clearly that the people are bound who think our 
self cannot be infinite i.e. those who think it is apart from the Absolute 
Spirit. It is wrong belief of people who think that we are not Brahman. 
Each and every thing is a wave in the ocean of the Absolute. In reality all 
beings are identical with Supreme Divine Spirit. We imagine ourselves to 
be different from it. This is why we undergo the delusion of the worldly 
career.'' 
It says. 
"The thought that 'I am distinct from Brahma, binds the mind to 
the world; but the belief that 'Brahman is all' releases the mind 
from its bondage."'^ 
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In other words, a man gets bound on account of his idea that he is 
not Brahma. There seems to be no reason other than self-forgetfulness why 
people should undergo the experience of other lives.' 
Related to this is one's sense of egohood that according to Y-V 
leads to bondage, as it says: 
"Think yourself as something, and you become a bondsman to 
your desires; but believe yourself as nothing, and you are as free 
and enfranchised as free air itself"'^ 
It holds that to imagine 'I am this (or that)' is a cause for unending 
cycle of birth and rebirth. But to think 'I am not' is liberation from that 
cycle. 
At the root of this idea of egohood is ignorance about the true nature 
of one's self that also leads to a false and erroneous conceptions about the 
nature of things of the world. 
"Ignorance of the soul is the cause of our error of conceiving the 
distinctions of things; but the knowledge of the self-same soul 
puts an end to all distinctions of knowledge of the reality of 
things, distinctive knowledge of existences - bheda jnana is 
erroneous; but their generalization - abheda jnana leads to right 
reasoning."'^ 
In the whole of Y-V we find that mind is held as the sole cause of 
everything. In other words, all creation is purely mental. Mind is really 
Brahma. The real mind. Brahman, has no activity like the smriti 
(memories) etc., as it has no previous actions {karma). It has for that 
reason only the everlasting spiritual body {ativdhika), while all the other 
minds are endowed with a twofold body, the subtle and the gross {sukshma 
and sthula). The mind is the cause of the bondage and hence deserves to 
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be arrested. In so far as the mind is real creator of everything the citta is 
the source of the miseries and ignorance (samsara). But to yogies in turiya 
state there is no bondage and no liberation. 
"To him there is no bond or freedom, nor liberation nor bondage 
whatever, and the miseries of ignorance are all lost in the light of 
his enlightenment. (Bondage and freedom here refer to their causes 
or acts by the figure of metonymy; and that these bear no relation 
to the abstracted or spiritualistic Yogi)."'^ 
All these passages clearly reveal the Y-V viewpoint that all creation 
is of the mind and therefore false. Bondage is nothing but functioning of 
the mind. Naturally, moksa would mean cessation of the functioning of the 
mind. 
II. Ultimate Source of Happiness 
The goal of life of every living being is how to achieve the Ultimate 
Bliss. But in most cases the carving is to achieve the happiest life within 
the physical world. The Indian philosophical mind, however, proclaimed 
that physical world cannot give us the Ultimate Bliss. Because it is 
appearance, not reality. The illusive objects cannot render us Ultimate 
Bliss. They only cause pain and suffering. Therefore, Indian thinkers 
suggest that we can achieve the Ultimate Bliss when we remove all the 
illusions through the right knowledge and renounce all fruitful desires and 
actions. 
The physical objects can satisfy and provide happiness for the short 
time. But they cannot provide permanent satisfaction. There cannot be any 
permanent happiness found in the sense of enjoyment. They are pleasing 
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only at their beginning. Their pleasure has unavoidable end and we cannot 
enjoy it next moment. It is a fact that all types of physical pleasures have 
their painful aspects. They have within them hidden the seeds of pain and 
sorrow. So Y-V holds all this to be mere illusion.'^ 
"I see good is intermixed with evil, and pain abiding with pleasure; 
there is sorrow seated on the top (excess) of joy, So I know not 
whereto I shall resort."'* 
Therefore, worldly pleasure is the root cause of pain and sorrow; 
within all beauty is hidden ugliness and all pleasures change into pain. So 
Y-V holds that it is the dislike of worldly pleasures that can take us to the 
goal of bliss. The joys of physical objects have poisonous effect. The 
sexual pleasure makes us dull. All the agreeable feelings terminate into 
disagreeable feelings. As all sweets are but bitterness, all pleasures result 
into pains.'^ Life is only for death. So, all these are the display only of 
illusion which cannot provide us permanent bliss.^'' The phenomenal 
pleasure is like the shade of the raised hood of a poisonous snake. A foolish 
man can never protect himself from that. It holds that the pleasure of youth 
are like the shade of an unstable cloud. The sensual things are only 
apparently pleasant. But they leave a sorrowful effect at the end of life.^' 
"I see there is no real pleasure here, but what is derived from our 
sensations of the sensible objects; I find no lasting delight in 
these, that I should depend on them."^^ 
The physical world is the source of sorrow. How can anybody expect 
happiness here? Y-V says that the Absolute and Ultimate Reality is only 
the self. It is home of Bliss. Bliss is that which consciously or 
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unconsciously we are all seeking. But we are often seeking it in wrong 
places where it is source of pain and suffering. The finite objects cannot 
render us infinite bliss. The thirsty person cannot find any joy at the 
increase of water in mirage river. So there is no real occasion to be happy at 
the increase of one's wealth or other enjoyments. 
What then is the real nature of Ultimate Bliss according to Y-V? And 
what should be the means to achieve it? Firstly, it explains the nature of 
objects and psychology of human attachment towards the objects. It holds 
that the objects as such are neither pleasant nor painful. They are neither 
agreeable nor disagreeable. It is our mental attitude towards them that 
makes them so. The same thing may be pleasant and may be at the same 
time unpleasant for the individuals. If a person craves for some objects then 
the contact with it is pleasant. The object which is not desired by us is felt 
indifferently. Moreover, it will be felt as painful, if we have great dislike 
for it. This means that pleasure and pain depend on desire and not on the 
object itself. Thus, the Y-V says: 
"Who does not feel a pleasure at the time of his achieving an 
action, which he did not feel a moment before, nor is likely to 
perceive the next moment after he has done the work."^'' 
"The pleasure of a thing is accompanied only with the desire of its 
passion, and not either prior or posterior to the same; therefore it is 
boyish and not manliness to take any delight in a momentary 
pleasure."^^ 
According to Y-V, pleasure and pain are concomitant with their 
thoughts only. And these being fleeting, there is no lasting pleasure or 
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pain in anything. The happiness driven from a physical object remains in 
the heart only so long as there is a craving for it. Because the same object 
for same self becomes painful when the desire for it is over. But the wise 
people cannot crave for the finite object. They are craving for non-
temporal object and its pleasant contact with the spiritual soul which they 
can never lose.^^ For the common people, the presence or absence of 
desire of physical objects is cause of pleasure or pain. But for the spiritual 
mind or yogi, there is left little or no desire. For him, no desire is either 
pleasant or painful. Pleasure, therefore, depends upon the desire. 
Y-V explains that the desire of phenomenal object can give us only 
negative pleasure. The experience of phenomenal object is nothing except 
painful in itself. The cause of pain and sorrow is desire of physical things. 
The more the desire the more the pain. And the less the desire, more the 
happiness. 
"The increasing desire is as painful, as one's habitation in hell 
fire; while the subsidence of desires in the mind, is as delightsome 
as his residence in heaven."^^ 
"That which is commonly called pleasure or pain, is but a fleeting 
feeling in the mind of men, and is of a short duration; it is that 
unfeigned and lasting peace of mind, which has neither its rise or 
fall, that is called true happiness; (and is felt by yogis only)."^ 
The rise of pain is a result of the rise of desires and the pleasure 
accrues on the subsidal of desire. The pleasure that is momentary and 
conditional is no pleasure in realty. It is pain. The true pleasure is that 
which neither rises nor falls. It is the everlasting pleasure that is called 
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true happiness. It is achieved by seers through the meditation and spiritual 
practice. 
Man can attain the highest bliss if his desire is permanently and 
absolutely removed from the mind. Then alone can he be free from 
clutches of pain. He will also have the experience of a especial joy which 
is independent of external objects. If all desires of individual are given up 
he begins to experience the joy within.^' The desirelessness of pleasure is 
greater than the desire of ruling over an empire. It is greater than that of 
the company of one's beloved. It is greater than that of heaven. 
The true pleasure or joy is really the Joy or Bliss inherent in the 
Absolute which is our very self. The real home of true happiness is 
Absolute. The Bliss itself is that which all creatures are unconsciously or 
consciously seeking. 
"When holy men have gained that blissful state in this life, they 
look no more on the outer world; but turn aside from it, as men 
avoid a thorny bush of brambles (Lit. catechu plants)."^^ 
Therefore, the blissful state achieved by the individuals is known as 
the Eternal Good or the state of Highest Bliss. They do not attach any 
value to the objective world as kings do not attach value to poverty." 
"When the mind is situated in its state of neutrality, and whether it 
is for a moment or a thousand years; it has no more any relish for 
pleasure, by seeing its future joys of the next world, as already 
begun in this." '^* 
Y-V says that one who has seen heaven will not be interested in the 
earth. Similarly, one who has tasted the Bliss of the Self for years or even 
for a moment, will not find any taste in the objects of enjoyment. When the 
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mind attains the peace it can have the vision of Bliss. It is possible when it 
is not functioning in its usual way of thinking of this or that object. Y-V 
holds that the joy which is achieved when the mind is at peace is 
inexpressible in words. It also does not come out from the outside. It is 
inherent in our very self. It is source of all movements and home of Bliss. 
But to realize this, we must cease to have desire of physical objects. To 
discover the Absolute Bliss is to discover the real self. The Bliss of the self 
is realized when the mind is totally at rest. 
III. The Nature of Liberation 
The individual is always dissatisfied with the worldly pleasure. 
Because it is not the final goal of life and soul. Whenever the individual is 
dissatisfied with physical pleasures, and becomes conscious of if he wants 
to know about the final pleasure of the soul. Which is the freedom from the 
endless chain of birth and death. He begins to think about what should be 
the means to attain immortality and oneness with Absolute Reality 
(Brahma). This is the state of soul that is known as Salvation. The Salvation 
manifests in many ways in the human being. It may mean one's ascent to 
the heaven or one's liberation from the rigorous chain of births and rebirths. 
It is also used in the sense of attaining immortality and oneness with 
Brahma. This term is also taken to stand for supreme bliss and beatitude. In 
the Sanskrit terminology, mukti, moksa, kaivalya, Brahman, nirvana etc are 
the synonyms of the English word 'Salvation'. Of course, all these words 
differ from one another. But the ultimate aim is to merge oneself into the 
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Absolute. In liberation the individual is free from bondage in all its aspects. 
The infinite self discharges all limitations and sufferings of individual self. 
The concept of liberation in Upanisads indicates the state of 
infmiteness that an individual can attain when he knows his own self. When 
such a person realizes his own self, he becomes Brahman. The individual 
who has overcome desires and knows himself to be Brahman is liberated. 
Y-V, similarly, says, 
"The tenuity of the mind, by its expurgation from gross desires, is 
said to be its liberation by them that know the truth, and look into 
the workings of their souls."^^ 
The purity of mind achieved through the elimination of all desires is 
called liberation or moksa. 
"Our nirvana (extinction) is said to be the cessation of our mental 
actions, like the extinguishing of a burning flame or lamp; it is 
assimilation into the quiescent spirit of God, and continuance in 
the hebetude of a holy saint."^^ 
When the individual knows the world to be illusory and stays without 
desires, he is in the state of nirvana. It is the state in which mind has blown 
out the flame of the lamp. 
"The mind which has no motion is said to be dead and defunct; 
and the suspension of mental agitation, is the condition of Yoga 
quietism and leading to our ultimate liberation."^^ 
Mind is the Self with desire and imagination (samkalpa). But 
liberation is being free from any desire and imagination. Being absolutely 
free from mind is possible through the freedom from samkalpa. Although 
the faculty of volition of Supreme Reality is denoted by the mind, in itself it 
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is mindless. An individual becomes mindless and attains the liberation, 
when he is absolutely free from all kinds of desires and even ideas.^^ 
Liberation is that state of existence in which there is no experience of 
phenomenal world within individual nor is left the interests. Therefore 
liberation is desireless experience.^' 
When the individual detaches the phenomenal world wholly from his 
consciousness, he is liberated. There is no object desired or undesired by 
him. The individual cannot realize liberation until he does not vanish from 
his mind all kinds of desires."*" 
Therefore, the moksa is a state of experience in which one removes 
all ignorance which create the obstacle by identifying the self with the 
unreal and illusory things. A person involves in worldly pleasure due to 
ignorance and illusory ideas about things. Therefore, as he removes all 
desires and experiences of illusory world, he becomes liberated. 
Liberation, in other words, is that experience of individual in which 
his identity with the Absolute Brahmanjs achieved through the release of 
all mental activities. As the mindless experience merges with the infinite 
Absolute Brahman the state called liberation is achieved. 
Y-V recognizes two states of liberation. It says, 
"There are two states of liberation attending on sinless persons, the 
one is the emancipation of one in his embodied state in this life, 
and the other is after his departure from here."'*^ 
"The embodied liberation means one's continuance in his living 
body, but with a state of mind freed from its attachment to worldly 
things, and liberated from the desire of fruition and reward of all 
his meritorious acts."''^ 
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"The disembodied liberation is obtained after the soul is released 
from the body, and is settled in the Supreme Spirit. It is an 
enfranchisement from the recurrence of future life and birth in this 
mortal world."'*^ 
There are two kinds of liberation: sadeha or with a body and videha 
or without body. When individual becomes aware of the illusory nature of 
phenomenal things he can be said to be liberated. To know the nature of this 
liberation, it is not necessary that one should give up this body. The nature 
of sadeha mukta or jivanmukta is that one's identity with Asolute Reality 
can be realized when one is living in this body. The person can feel and live 
in the identity with the Absolute anywhere and at any time without it being 
necessary for him to give up his subtle body. Therefore, the jivan mukti or 
embodied liberation is that liberation which one realizes being within the 
body. To attain the embodied liberation, the only thing required is to give 
up all the desires and imagination {samkalpa) of phenomenal world. It is 
called mindless experience. The mind is here quite detached from the 
phenomenal ideas. The present state of existence of man is due to previous 
thoughts which is based on the experience of phenomenal world. The person 
can live with it and can change it in accordance with his thought. 
The state in which one quite removes his ideas and merge with 
Absolute Reality, is called embodied liberated. On the other side, vidaha-
mukti or disembodied liberation is that where one has to give up his body 
and merge with true Supreme spirit. There is freedom from the birth and 
rebirth. The Y-V proclaimed that there is little difference between them. 
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"The difference between the embodied and disembodied souls, 
when they are equally enlightened and liberated, is like that of the 
sea-water in its calm and billowy states." 
"There is no more difference between bodily and unembodied 
liberation than there is betwixt the air in motion and at rest." 
The character of the disembodied liberation is same as that of 
embodied liberation. Whenever the soul is released from the body it is 
merged with the Absolute Reality. It is possible through its desireless and 
imaginationless character. Because it vanishes and removes from mind all 
distinctions and differentiations. It is absolutely free from limited or 
embodied existence. It is free from the vision of an unreal and illusory 
objective world. Therefore, Y-V holds that when there is no further birth in 
any form after the dissolution of the body and when there is no further 
experience of phenomenal world, the liberation is called disembodied 
liberation. Thus, liberation in Y-V, whether embodied or disembodied, is 
productive of unselfishness. One who removes his selfishness forever, he 
has come to the realize his identity and unity with the Absolute Reality. 
Therefore, both embodied and disembodied are liberated. As air is air 
whether it is at rest or in motion. It is same as wave or water of same 
ocean. 
This concept of liberation of Y-V is similar and identical with the 
Upanisads', Asvaghosa's and Shankara's concept of nirvana or liberation. 
In Mundaka Upanisad it is said: 
"As rivers run, and in the deep, 
Lose name and form, are lost to sight. 
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The Sage released from name and form, 
Enters the highest spirit of light".'*^ 
The same idea is proposed by Asvaghosa, as Dasgupta says, 
"The Nirvana of the tathata philosophy is not nothingness, but 
tathata (suchness or thatness) in its purity unassociated with any 
kind of disturbance which produces all the diversity of 
experience."''^ 
Shankara also agrees with the ideas of liberation of Y-V. 
Radhakrishnan says, 
"As the misconception of the snake disappears on the perception of 
the rope, as the dream creations vanish on awakening, so also 
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samsara ceases to exist on attammg mukti. 
Further, Y-V declared that the concepts of bondage and liberation 
have no meaning from the Absolute point of view. It says, 
"It is a false conceit of the ignorant to imagine its bondage; and 
their imagination of its emancipation, is equally a false conception 
oftheirs."^° 
"It is ignorance of the smriti sastra, that causes one to believe in 
his bondage and emancipation; while in reality there are no such 
things as bondage and liberation.^' 
Further, 
"It is a wrong impression to speak of the bondage of the soul, 
which is ever free from bonds; and so it is untrue to seek the 
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emancipation of the soul, which is always emancipated." 
Therefore, Y-V proclaimed very clearly that from the Absolute point 
of view the Supreme reality (Spirit) as such is never bound or free. These 
concepts hold good only within the realm of appearances. So, the concept of 
bondage and liberation are imagined by the ignorant alone. But in Reality 
no such concepts exist. Because self is eternally beyond the clutches of 
bondage. The idea of liberation is also wrong because those who are never 
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bound, cannot be said to be liberated. But it is imaginary liberation which 
is true within the realm of appearance for him who has imagined bondage. 
Asvaghosa also thinks the same: 
"Non-enlightenment has no existence of its own aside from its 
relation with enlightenment a priori. But enlightenment a/7r/or/ is 
spoken of only in contrast to non-enlightenment, and as non-
enlightenment is a non-entity, true enlightenment in turn loses its 
significance too. They are distinguished only in mutual relation as 
enlightenment or non-enlightenment." 
IV. Means of Liberation 
Generally, in Hindu religion or Indian philosophy there are 
developed three means to attain the liberation. These are the paths of 
Knowledge (Jnana), Action (Karma) and Devotion (Bhakti). These are the 
ways whereby we are able to remove our bondage and suffering. These 
are the spiritual instruments to provide us freedom from cycle of birth and 
rebirth and attain the state of liberation. The question that arises here is 
whether all these are required to attain the liberation or any one or two of 
them could be sufficient to attain the final goal of life (nirvana). There are 
great disputes and different answers have been given by various thinkers. 
Some have suggested one, some another and some combining two or all of 
them. But it is very difficult for common mind to decide which one or all 
of them is the means to attain the liberation. Y-V, as already explained, 
takes the position that nothing but self-knowledge can help in the 
attainment of the liberafion. It thus says, 
"It is neither one's confining himself at home, or remaining in his 
native country, nor his betaking him to hermitage or dwelling in 
some solitary forest; nor the observance of customary duties, nor 
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practice of painful austerities, whereby one may ford over the 
unfordable gulf of this world."^ 
"Neither dependance on righteous acts nor the forsaking of them; 
nor one's employment in the observance of customary usages, or 
his attainment of great powers, can be of any avail to him, in 
saving him from the turmoils of the world."^^ 
The self-knowledge is ultimate and final instrument to attain the 
liberation and remove all kinds of pain and suffering. One does not need 
to give up the household station and go to the forest to attain the liberation. 
Liberation can be attained anywhere, anytime through the self-knowledge. 
One also does not need to renunciate action or undergo any kinds of ritual 
process. Neither is it required for the seeker to live in a forest and undergo 
penances. Y-V says, 
"It is one's self-control only, that is the means of his salvation, and 
the man whose mind is not attached, or tied down to anything in 
this world, is said to have got or gone over it."^ 
It is not necessary for attaining liberation to bath in sacred rivers, to do 
yoga, to sacrifice, fast or perform duties or any kind of disciplinary 
practices. And also, it cannot be attained by Scripture, words of teachers, 
worship of any god, etc. 
"Neither pilgrimage nor charity, nor sacred ablutions or learning; 
nor meditation or Yoga contemplation, nor religious austerities nor 
sacrifice of any kind."^^ 
"No religious austerity nor pilgrimage, is ever able to remove our 
error of the world; they can at the best procure for us the reward of 
heaven, but never secure unto us our liberation or final 
beatitude."^^ 
There is no way to crossing over the ocean of the samsdra other 
than knowledge. Therefore, only wise people could cross over the ocean 
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of life and death and get rid of pain and suffering with the help of the boat 
of knowledge alone. According to it, 
"Men of great understandings have got over the unfordable ocean 
of the world by n\eans of the raft of their knowledge and reason."^^ 
Therefore, Y-V emphasised only knowledge as the means of 
liberation and not any other source. Whenever we are awakened by inner 
knowledge, we know ourself and we know all which is covered by 
ignorance. There does not remain then any delusion about subject and 
object. It is perfected state of man which is called liberation. In this state, 
the self of all beings becomes Brahma through the knowledge. Bhakti is 
not necessary because the real God lives in the heart of everybody. It is 
He, the infinite and formless self of ourselves, that is to be worshipped. 
There is no agency other than our own that can know the Absolute, which 
is our very self. If any one has realized the self he can attain the state of 
liberation. 
"It is one's self that is a friend or enemy to himself, and if one will 
not try to guard and save himself by his own self, there is no other 
to do so for him."^° 
The self is the main apparatus to achieve the state of Absolute through the 
knowledge. The self knowledge is the only cause of liberation and there is 
no other way according to Y-V. Those who have identified their selves, 
have identified with God. But how can we identify our self with God? 
What is the method to discover our self? Y-V answers it in following 
words: 
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"It is by means of constant practice, accompanied by self-
resignation and self-control, that one is enabled to effect anything; 
and whatever he is unable to do by these means, is impossible for 
him to do by any other in the three worlds."^' 
It further says, 
"Look to the spirit in the spirit, and adore the spirit in your own 
soul; behold the supreme soul in yourself, and have the universal 
soul in your own soul, and thus remain with it."^^ 
"It is mental labour (lit:- painstaking), which is the foundation of 
every improvement, and of all lasting good in life; just as the 
cultivated soil is the cause of the good condition of the harvest."^^ 
In fact, there is no other things in this world except our own self to 
find out the Absolute. There are three main sources whereby one can 
realize one's self. Firstly, it is attained by one's own effort constantly 
made. Secondly, it is self-resignation. And thirdly, it is control of our 
senses. Those people who follows all these means, they are successful in 
knowing their self and the Absolute. The process of discovery of self is 
mental process. Those who have control over mind secure durable 
prosperity of life. 
Further, Y-V holds that the devotion to gods is invented for those 
people who run away from study, effort and thinking. But, the real god 
resides within everyone. Those who control their minds and senses, can 
achieve the real God. Otherwise, there are no other means to find out the 
God. Devotion and external gods are created for fools who do not study, 
who are conscious about self, who do not labour their minds, who always 
run away form mental effort. But as for wise people who follows all these 
things, they can achieve and find Real God in inner self. 
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"Fools flying from attending to the sastras, or practising their self-
devotion and exercise of reason, have adopted to themselves the 
Vaishnava faith as a path leading to their better being; (or a means 
towards the great object of final beatitude)."^ 
Further, 
"Vishnu the indwelling spirit of the body, is situated in the inmost 
soul of every individual; it is the ignorant fool only that forsake 
the innermost Vishnu, and seek the outer form for its leading to the 
other; (which is more closely allied to us than the latter)," 
So, therefore, Y-V proclaims that we must all worship only our own 
self. Because, the Real God resides within this self. The God, really, 
comes to us as a result of our own efforts. Even the body of mine is as 
good a temple of God as, or probably better than, any other temple built by 
man. 
"This God of whom I spoke, is not at a distance from us. He is 
situated in these our bodies, and is known to b'; of the form of 
mere Intellect (Chinmdtra) to us."^^ 
And, further, 
"It is this Intellect which is in Siva, that wears the cusp of the 
moon in his crest; the same is in Vishnu that rides on his eagle 
Garuda, and in Brahma that is born of the lotus. The sun also is 
particle of this Intellect; (but they are not the self-same Intellect 
themselves)."^^ 
God ever resides in everybody in the form of pure-consciousness. It 
is only for wise people to think that the God comes to him through his own 
effort of thinking and meditation. It is not for the foolish who run away 
from their bodies and self thinking them to be false. The pure-
consciousness is that which is inherent inSh^J/isnUj._Sun and Brahma. 
They are not very far away from my self. It is not required to renounce 
any kinds of actions, or worship any idol or go to forest or bath in sacred 
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rivers etc. God can be realized within as that which is pre-existent in every 
body. 
"He (God) is not far from nor too near us, nor is he obtainable by 
what he is not (as the adoration of images and ceremonial acts). 
He is the image of light and felicity, and is perceivable in 
ourselves."^* 
The act of^worship of God residing within us is called knowledge orv^  
meditatiofi (dhydfwy^nd the best performance of action i^ Yoga, ^oga is 
great pam of worship of God, not the worship of any idol orTorm. 
"The soul is of the form of consciousness, (and is to be worshipped 
as such), by forsaking the adoration of idols; Those that are 
devoted to any form of fictitious cult, are subject to endless 
5569 misery. 
Y-V condemns the worship of any idol or form. Only, the real God 
residing within the heart that is really the object of worship. The other 
requirements of worship are not necessary. It is only worship of one's own 
self by the self. It is only possible through self-effort, self-control and 
self-knowledge. Thus, we find in Y-V that the path of devotion is not 
compulsory for liberation. 
Is renunciation of action necessary for the self-realization and 
liberation? Many great Indian philosophers have stressed the need of 
renunciation of action for self-realization. Shankara and Buddha, for 
example, have held this view. Shankara held that the renunciation of 
actions and householdJLLfe is necessary for the Self-realization. According 
to himMydgajand^anyask (hermit) are indispensable for self-realization. 
The concept df Bhiksukas (Mn-ecluses in early Buddhism is same. But, on 
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the other hand, is Bhagavat-^itajwhich preached that duties enjoined upon 
us by the scriptures are not to be given up. They are to be performed 
though without attachment and without personal motiyer->^Absolute 
renunciation of actions is not possible, nor is it required 
This idea is very similar to the Y-V's view. Y-V holds that 
renunciation of any kinds of action is not necessary for liberation. Those 
who believe that renunciation of action alone can make one liberated are 
wrong. Because, it's a fact of human life that one cannot give up actions 
absolutely. It is impossible that one withdraws from all worldly action. 
Since the primary cause of action is desire or will, man can give up 
personal desire or will but he cannot give up actions. According to it, for 
self-realization, it is not necessary for any one to give up the worldly 
duties and activities and go to the forest. Nor is it desirable to give up the 
busy home-life. Such withdrawals are of no help when mind is not already 
at peace. Y-V is very emphatic about the view that wise people should not 
renounce the busy life of the world. Therefore, it says, 
"... Action in the discrete being is based on the knowledge of 
one's personality; it is no way possible to avoid our activity, as 
long as the mind is situated in the body, and has the knowledge of 
its personality."^° 
"... hence, no one is exempted from action, as long as he lives with 
his sensible body."^' 
Vasishlha says to Rama, 
"I tell you, O King! that you must not of yourself get rid of your 
duties, as long as you are in this body of your's being though your 
mind may be freed from everything."^^ 
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Y-V proclaimed that the renunciation of actions is not necessary for 
the liberation. It does not believe that action and individuality are separate 
things. It says very clearly that action is individuality and individuality is 
action. If that is so, how can it be possible to anyone to renounce his 
action. It is impossible and meaningless. Even the liberated person does 
not give up his actions so long as he lives here. 
Therefore, according to Y-V, the means of liberation is knowledge 
alone. The knowledge is arriving at the faith that Brahman, and nothing 
which is not Brahman ever exists. 
"By perfect knowledge is meant the firm belief of a man, in the 
existence of one self-manifest or Supreme Soul, that is without its 
beginning and end. This is what the wise mean by the term "full or 
perfect knowledge.""" 
The perfect knowledge lies in the conviction that Brahman alone 
which is infinite, beginningless and endless consciousness, is absolutely 
real. This faith alone can make us liberated, otherwise no other kinds of 
renunciation or devotion would make as Real Subject. The right knowledge 
or right vision consists in the conviction that things of the world are 
nothing. They are the part or forms of the Self; other than which nothing 
exists. It is the form of that self which is perceived in perfect knowledge. 
But then the question also arises how can one acquire the perfect 
knowledge? 
For Y-V, nothing can render us the perfect knowledge except one's 
own effort and thinking. There is no need of any kinds of mortification or 
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painful deeds. Knowledge can be found through purified intellect. It can 
be experienced in the self. So, the wise people should think about the self 
through one's own effort, and continue doing so until it is realized in 
experience. This view of Y-V is very similar with the Buddhism: 
"The Buddhists say that when our minds are clear of illusions, 
prejudices, and egoistic assumptions, they become transparent and 
reflect the truth like a dust-free mirror. The illumination thus 
gained in our consciousness constitutes the so called parinispanna, 
the most perfect knowledge, that leads to Nirvana, final Salvation, 
and eternal bliss."'^ 
A man is able to think correctly through the purity of mind. Mind 
can be purified through the study of philosophical work, through 
association with saintly persons and through cultivating noble virtues. 
"The understandings of the sinless which have been enlightened by 
the light of the Sastras, or improved in the society of men or by 
good conduct, become as far sighted as the glaring light of a 
torch."^^ 
V. Stages of Knowledge to Attain the Liberation 
1. The First Opinion of Stages 
Knowledge, according to Y-V, is the only means of liberation. It is 
however, not merely an intellectual affair. It is much more than what we 
ordinarily understand by knowledge. Knowledge is the direct experience. 
It is intuition of the objects of knowledge which are Truth, Reality and 
Absolute. It does not come out from any outer sources, as it is residing 
within. Self-knowledge is actual identification with the Absolu tc Truth. 
Self-knowledge is bringing oneself in tune with Infinite whole. It is 
thinking as the Absolute Self would think. It is feeling as the Absolute 
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Self would feel. It is acting as the Absolute Self would act. Self-
knowledge is actually being transformed into the Absolute. 
There are several stages to be marked on this progressive path of the 
evolution of the individual consciousness into the Absolute. But Y-V 
makes them as seven although it does not provide particular and exact 
terminology of the stages. The stages {bhumikas) are described in the Y-V 
in three different places and in three different ways. 
According to it, knowledge can be perceived and understood, but 
object of knowledge or the aim of liberation is beyond these seven 
stages.'^ The description of seven stages on the path of realization of the 
Absolute Experience by an individual are given below: 
A. The Desire of Goodness ^ubhechha) 
Y-V says, 
"First of all is the desire of goodness, springing from 
dispassionateness to worldly matters, and consisting in the 
thought, "why do I sit idle, I must know the Sastras in the 
company of good men."^^ 
Therefore, this first stage on the path of realization by individual is 
known as Subhechha. Here a person becomes conscious of his selfish 
living and feels dissatisfied with it. He wants to know the truth through 
the study of spiritual lore and association with the wise people. 
B. The Reasoning or Discretidn {Vicharana) 
It is the second stage in which one attempts a rational investigation 
into the ways of acquiring knowledge. Y-V says, 
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"The second is discretion, which arises from association with wise 
and good men, study of the Sastras, habitual aversion to 
wordliness, and consists in an inclination to good conduct, and 
doing of all sorts of good acts."^^ 
Therefore, the second stage (ir vicharana comes out from effort in 
right direction which consists of rational vindication about the life and 
worldly objects. It can be realized through the study of scriptures and the 
association with the wise. 
C. The Purity of Mind or Subduing of Mind (Tanu-manasa) 
The third stage is called Tanu-manasa or the purity of mind. Y-V 
says, 
"The third is the subduing of the mind, and restraining it from 
sensual enjoyments; and these are produced by the two former 
qualities of good will and discretion."^" 
The purity of mind can be achieved through the desire of goodness 
and discretion. Through the practices of non-attachment with the work 
disengagement with the objects of senses is attained. 
D. The Self-reliance {Sattva-patti) 
The fourth stages is known as Sattva-patti or self-reliance. Y-V 
says, 
"The fourth is self-reliance, and dependence upon the Divine spirit 
as the true refuge of this soul. This is attainable by means of the 
three qualities described above." ^ ' 
Therefore, Self-reliance stage can be achieved when the individual 
has learnt to stay in the true self. It can be experienced when the aspirant 
has followed all three qualities which is described above. 
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E. The Worldly Apath/(y4sfl* 
The fifth stage of realizJtttSn is known as worldly apathy. Y-V says, 
"The fifth is worldly apathy, as it is shown by one's detachment 
form all earthly concerns and society of man,~l^Cni6ans of the 
former quadruple internal delight (which comes iroTa^k^ove)"*^ 
F. The Power of Abstractibn (PadSrtha-bhSvanS) 
The sixth stage of realization By an individual is known as the 
power of abstraction. It is that stages of experience in which the things of 
the world are realized to be unreal. Y-V says, 
"By practice of the said fivefold virtues, as also by the feeling of 
self-satisfaction and inword delight (spiritual joy), man is freed 
from his thoughts and cares, about all internal and external 
objects."^^ 
"Then comes the powers of cogitation into the abstract meanings 
of things, as sixth step to the attainment of true knowledge. It is 
fostered either by one's own exertion, or guidance of others in 
search of truth." 
Therefore, Y-V holds that when the individuals are realised, all 
things become unreal from Absolute point of view. They affirm 
themselves as the Ultimate Reality without any limitations either external 
or internal. In this stage, the individual comes to know the real nature and 
the abstract meaning of things. It is due to the power of cogitation which 
comes out from five virtues as described above. 
G. The Generalization of All in One or Ultimate State of Absolute 
Experieyce {Turiya-gati) 
It is the seventh and last state of realization and is known as Turiya-gati or 
the generalization of all in one. It can be realized through the practices of 
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all those six stages which are described above. It opens the door of 
nirvana. Y-V explains, 
"Continued habitude of these six qualifications and incognition of 
differences in religion, and the reducing of them all to the 
knowledge of one true God of nature, is called generalization. 
(Because all things in general, proceed from the one and are finally 
reduced into the same). ^ 
Therefore, the seventh stage of experience is mystic experience of 
being one. The aspirant realizes the Absolute Reality which is one and 
infinite in his own experience. 
Further, Y-V explains, 
"This universal generalization appertains to the nature of the living 
liberation of the man, who beholds all things in one and in the 
same light. Above this is the state of that glorious light, which is 
arrived by the disembodied soul." 
Thus Y-V described stages of realization by an individual on the 
path of liberation. It is a gradual process of acquiring the knowledge of 
Absolute. These stages of Y-V are different from what is given by other 
thinkers. It is first point of view of the stages as explained by Y-V. We 
may now discuss second point of view of stages of Y-V. 
2. The Second Opinion of the Stages 
The second opinion of stages of Y-V is different from the first one 
on some aspects. Though here again the path to development and purity of 
mind is delineated: 
"Enlightenment of the understanding by the study of the sastras 
and attendance on holy and wise men, is said to be the first stage 
of yoga by yogis." ^^  
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The aspirant of liberation should develop his intellect by study of 
philosophical literature and by keeping company of the wise people. He 
then involves himself on the meditation of what he has learnt. This is the 
second stage and is followed by rumination of same in one's self and then 
a silent meditation. In this stage of meditation, the seekers should shun 
affirmation of one's being and should be detached from the worldly 
enjoyment. In the fourth stage the seekers must be released from all kinds 
of desires. This stage of meditation of liberation is known as 
dtmasakshyat. It is being desireless. 
"Discussion and reconsideration of what has been learnt before, is 
second stage of yoga; the third is the rumination of the same in 
one's self and is known under the name of nididhyasana or self-
communion of meditation. The fourth is silent meditation in which 
one loses his desires and darkness in his presence before the light 
of God. (This is called the dtmasakshyat kara also; and all these 
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four stages are expressed in the vedic text)" 
About the fifth and sixth stages, Y-V says thus: 
"The fifth stage is one of pure consciousness and felicity, wherein 
the living-liberated-devotee remains in his partly waking and 
partly sleeping state. (This is half hypnotism)." 
"The sixth stage is one's consciousness of ineffable bliss, in which 
he is absorbed in a state of trance or sound sleep. (This is known 
as samadhi or hypnotism)."'° 
Therefore, in the fifth stage of meditation the seeker can realize the 
pure consciousness and bliss. This stage is known as Suddha-Samvin-mdva 
or pure consciousness. The sixth stage of meditation is known as Samadhi 
or Sasamvedana-rupa or becoming identified with and merged into one's 
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own consciousness. In this stage of meditation, the aspirant realizes the 
Bliss alone and is merged in it as in sleep. 
This last stage of meditation is described thus: 
"One's resting in the fourth and succeeding stages, is called his 
liberation, and then the seventh stage is the state of an even and 
transparent light, in which the devotee loses his self-
consciousness."^' 
This stage is known as turiya or the state of mindlessness. It is state 
of liberation which is characterized by equanimity, calmness, self-
possession, purity and agitationlessness. In this state of meditation the 
aspirant is released from his self-consciousness and lives in the light of 
nirvana. 
But, Y-V also says sometimes that the absolute nirvana is beyond 
the turiya state of meditation. 
"The state of above turya or fourth stage, is called nirvana or 
extinction in God; and the seventh stage of perfection relates to 
disembodied souls only and not to those of living beings"'^ 
Turiya state is thus the maturation of the seventh stage. It is not 
experienced by the living ones. 
Y-V has characterized all these seven stages of realization, in its own 
characteristic manner. About the first three, for example, it says: 
"The first three stages relate to the waking state of man, and fourth 
stage concerns the sleeping state, in which the world appears in the 
manner of a dream."^^ 
The first three stages are waking stages (jdgarat) because in these 
stages the aspirant is fully alive to the existence of external objects. They 
appear quite real to him. The fourth stage of meditation is called dream 
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(svpana) state. Because the objects begin to be recognized as unreal. The 
fifth and sixth stages of meditation are described thus: 
"The fifth stage is the stage of sound sleep, in which the soul is drowned 
in deep felicity; and the unconsciousness of one's self in the sixth stage, 
is also called his turya or fourth state: (because it is beyond the three 
states of waking, sleeping or dreaming and sound sleep);"''* 
This stage of meditation is therefore called susupti (sleep). 
3. The Third Opinions of Y-V about the Seven Stages 
Y-V also gives a third view about these stages of meditation. This 
last opinion of Y-V is very spiritual. 
A. When the aspirant has passed through a number of cycles of birth 
and death and his discriminative consciousness dawns upon the mind, he 
begins to think that the world is unreal. It is seen as being without any 
value. He wants to get rid of the process of birth and death. And, 
therefore, he begins to think accordingly. He studies philosophical books 
and keeps company of good people. He performs good and noble actions. 
He hates evil and fears committing sin. He does not accept sensual 
pleasures. He speaks noble and sweet words.'^ These are the spiritual 
characteristics of the first stage of realization. 
B. After acquiring the virtues of first stage of realization the seeker 
studies critically the Vedas and the Smritis and learns about meditation and 
rituals. Then, he acquires the efficiency in division and classilTcation of 
things. He makes identity between rightness and wrongness of actions. 
He also wants to free himself from pride, arrogance, delusion, avarice etc. 
When, he follows all these things devotedly and clearly he has completely 
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mastered the secrets of all sciences and knows the nature of things. These 
are the characteristics of the second stage of realization. 
C. In the third stage of realization, the aspirant begins to lead a life of 
solitude and austerity and associates himself with the hermits and 
devotees. He participates in religious and philosophical discussion and is 
generally disgusted with the world. He does not enjoy the worldly objects. 
He passes his time in disinterested action. He is always peaceful and 
happy.^^ 
D. After all kinds of ignorance of aspirant comes to end, the true 
knowledge dawns upon him. Having the stability of mind, he realizes the 
existence of the Absolute one. That is the infinite and eternal Reality 
which is equally present everywhere.^^ These are characteristics of the 
fourth stage of realization. 
E. The aspirants who have truly followed all four states, enter into fifth 
stage. It is known as the sleeping state of realization. In this state, all 
differences get merged in the unity of which alone they are now conscious. 
The experience of this unity is identity with Bliss. Because aspirant loses 
his duality and is merged in the unity. The mind of aspirant is undivided. 
He realises only unity of mind. It is experience like that of intense sleep. 
All the worldly activeness of seeker ceases in this stage and he is quite at 
peace within.^^ 
E. When, further, the aspirant comes into the sixth stage of spiritual 
realization there are no more any idea of being or non-being, self or no-
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self. Duality and unity are both transcended. In this stage, the mind is no 
longer experienced. It is a stage of embodied liberation to aspirant. 
Because, in this stage all kinds of desires and doubts of aspirant have been 
dissolved. Although he is not absolutely merged in the Absolute, yet he is 
merged to all purposes. He is void within and void without. Because, he 
has no desire, thought or imagination at this stage of realization. He is like 
an empty jar in an empty space. He is full within and full without. He is 
identical with Absolute and he is essence of all things like a full jar in a 
full ocean. He is this as well as not this.'^^ These are the characteristics of 
disembodied liberation of aspirant. An aspirant who is done with this stage 
of spiritual realization, enters into the last or seventh stage. 
G. This last stage is the stage of realization of the Absolute Liberation. 
In this state, an aspirant is realized beyond the limit of this earth that is 
Absolute Experience. It is ultimate goal of all stages of becoming. It is the 
Eternal Peace which is inexpressible in words. This state is called as Siva 
by some and as Brahma by others.'*" It is also caW^d Nirvana. It is the 
fullest of the full. It is total extinction of self-consciousness by an 
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aspirant. It is the state of disembodied liberation. 
VI. The Experience and Character of Liberation 
The experience of liberation by spiritual seeker means he has gone 
beyond desires and passions. It is the state of existence in which the 
aspirant is free from all bonds of life. His life is unity of all. He sees the 
self within all and all within the self. His consciousness is balanced under 
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all circumstances in thought in tune with Absolute. This kind of mystic 
experience of Liberation is described in the following passage: 
"Men of sound judgment are freed from mental perturbation, and 
are perfect in their mastery over themselves, by restraining the 
flight of the mind, and fastening it to its inward cogitation."'"^ 
"They swerve from the sight of the visibiles as unworthy of their 
notice, and seek after the knowledge of their chief good; they 
behold the all-seeing God in their mental and external sights, and 
have no perception of the unintelligent perceptibles."'^ 
"They are dormant amidst the thick gloom of error, overspreading 
the mazy paths of life, and are awake under the transcendent light, 
requiring the vigilence of the living."'"^ 
"They are utterly indifferent to the sweet pleasures of this life, as 
also the cheerless prospects of future enjoyments."' 
Y-V holds that the self-experience is cause of Absolute Spirituality. 
It is the nature of all of us. The self that is absolutely free from all the 
worldly desires and passions becomes clearly manifest in intuition, just as 
the water comes clear of all dirt when the nut is put into it. The mind 
becomes purified when it is freed of all desires, attachment, duality and 
dependence. It comes out of darkness of delusion like a lion coming out 
from a cage. The mind shines like a full moon even as the dust of wonders 
and fears have been cast away from the mind. In this condition, there are 
no-fhrctHa^ons of mind. It is fully merged in peace in extremely glorious 
2veruiess. There is no rise''or fall. In this state of experience, the mind 
becomes ab^lutely constaht^The darkness of worldly experience becomes 
weak, and the sun of the intuition of pure consciousness rises. The 
wisdom born of purity begins to emanate all round. The fluctuation of 
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mind, coming and going of ideas and fall and rise happen only to the mind 
of fool. They do not touch the wise. The desires vanish at the rise of 
discrimination like the mirage in the deserts."^' 
Liberation is in fact the return of one's self to the original character 
of self This is described by Y-V- thus: 
"The truce that takes place in the mind, in the interim of a past and 
future thought of one object to another; know that respite of the 
mind in thinking, to be the resting of the soul, in the consciousness 
of its self-entity swarupa."^^^ 
Y-V holds that the real nature of the self is experienced in the time 
of thoughtless existence between two ideas in the mind. It happens when 
one idea has passed away and another has not yet arisen in the mind. It 
says, 
"That state of the soul which is at calm after the setting of the 
thoughts and desires of the mind; and which is as cold and quiet as 
the bosom of asi one, and yet withpuLlheJuipitude of slumber or 
dull drowsiness; is called the ^upineness^f the soul in its 
recognition of itself "'°^ 
Y-V holds that it is possible when one is absolutely free from sleep 
and unconsciousness and also has no thought or imaginations. Then one 
becomes realised of the existence of real nature of self. 
"That state of the soul, which is devoid of its sense of egoism and 
destitute of its knowledge of dualism, and its distinction from the 
state of the one universal soul, and shines forth with its unsleeping 
intelligence, is said to be at rest in itself or swarupa."^ 
Liberation means the disappearance of the feeling of ego or 
individuality. It also means that the multiplicity of ideas is cast away. And 
yet the experience is a conscious experience. In fact, the experience of 
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self cannot be compared to anything. It is very difficult task for anyone to 
tell, what is nature of it? According to Y-V, it is only to be enjoyed in 
intuition and not to be described. It says, 
"That felicitous state of the soul, which remains after dispersion of 
the darkness of egoism; the same is the state of divine fulness, and 
is to be adored with all deligence."'" 
"This state of the vast oceanlike and perfect fulness of soul, which 
no words can express nor any eye can behold, is beyond all 
comparison, and every colour of human attribution." 
Therefore, Y-V holds that when the individuality is totally merged 
within the Absolute, the experience is that of intense joy. It is that state of 
experience for which one should strive. It is the fullness of existence. It 
cannot be compared with any thing at all. Further, the taste of Divinity 
can not be enjoyed without one's own intuition of it. As the taste of sweet 
cannot be known without the actual sensation of it."^ 
One thing which is absolutely certain with regard to the experience 
of the liberated state is that there is no duality or ignorance in the mind. 
There are also no affirmations and negations in that experience. These are 
fused together. In that experience, the state of mind is merged with the 
Absolute, is identified with it. There is no multiplicity but only a 
harmonious unity. It is the state that is called the Ultimate Zero {Silnya). 
In that state all things are dissolved. It is a state of ultimate calm and 
ultimate poise of mind. There is nothing that arises and nothing that falls 
down. It is absolutely free from all ideas, imaginations, actions, desires 
etc. 
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It is Absolute experience of liberation and identity with the 
Absolute and nothing else. Y-V explains, 
"After the Supreme being which is the object and fruit of 
meditation, is known as present in the mind, and the bliss of 
release from flesh is felt within; all sensations are lost altogether, 
and the deer like mind becomes spiritualized into the Supreme 
essence.""'' 
At another place, it says, 
"After the mind has obtained its union with the supreme One, we 
know not whither the mind is fled; and where our wishes and 
actions, our joys and griefs, and all our knowledge fly away." 
Further, 
"After removal of our ignorance and error, we have no perception 
of the fluctuation of our minds; as we no more think the mountains 
to be in motion, after the velocity of air car is put to a stop." 
"The mind being dead, its desires also die with it, and its cage of 
the body is broken down without it. The enlightened man being no 
more under the subjection of his mind, is liberated from the 
bondage of his egoism also.""^ 
Tlierefore, an aspirant who has experienced this state, does not 
return/n/the ocean of ignorance again. He becomes permanently fixed in 
that experience. Those aspirants who have really achieved this state of 
experience and have enjoyed it are the happiest people of the world. 
According to Y-V, there is no other kind of happiness in the universe 
which can be equal to the happiness which a liberated man experiences. 
"I find no such felicity or prosperity, in the three regions of this 
earth or heaven above or in the patala below, which is greater or 
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comparable with the blissfulness of learning and wisdom." 
An aspirant is master of self-knowledge in that state of experience. 
He is happiest in comparison with all three regions of earth, heaven and 
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below earth. According to Y-V, those who achieve that experience, have 
realised freedom and joy and think in following manner: 
"I have no longing for the spiritual, nor craving for temporal 
things; I have neither to remain in the meditative mood, nor in the 
state of giddy worldliness.""' 
"I am not dead, nor can I be living. I am noJ-»HFeaUty, nor an 
unrealUy, nor I am a material or aerial body. (Neither am I of this 
worl^rrany other, but self-same ego the Great.' 
'What shall I do with my meditation, and what with all my royalty; 
let any thing come to pass as it may; I am nothing for this or that, 
nor is anything mine." 
"Though I have nothing to do, yet I must do the duties 
appertaining to my station in society."'^^ 
" I feel in myself neither the wish of my continuing in 
worldly enjoyments, nor a desire of forsaking them altogether." 
" I have my heaven everywhere, and there is no particular 
place which I deem as heaven."'^'* 
"I am content everywhere, and am pleased with every place, and 
my soul being desirous of nothing from its fullness in itself, I am 
fully satisfied everywhere."'^^ 
"It is only after I have lost my feeling of pleasure in something, 
and that of pain in another, that I gain my equanimity and 
indifference to both, and am settled in my perfect rest and 
tranquility."'^^ 
Further, Y-V explores the character of liberated living man (jivan-
mukta). It holds that a liberated living man is one who has realised the 
Absolute Experience. He has freed himself from the bond of actions 
(karmas). A liberated living man should be fully dried up of any kinds of 
worldly actions and thoughts. After the self-realization, the previous 
desires and imagination about the individual existence and world are 
vanished through the knowledge. Several questions however arise here. 
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viz. what is the mark of such man and how does he live in the world and 
what is his moral responsibility towards the society? What is his 
behaviour and conduct towards his fellow beings and how does a liberated 
personality enjoy, act and feel in his life? According to Y-V, firstly, the 
character of liberated living man is that he is not delighted from pleasures 
and is not disturbed by pain. There is no taste of like or dislike in his mind. 
He is absolutely free from any kinds of thought of worldly actions. There 
is no expectation of worldly objects whatsoever. If he performs any kinds 
of action then it should be desireless and without attachment. 
"He who is not delighted with his delights, nor dejected in his 
distress; who looks only within himself for his peace and solace, is 
verily called the liberated man in his life time." ^^  
Further, 
"He is said to rest and have his repose in god, who takes no delight 
in any earthly thing whatever; and though he is outwardly 
employed in discharging the duties of his life, yet his soul is fixed 
in his god."'^ ^ 
"He is known to have his quiescence, whose activities are all 
without any aim or expectation; and he goes on and lives content, 
with whatever he gets and offers itself to his lot."'^^ 
A liberated living man has neither love for any object, nor hate for 
it. His movement towards worldly things are desireless or tasteless. He 
does not trouble anybody and is not troubled by anybody. There are no 
desires or delusions in his mind even as he is free from evil qualities which 
pollute the mind. His mind is not bothered about the concept of theism 
and atheism nor his body is tormented with religious austerities. He 
divines the hearts of others and behaves with them agreeably, and talks 
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sweetly and nobly. He performs his judgement very swiftly and makes 
right choice between two courses of conduct. His conduct does not irritate 
anyone. His conduct is of being equal to all. From the empirical point of 
view he is very busy, but actually he is very calm and quiet at heart. 
"He breaks down all the bonds of his caste and creed, and the rites 
and restraints of his order by the battery of the sastra; and roves 
freed from the snare of society, as a lion breaking loose form his 
cage, and roaming rampant every where." ' ' 
There is no differentiation of caste and creed, stages of life, custom 
and scripture in this state. The seer is always cheerful in himself without 
any care for or want of anything else. He performs all kinds of action 
without any fruits for himself. His action is absolutely disinterested. He is 
always happy.'^^. 
"He is neither afraid at any fright nor humiliates himself nor loses 
his usual composure in any wise; but remains with his even temper 
and well composed mind as firm as a fixed rock."''' 
The liberated living man is never afraid, never helpless or dejected. 
He remains firm and calm like a mountain. He does not care for life or 
death.'^'^ The jivanmukta does not take notice of the fellow beings. He 
deals with them occasionally. He behaves with others without a spot in his 
mind. His mind is not affected with enmity or friendliness. If he lives in 
the company of devotees, he acts like a devotee. If he lives in the 
company off rascal Ihen he performs like a rascal. But his mind is free 
from these affects. Because his act is tasteless.'^^ He performs karmas 
(action) without any sensual pleasure. Also he is free from appearance and 
disappearance.'^^ 
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"A man is liberated who does his works from a sense of his duty, 
and without any desire of his own or sense of his own agency in 
it."'" 
"Inappetency of what is ungotten, and enjoyment of what is in 
present possession; are the true characteristic of the wise and 
learned."'^ * 
"Who has not an air of pride in him, and is not conceited when he 
does or refrains to do anything: such a one is called self-liberated 
in his life time."'^' 
Therefore, whenever he performs any kinds of action he does not 
care about the effects. Because his deeds are without interest. His heart 
does not cling to his acts, whether he does them or does not. 
Further, Y-V explains that such man is not an active man or idle 
man in the ordinary sense. The liberated living man is beyond the levels 
of ordinary. He is a transcendental actor, a mahakarta (great doer). 
"He is said to act his part well, who does his business without any 
ado or anxiety, and maintains his taciturnity and purity of heart 
without any taint of egoism or envy."''*° 
"He is said to be the greatest actor, who does his deeds as they 
occur to him, whether of goodness or of evil, without any fear or 
desire of fruition."''" 
"He is the greatest actor, who looks at his birth, life and death, and 
upon his rising and falling in the same light; and does not lose the 
equanimity of his mind under any circumstance whatever." 
Therefore, according to Y-V, the liberated living man is not an 
ordinary man but he is a great actor or Mahakarta. He performs his action 
without any consideration for right or wrong. He acts without any anxiety, 
egoistic feeling, pride or impurity of heart. His mind is never influenced 
by his acts whether good or bad. Neither is his mind ever changed or 
constrained. During the action his mind is uniform in every circumstance 
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and never affected by result. The liberated living man always lives in 
samddhi (concentration on the self). He is not affected by his living in the 
house or forest. He is at peace everywhere He is never disturbed or 
annoyed by any source. 
The samddhi or anaesthesia or concentration on the self is the 
freedom from activity of mind.'*^ An aspirant is in samddhi when he is 
free from worldly concerns and looks upon the self either as beyond all 
affirmations or immanent in all affirmations.''*'' 
"He who beholds the all-pervading soul in his own self and by 
remaining unruffled in his mind, doth never grieve at nor thinks 
about any thing; is styled the unimpassioned yogi."" 
The liberated living man can be called a transcendental enjoyer or 
Mahdbhoktd (great enjoyer). Because he does not run away from the 
pleasure of the world though he also does not crave for them. He does not 
desire for any worldly things nor does he shun them. The worldly things 
are not sought even as they themselves fall to his share in accordance with 
fate. 
"He is said to be in the best enjoyment of himself, who hails with 
an equal eye of complaisance his decay and demise, his danger and 
difficulty, his affluence and poverty, and looks on their returns and 
revolutions, with an eye of delight and cheerfulness."'''^ 
The liberated living man receives equally all pains or pleasures just 
as the streams of water are received by ocean.^ "^ ^ For an aspirant, 
everything is equally good whether it is tasteful or tasteless, pleasant or 
unpleasant.'''^ 
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Y-V explains the relationship between the body and spirit of the 
liberated living man. To liberated man, his body is not evil or an enemy. 
There is no differences between the body and spirit to him. A liberated 
man has control over all his actions. Because, he has control over his 
mind and sense organs. He rules over the body without any fears. 
Therefore, he enjoys his body in the same manner as he enjoys anything 
else. According to Y-V, 
"The man that is liberated in this life, and is settled in the Supreme 
state of felicity, is not tarnished by his reigning over the realm of 
his body, and turning about like a wheel."''' 
"The body of the wise man is as a princedom to him, and 
calculated for his benefit and no disadvantage. It is comparable 
with the bower of a holy hermit, for the consummation of his 
fruition and liberation."'^ *' 
When one has achieved the highest state of experience he is not 
affected by his body in any manner. The body is not cause of pain to him. 
It is only an organ of enjoyment (bhoga). It is garden of pleasures to him 
and nothing else. There is no difference between the ordinary man and the 
liberated one in respect to body. The difference is mental i.e. in respect to 
their respective states of mind. The enlightened mind is called sattavam 
(being). The common mind experiences rebirth. But the sattva does not 
experience another birth.'^' 
The desires of liberated one is also different from the common 
mind. While the latter can have rajas and tamas desires, he can have only 
sattva desires.'" 
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After the jivanmukta comes the state of what can be called the state 
of disembodied freedom (yideha-mukti). According to it, having lived the 
peaceful and happy earthly life as long as the physical body lasted, the 
liberated one acquires the state of disembodied freedom or vedeha-mukti. 
He is now not bound to be reborn. The liberated man enjoys conscious 
identity with the Absolute in a bodiless existence, and as such, he is the 
Brahman. 
"Now leaving the subject of "living liberation," I will tell you what 
they call the "disembodied liberation," which like a breath of wind 
enters into the soul, after it has fled from the mortal body."'^ ^ 
"The disembodied free spirit neither rises nor sets (like the sun), 
nor is it subject to wane (like the moon); it is neither manifest nor 
hidden; it is not at a distance, nor is it in me, thee or in any other 
person."'^'' 
"This (disembodied) liberation is called nirvana or total extinction 
of self-consciousness, and is styled Brahma also."'^^ 
"There was a nameless self, the fullest of the full in its form; it 
was no ens, nor non ens, no entity nor non-entity, no reality nor 
unreality neither."'^* 
The Absolute and perfect state of existence is called Mukti, 
Brahman and Nirvana. It is neither being nor non-being, neither self nor 
not-self. It is the cause of everything and has nothing as the cause of 
itself. 
Chapter-5 
COMPARISON WITH BHAGAVAD-GlTA 
Chapter - 5 
COMPARISON WITH BHAGAVAD-GITA 
I. The Concepts of Self and World 
In the Bhagavad-GTtd, there are many verses which strongly suggest the 
view that the self is identical with Brahman. Brahman is of the nature of true 
and pure self But, due to ignorance and being subject to mdyd, the individual 
self ory/vfl wrongly identifies itself with body, mind or senses and enters into 
relationships with other physical objects of the world. Being thus impure and 
false, it is the cause of suffering and of rebirth. 
According to Bhagavad-GTtd (henceforth, BG), the true self is beyond 
the body, mind and sense organs. It is eternal and changeless. It is pure 
awareness {cit). Cit, in fact, reveals and illumines all objects in the universe. It 
itself, however, is self-revealing and is not illumined by other sources. So BG 
says. 
"As the one sun illumines this whole world, so does the Lord of the 
field illumine this entire field, 0 Bharata (Arjuna)."' 
The true nature of individual self as being eternal and changeless, 
according to BG, is attained by removing all impurities and ignorance through 
knowledge. It says, 
"The All-pervading Spirit does not take on the sin or the merit of 
any. Wisdom is enveloped by ignorance: thereby creatures are 
bewildered."^ 
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"All beings are born \o delusion O Bharata (Arjiina), overcome by 
the dualities which arise from wish and hate, O Conqueror of the 
foe (Arjuna)."^ 
The BG explains the different perception of individual self on account of 
its contact with the objects of the world. It undergoes periodically the pains of 
birth, old age and death in an unending cycle. Therefore, for this very reason, 
the self continues attaching to various bodies in the flow of existence. 
"Just as a person casts off worn-out garments and puts on others 
that are new, even so does the embodied soul cast off worn-out 
bodies and take on others that are new."" 
/ Krsna/ uses the example of the change of clothing to illustrate the 
difference between the self {atman) and the physical body. According to him, 
the childhood and youthful bodies are like different suits of clothing which the 
wearer uses and changes. The suits of clothing change, but the wearer is the 
same. The common phenomena of self is as it originated on the day we were 
conceived. From birth, we move through stages of childhood, youth, middle 
age, old age and finally death. In other words, we are born, we grow and, like 
all things, we die. We assume that we undergo all the changes to which our 
bodies are subject. But the true self remains self-same all through these 
changes. 
BG also explains that no instrument or object can bring about the 
destruction of the self: 
"Weapons do not cleave this self, fire does not burn him; waters do 
not make him wet; nor does the wind make him dry."^ 
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"He is uncleavable, He cannot be burnt. He can be neither wetted 
nor dried. He is eternal, all-pervading, unchanging and immovable. 
He is the same for ever."^ 
So, according to it, being eternal (nitya) implies existence in all periods 
of time. This means that for the self there is neither birth nor death. 
"He is never born, nor does he die at any time, nor having (once) 
come to be will he again cease to be. He is unborn, eternal, 
permanent and primeval. He is not slain when the body is slain." 
Therefore, the empirical self represents the lower nature of the 
transcendental self. The latter, the real self is free from the six-fold impurities. 
Neither is it born nor is it subject to death. Realizing its own reality, it is never 
annihilated. It is unborn, everlasting, and ancient. With the destruction of the 
body, it does not get destroyed. It is as man casts off worn out garments and 
puts on new, even so the self discards decayed frames and accepts new bodies. 
Neither weapons cut him, nor does fire burn him, nor water drenches, nor-air 
dries him. Therefore, uncleavable, unburnable, undrenchable, undriable, the 
self is eternal, pervading, permanent, unmovable and ancient. This self is 
unmanifest, i.e. unperceivable and unthinkable i.e. incapable of being 
conceptualized and free from all impurities. Neither does it kill nor is it killed. 
Those who conceive of self as different are devoid of self-knowledge.* 
Along with definition of self as eternal and everlasting (nitya), the BG 
also describes it to be all-pervasive. It is equal to transcendental self 
{Paramatman). It says, 
"When one has conquered one's self (lower) and has attained to 
the calm of self-mastery, his Supreme Self abides ever 
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concentrate, he is at peace in cold and heat, in pleasure and pain. 
in honour and dishonour."' 
Therefore, one has to overcome the internal senses in order to attain 
transcendental selfhood. In other words, there is no distinction between self and 
the transcendental self. From the verse 22-34 of the chapter XIII of the 
Bhagavad-GJta it is clear that purusa or self is absolute. The same is supreme 
lord, the same is Higher Self, the transcendental Self. The XIII-22 makes it 
clear that the self involved in the body is none other than the transcendental 
Self The verse 12 of XV chapter also says that self is a part of the Supreme 
Self. The BG takes the view that jiva 's realization of its real nature and 
consequent merger in divine totality of Brahman amounts to its release and 
liberation. When this status is attained, the jiva is completely freed from its 
painful vibration between life and death. 
The concept of individual self according to Yoga-Vasishtha is similar to 
its conception as found in the BG. According to Y-V, the self that is within us, 
never changes in spite of perpetual change in the personality. It is the essence 
of the subjective aspect of the universe. The Y-V tries to search out that aspect 
of us which endures throughout the four levels of experience, namely, waking, 
sleeping, dreaming and the 'fourth' in which the previous three are 
transcended. Thus, like other philosophers of the Vedanta, Y-V distinguishes 
four levels of experience, in three of which the mind functions while in the 
fourth the mind does not function. It is the stage of experiencelessness. 
Therefore, Y-V claims that there are four beliefs about the individual self 
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According to it, some people believe that the self is nothing but physical body. 
Others believe that the self is nothing but the mind. A third class of people 
believes that the self is neither the body nor the mind, but something beyond 
both. They hold that the self is a spiritual entity unaffected by the state of the 
body and the mind, and so free from them; it exists in its own nature. It has no 
relation with the body in anyway. 
But Y-V believes in the fourth view, according to which the self of 
everyone is the infinite and whole consciousness which manifests itself in the 
world both as the subject and the object. It is the whole reality. Nothing exists 
outside the self. The ego as well as the non-ego are within the womb of the self. 
Thus, in regard to the first conception of individual self as body, Y-V 
says the following: 
"He who considers his whole body (from his head to foot), as the 
progeny of his parents (i.e. devoid of his spiritual part), is surely 
bom to the bondage of the world. (This is the first kind)."'° 
The second belief is that 
"The living being had an intrinsic body also, which is derived from 
within; and is composed of all its wishes in the world, and is 
known as the mental or intellectual part of the body."" 
Here the people believe that the essence of individuality is the mind, 
which is of the nature of samkalpa (imagination) and which endures as long as 
the world-experience exists. 
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The third beHef is where we consider the self as "same with the 
universal soul of the world."'^ "It is our intelligence (chaitanya) alone that 
awakens us to the knowledge of the unreality and inanity of gross material 
bodies."'^ This form of pure consciousness which tends towards objectivity is 
itself dependent on the pure consciousness, which alone is real and the absolute 
self of us. 
The fourth belief about the nature of the individual self which is finally 
accepted by Y-V is: 
"There is again a fourth class, who consider themselves and the 
whole world to be as inane as the empty air (or vacuum); they are 
surely the partakers of liberation."''* 
It thus says: 
"Think yourself as the light of sun, and vacuum with all its ten 
sides and the upper and lower regions of space; and that your soul 
is the soul of gods and demigods, and the light of all luminous 
bodies."'^ 
" Know yourself as darkness and the clouds, the earth and seas; and 
the air and fire and dust of the earth, and as the whole world to be 
combined inthee."'^ 
"He is right, who beholds what they call the three worlds to be but 
parts of his self, and have been rolling about him as the waves of 
the sea."'^ 
"If you are wise, know you derive every thing from this Chit - the 
universal Intellect; or else all gifts of fortune are as useless to you as 
the offering of butter on ashes: (which cannot consume it, or make a 
burnt offering of it to the gods)."'^ 
"1 am the fragrance of flowers, and the hue of their leaves; I am 
the figure of all the forms, and the perception of perceptibles."'^ 
Thus, the absolute nature of individual self which is finally accepted by 
the Y-V is: I am whole universe and am existing in a state of subtle etherie void 
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because I am beyond the mind and the senses. I am everything in the universe. 
I am sky. I am the directions. I am gods, I am demons, I am all the worlds. I am 
sacrifice. I am darkness, clouds, oceans, air, fire, etc. All that exists in the 
universe is a portion of myself, as the waves of an ocean are of the ocean. I am 
consciousness in the sun, in all creatures, living and non-living, gods or 
demons. I am fragrance in flowers; I am the beauty of leaves and flowers. I am 
beauty of beauties and I am the experience behind all forms. 
The true and absolute nature of individual self, according to Y-V too, 
can be attained through the practice of yoga. This yoga is a process along two 
lines, namely, denial of individuality which is the same as limitation and 
imperfection. And other, affirmation of the Self, which is perfection and peace. 
As our individuality does not consist only of intellect but also of feeling and 
activity, so the supreme self is conceived of as being beyond all intellection, 
feeling and volition etc. 
So, therefore, the absolute essential character of individual self of Y-V is 
very similar and identical with the nature of individual self of BG. Both are 
identical in being of monistic type. 
To know the status of phenomenal world in the BG, it is necessary to 
understand the nature of maya. The creation, maintenance and destruction of 
the world is done by Iswara. Iswara as saguna or Purushottam (Qualified God) 
is both being and non-being. Maya is power oi' Iswara that produces the 
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universe by means of Iwo elements; prakrti and purusa, or matter and 
consciousness. It is mayd (higher and lower) of God. Thus, Lord Krsna speaks, 
"Though (I am) unborn, and My self (is) imperishable, though (I 
am) the lord of all creatures, yet establishing Myself in My own 
nature, I came into (empiric) being through My power (mayd).''^^ 
Therefore, Iswara takes to himself the potentiality of Brahma and creates 
the wa;^ fl which is power of Iswara. Gradually mayd comes to mean the lower 
prakrti and purusa is said to be seed which Iswara casts into the womb of 
prakrti for the creation of the universe. The mayd is therefore the power of his 
self-manifestation or self-becoming. Iswara involves himself in mayd and 
through it accepts form. Thus BG says, 
"The Lord abides in the hearts of all beings, O Arjuna, causing 
them to turn round by His power as if they were mounted on a 
machine."^^ 
Everythings come out from the womb of God. He determines and 
controls all beings as the operator of a machine. BG holds that this world is 
real. It is not like dream. The empirical self and the matter are his nature. One 
is the transcendental nature which we specify as Self and other is the lower 
nature which we specify as the material world. Both are the natures of God. 
Error arises from a misconception of the relation of God to them. It is due to 
mdyd that the God creates the world. God is the indestructible seed from which 
world comes and to which ultimately it reduces itself.^ ^ 
"Know Me, O Partha (Arjuna), to be the eternal seed of all 
existence. I am the intelligence of the intelligent; I am the 
splendour of the splendid."^ '* 
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"(I am) the goal, the upholder, the lord, the witness, the abode, the 
refuge and the friend. (I am) the origin and the dissolution, the 
ground, the resting place and the imperishable seed."^ ^ 
So, according to the BG, God is endless seed of all life. He is cause, 
origin and source of all things. He does not create out of non-being but through 
His own being. The world of being and non-being exists in him in a stable 
form. The transcendental nature of the supreme is consistent with living and the 
non-living world partaking of his being. 
The BG accepts the theory of causation called Satkaryavada.-' It is 
affirmation of causation. The effect exists in material cause even before it is 
produced. Thus, the world is true and real and is by no means imaginary. 
The concept of world, according to Y-V, is that it is a manifestation of 
mind. It is a system of ideas, a play of mentation. Everything is creature of the 
mind as dream-experiences are. The whole philosophy of Y-V is based upon 
the Kalpanavada (Idealism). It holds that the physical world which we 
perceive, does not exist. It just accidentally happens in every individual mind at 
a particular time and appears as real. But in reality there is no existence of 
phenomenal world. It is only an illusion as the perception of the mirage or the 
nature of gandharvanagara or a picture in the sky etc. It is only like a dream 
perception. It is mere illusion, not by any means real. Of the many powers of 
the Absolute, one is the creative power, which is called by Y-V as the spanda-
sakti (the power of movement). The existence of the phenomenal world is due 
to the spanda-sakti of the Absolute. It is called by various names, such as the 
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sankalpa-sakti, (the Divine will), the jagan-maya (world-illusion), prakrti 
(Nature), etc. Thus, according to Y-V, as the imaginative power of a man 
spreads out the world of his fancy, so does the creative power of the Absolute 
spreads out this objective world.^ '^ It is on account of this power being inherent 
in the Absolute that every conscious centre is creative.^^ 
The material world is manifestation of spanda-sakti (the power of 
movement). The mind is synonymous and identical with the spanda-sakti of the 
Absolute. It is called maya because, on account of it, the real (self) appears as 
unreal (as if non-existence) and the unreal (the objective world) as real. It is 
called prakrti (the root cause of objective forms) on account of its being the 
source of all objects of experience.^^ So, Y-V holds, 
"The thing called the world was never produced, nor is it in being 
nor in actual appearance. It is as the form of bracelet in gold, 
which it is not difficult to alter and reduces to its gross metallic 
state."^' 
Further, it speaks, 
"As a barren woman has no son nor a mirage any water in it; and as 
the firmament has no plant growing in it, so there is no such thing 
which we erroneously call the world."^° 
There are many places in Y-V where the world is compared to so many 
unreal objects like the woman in dream, colour of the sky, a beautiful garden in 
picture, or the sun and the fire in a painting. The world is totally illusion, not 
real. It is only manifestation of mind. It appears as real, but is not real. Its 
reality is same as the reality of objects in dream. Thus, according to Y-V, 
"This world is produced from mind, and likens to the waters of the 
mirage. It manifests itself in the forms of its fleeting thoughts. 
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which are as false as the appearance of secondary moon in the 
vapours."'" 
"The mind has no other image than that (of a receptacle and 
reflector of the ideas) of the visible world, which, I repeat to say, is 
no new creation, (but reflection of mind)."''^  
"The visible world is situated in an atom of the great mind in the 
same manner as the germ of the lotus plant is contained within its 
seed."" 
"The representation of any object whether it is real or unreal is 
mind, and that is to be known as Brahma the great father of all."^ "^  
So, according to Y-V, the manifestation of an objective world within a 
mind proceeds by way of materialization and externalization of ideas in the 
form of things. It is desire of mind to enjoy the particular objects. This process 
can be well understood by the study of the phenomena of dreams. The rise of 
an objective world is the same in the case of a dream. The dynamic force 
behind the manifestation of all objects in one's experience is the desire to be 
something, which the creative imagination supplies forthwith. The world 
around us is the reflection of our thought. The Y-V asserts that the phenomenal 
world has no existence and is nothing but the ideation of mind. Although mind 
is not anything different and separate from the Absolute Brahma, yet it is the 
Brahma itself manifesting as a creative agent. 
Thus, against a more_realist^c view of world in Bha^avad-GTta, Y-V 
declares the Vedantic view of thinking the phenomenal world as being maya 
and mdya itself as the power of Iswara. Everything comes out from the womb 
of Brahma and ultimately reduces itself to the same. Although Y-V believes 
that mdya is creative force of phenomenal world, ultimately, the final cause is 
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none but the Brahman. If the ordinary people perceived the phenomenal world 
as real, that is due only to their power of imagination or, in other words, due to 
mdyd. The BG, moreover, accepts the theory of causation called Satkaryavada 
in which material cause exists before its production. Therefore, it holds that the 
world is real and true. It is not imaginary. But, Y-V accepts the theory of 
acosmism or Ajata-vdda (non-production). It holds that there is nothing like a 
cause for there is nothing like effect. Since the matter does not exist, the 
problem of its causation does not arise. It is mind that is responsible for 
everything like cause and effect. 
II. The Concepts of Action and Renunciation of Action 
In the Bhagavad-Gitd, there are two independent paths to attain the 
salvation. One is the Samkhya path or the sanyasa which is the path of 
abandoning all worldly affairs or actions. The other way is called the path of 
karma-yoga, which means not giving up worldly actions but continuing to 
perform them without desires and motives. One is the attitude of knowledge of 
the ascetic school and other is the attitude of action of the Yogis. According to 
BG, there are some who have a vision of self through contemplation and there 
are others who succeed through karma-yoga. Thus, it says: 
"O, blameless One, in this world a two-fold way of life has been 
taught of yore by Me, the path of knowledge for men of 
contemplation and that of works for men of action."^^ 
"By meditation some perceive the Self in the self by the self; 
others by the path of knowledge and still others by the path of 
works."^^ 
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Of these two paths, however, BG's own preference is for the path of 
works. This is so because the performance of actions is inevitable and 
unavoidable. It indeed goes so far as say that no human being has a choice 
between performing and not performing actions. According to it, 
"For no one can remain even for a moment without doing work, 
every one is made to act helplessly by the impulse born of 
nature."" 
"Do thou thy allotted work, for action is better than inaction; even 
the maintenance of thy physical life cannot be effected without 
action."^* 
No one indeed can live without action even for a moment. The body and 
mind complex is constituted of the gunas (qualities) of prakrti (nature), and 
these are in constant motion. If one tries to avoid action, his life would become 
impossible. The performance of action is required for material needs as long as 
one lives. From the absolute point of view, the way to salvation in BG is the 
way of disinterested action. Renunciation of the fruit of action is essential 
component oi karma-yoga of the BG's conception. The renunciation of action 
means the renunciation of desire. It is possible with self-effort and self-
knowledge. The work of the highest category are those that may bring about 
our emancipation. All knowledge and every relation in the universe are simply 
the results of action. Right conduct is that which leads to God-realization. 
Wrong action or bad conduct is one which prevents such realization. Nothing 
can be gained by the giving up of action. The control of the senses is necessary 
to perform 'disinterested action' and to realize the Highest Bliss. The 
attachment of the physical world and desire is the ultimate cause of bondage. 
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BG proclaimed that true renunciation consists in the renunciation of the 
pleasure-motivated actions. True sacrifice is the sacrifice of one's interest. If 
any one performs action with interest then his action leads to bondage. 
Absolute freedom of self cannot be attained without action and effort, but it 
should be desireless. To act for the attainment of freedom is necessary to the 
service of society. To act without any personal motive is the worship of God. If 
action is done without a selfish motive and not for pleasure's sake, it will have 
no binding force. The liberated ones are ever actively engaged in acts of 
universal welfare.^^ 
BG puts great emphasis on the performance of actions for the welfare of 
others. It provides us with a new and brilliant definition of the meaning of 
renunciation {sanyasa) and renunciant {sanyasin). In the traditional 
understanding, the sanyasin was one who renounced social and family 
obligations to dedicate himself to the quest for liberation {moksa). Such persons 
no longer see themselves as part of the society. But BG speaks of the nature of 
true renunciant in thus wise: 
"He who does the work which he ought to do without seeking its 
fruit, he is the samnyasin, he is the yogin, not he who does not light 
the sacred fire, and performs no rites." ° 
"What they call renunciation, that know to be disciplined activity, O 
Pandava (Arjuna), for no one becomes a yogin who has not 
renounced his (selfish) purpose."'" 
"It is indeed impossible for any embodied being to abstain from 
work altogether. But he who gives up the fruit of action, he is said 
to be the relinquisher.'"'*^ 
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Therefore, according to the .B.G, the heart of renunciation is not 
inactivity, but the performance of non-seifish action. Neither the renunciation 
of obligatory actions in society nor the giving up of traditional forms of 
worship makes one a sanyasin (renunciant). The renunciant is one who can be 
active in the physical world without desire for personal rewards. 
The situation is however different in the case of those who have realized 
their true self. For such people, action ceases to be of any importance or 
significance. 
"But the man whose delight is in the Self alone, who is content 
with the Self, who is satisfied with the Self, for him there exists no 
work that needs to be done."^^ 
According to EG, for the self-absorbed, the self-satiated, and the self-
contained, there remains nothing to be done. Naturally, they are interested 
neither in doing nor in not doing actions; they have no axe to grind in the world 
and yet they/caiyperform action. Their actions are free from desire and without 
interest. By doing such works in a state of perfect detachment and 
disinterestedness, they reach the desired end. In the path of liberation, 
detachment from one's own outer self is the first step. The detachment from all 
external relationships either with the people, kith and kin and things of the 
world is the next step. Detachment from the very concept of God and the idea 
and desire of attaining salvation is the final step. When one becomes 
completely free from all manners and modes of attachment, even attachment 
with God, one becomes truly qualified to enter the world of eternal freedom. 
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One can then perform any kinds of actions, whether good or bad, in as much as 
he is not affected by it. 
Therefore, the ethics of the BG is the ethics of activism and 
perfectionism. It is not the ethics of inaction or renunciation of action. 
Renunciation of fruits of action is true renunciation or sanyasa or tyaga. 
On the other side, Y-V is clearly in favour of the performance of action 
but with knowledge. It holds that action and knowledge both are equally 
necessary for spiritual development. No one can attain the highest bliss without 
them. As a bird cannot fly with a single wing, action alone or knowledge alone 
cannot produce the salvation. Y-V proclaimed that the action is absolutely 
mental expression, not physical. So, the action is not to be understood only as 
the physical action manifested through the physical body towards physical 
objects. It is only external expression. The real action is willing which is 
mental. The seed of action is manah-spanda (the vibration of the will). The 
physical activities are only the various sides of mental willing. It is the mental 
change that really fructifies into the action. Thus, Y-V says: 
"It is the activity of the mind which forms its thoughts and 
intentions, which are the roots or seed of actions; and it is its 
passivity, which is the recipient of their results."'*'* 
"As there is no difference in the essence of fire and heat; so there is 
no difference whatever between mind and its activity, and so 
betwixt the mind and soul."'*^  
Further, Y-V holds the identity between person (purusa) and action 
{karma). There is no difference between purusa and karma. Karma is purusa 
and purusa is karma, it says. 
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According to Y-V, all actions as such do not bind us. The binding 
element in an action is desire (vasana). If an action, whether physical or 
mental, is not coloured with desire, its result does not affect. All actions 
become fruitless for the individual when they are performed with no desire for 
any result for oneself. The desireless action never brings any fruit to the 
performer. The essence of actions which binds an individual to their results, is 
desire and attachment with the physical objects. Therefore, all actions of an 
ignorant man bind him to their fruits. Because he performs them with a desire 
and personal motive. The wise people do not perform an action with desire and 
do not therefore suffer its consequences.'*' 
The pivot of all action is the mind, ll is cause of alK\ Those who have 
attained the annihilated mind through the process of yoga can be free from all 
actions and suffering. Thus, those who have control over the mind and senses, 
they are not bound with action and its fruits. Therefore, the road to freedom 
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from action is the freedom from desire, craving or willing. 
Further, according to Y-V, the attitude of a liberated person is summed 
up in three words: he is a great doer, great enjoyer and great renouncer. He can 
live in this world and perform all actions and yet never gets affected by them. 
He can be externally busy in this world but internally quite free. This is the 
character of self-knower and liberated man."*^  
Y-V does not believe in the renunciation of action or worship of God for 
self-realization or liberation. Like BG, it holds that no one can live without 
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action even for a single moment. Inactive person is like dead. According to it, 
how can anyone live without action when life is action andjhgught is action, 
too. When even living and thinking are actions, it is not possible for any living 
being to give up actions. It is also not necessary for spiritual development. A 
man can give up his desires, not actions. Y-V stresses on self-effort and self-
realization as the chief means of liberation. For it, there is no necessity for 
anyone to take bath in river or go to forest. Neither is he required to give up 
worldly duties or the busy home life. The actual renunciation, according to Y-
V, is not that anyone should run away from anything. Indeed, it is impossible 
for anyone to give up all things as long as he is in the world. The actual 
renunciation is only at mental level. A man cannot achieve liberation until his 
mind is not already at peace. The mental peace is not found in forest or in 
performance of ritual deeds. It resides in every individual. It can be attained 
only through self-knowledge and by one's own effort. The complete 
renunciation means thinking beyond the concept of mine and thine.^° A 
liberated man performs any kind of action without care of its consequences. 
The most liberated kings ruled over their kingdoms and gave the benefit of 
their wisdom to others and acted for the welfare of society. Thus, according to 
Y-V, the meaning of renunciation of action is the renunciation of desire or 
mind. It is possible through self-knowledge and personal effort. 
Therefore, the conception of action and renunciation of action of Y-V is 
nearly identical with BG. 
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III. Freedom of Will 
In the Bhagavad'Gita, the concept of freedom of will is very important. 
The central nia^ge of BG is the call for the development of all that is 
potential in human personality. The concepts of the human personality and 
destiny as described by the BG is comprehensive and tolerant. It emphasized 
that the man by his nature is not merely a rational, political or social animal 
but, is essentially spiritual. The aim of human life is the successive satisfaction 
of desires. The final goal is of course the attainment of maximum pleasure or 
balance of pleasure over pain. The main source of human pleasure and pain is 
senses. BG tells that the aspirant can achieve the highest pleasure by control 
over the senses. It emphasized on develop of self-control, even as it speaks of 
''atma samyama yoga."^^ The aspirant can develop the self-control and control 
over senses through knowledge and effort. Self-control is the first step 
necessary for the development of human personality. It is root of all virtues. 
The sense organs of man have each a natural function. They are governed by 
the mind. Each sense discharges its duties. The BG says that the aspirant 
should bring them under the control of a governing mind.^ ^ 
Further, it holds that the empirical soul acts according to its own nature. 
It has no freedom. Impelled by desire and anger, it often commits the sin. Acts 
are done automatically as it were, under the compelling force of the lower 
nature of the individual. BG says. 
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"The Lord abides in the hearts of all beings, O Arjuna, causing 
them to turn round by His power as if they were mounted on a 
machine."" 
The question that arises here is if all acts are governed by nature, where 
is individual's freedom? If the freedom of will is denied there does not remain 
any distinction between the virtue and vice. Freedom denied to the individual 
implies the denial of his morality as well. 
The BG recognizes the self as being higher than an entity with 
mechanical determination. From the ethical point of view, every individual is a 
free agent. But the two great enemies of the free will are desire and anger. If 
ja^one escapes from these two no sin is committed. BG clearly speaks: 
"This is craving, this is wrath, bom of the mode of passion, all 
devouring and most sinful. Know this to be the enemy here."^ '* 
Therefore, BG has declared that man should endeavour for his own 
inspiration. He is both his friend and his enemy. One who has controlled his 
lower nature is one's true kith and kin and one who has failed to know his real 
nature, is his virtual enemy. 
"Let a man lift himself by himself; let him not degrade himself; 
for the Self alone is the friend of the self and the Self alone is the 
enemy of the self"^ ^ 
"For him who has conquered his (lower) self by the (higher) Self 
his Self is a friend but for him who has not possessed his (higher) 
Self, this very Self will act in enmity, like an enemy."^^ 
According to BG, attachment and hatred are two enemies of human 
liberation. One who has control over the senses through his own effort can be 
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free from these enemies. Without self-control there can never be integration 
with one's own self. In BG, Yoga is the best method for the realization of God 
and the self. It says: 
"Yoga is hard to attain, I agree, by one who is not self-controlled; 
but by the self-controlled it is attainable bv striving through 
proper means."" 
The attainment of a stable mind requires constant practice. It is practice 
with patience that can give us a strong will. Through dispassion and constant 
practice one can gradually gain control of the senses and mind. To practice 
control without dispassion is dangerous. It will not be effective. The feeling for 
renunciation results also from devotion to the Lord and not merely from self-
effort. Devotion to the Lord is necessary. Complete devotion to the Lord 
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separates us away from all other vices. Hence, BG puts devotion along with 
self-effort as a primary means for controlling passions. 
Further, BG holds that being endowed with a free will, the individual 
self should not suffer his senses to reveal him and land him into a false identity 
with the not-self. For any act to be actualized five factors are essential, namely, 
base, agent, instrument, motive and providence. Providence by itself is 
powerless, but it makes its contribution to the assemblage of the other factors. 
From these and other statements in the BG the freedom of will is established. 
At the end of his discourse to Arjuna, Lord Krsna remarked: I have told you the 
most secret truths, now you are free to act as you decide yourself. 
"Thus has wisdom more secret than all secrets, been declared to 
thee by Me. Reflect on it fully and do as thou choosest."^^ 
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Therefore, freedom c)f will is an accepted principle in the BG. There are 
texts to imply that irrespective of what is done by God, it is through his ego-
sense that a man makes himself to be the doer. The empirical self is no better 
than a wire-pulled puppet in the divine hands. The Self is in reality the actor 
but owing to the play of the maya the individual self thinks itself to be the doer. 
The whole scripture is based on this fundamental concept. On account of mayd 
Xjod becomes saguna. In this situation the empirical self is free to decide for 
itself to remain in the bondage of personality or to break and realize its absolute 
impersonal character. It is free aspirant alone who considers himself an 
instrument of divine will and performs all his duties in that spirit of self-
surrender. In this way, the aspirant becomes one with the divine. Knowledge 
makes him realize that all the activities he does do not belong to him but to the 
gunas. This state brings freedom. He is free but due to ignorance he relates 
himself with gunas and thereby suffers pleasure, pain and indifference.^ *^  
Thus, the BG lays great stress on the liberty and freedom of human will. 
The message of BG is that God has endowed man with free will, and has 
enabled him to choose the good in the presence of evil by his effort.^ ' 
In the Y-V, the concept of free-will or human effort is the pivot of its 
whole philosophy. In other words, we can say that the whole philosophy of Y-
V is nothing but a vigorous plea in favour of human effort. Human effort 
means straining towards betterment, even liberation of the self The BG does 
not refer to this concept in so many clear-cut words; yet one can understand the 
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germs of that concept in the argument for the karmayoga. Moreover, the 
argument there is more from a social point of view though the observations that 
renunciation of action is not desirable and is almost impossible for the 
individual clearly suggest affirmation of free will. The Y-V, too, argues in the 
same vein, yet it's is a more powerful plea. It holds that the human effort is 
more powerful than destiny. Destiny is nothing but mere imagination of 
layman. Human effort or power of free-will is the activity of mind and the limb 
in accordance with the instruction of the god. Y-V has, in the chapter dealing 
with those who desire release (mumuksu), praised the worth of effort, and laid 
down the firm proposition that with effort everything is ultimately achieved. It 
is due to effort (paurusa) not by chance, that Indra, Visnu, Siva, Brahma etc. 
have attained to godhood.^ ^ 
Man is responsible for what he is. Y-V believes that if any man has to 
achieve anything either in this physical world or beyond of this, that would 
depend upon his self-effort or will power. 
Y-V is great opponent of the belief in fate or destiny. The first thing that 
an aspirant must do is to be self-reliant and earnest in determining his own 
destiny by his own efforts. According to it, every individual is wholly 
responsible for his present status. It believes in complete self-determination and 
the strength of every individual to overcome his miserable dilemma or to 
achieve anything he wants in the realm of the physical world or beyond. Fate or 
destiny is not a reality other than the result of our own previous actions which 
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every person is bound to have, but is at same time quite free to modify by his 
present efforts. 
At the end of discussion one should also remember that all efforts are 
not productive of a particular result. There are some which are most 
appropriate for the purpose and others which are not. It will be a mere waste of 
time and energy if wrong efforts are made in wrong direction. Y-V thus says: 
"Human exertions are either lawful or unlawful; the former 
leading to success, and the latter to dangerous consequence."" 
"Therefore, let man diligently apply himself first to (the 
cultivation of) his reason, and then investigate into the works of 
abstruse spiritual knowledge." '^* 
"Those who do not set their hearts to acts according to the 
dictates of the sastras, but exert themselves otherwise to gain 
(their ends), are accursed as mad men for their vain attempts."^' 
"By learning the Sastras well from boyhood, by keeping 
company with good, and by possession of good qualities, as also 
by diligent application, a man is sure to gain his object."''^  
Thus, anyone who is cultivating action through his own effort without 
concern of scripture, teacher, or company of good people etc., cannot attain 
desirable end. Indra, Brahma, Visnu, Siva, or the sages like Sukra have attained 
Highest Bliss through their right effort {paurusa). The will-power is developed 
mainly in three ways, viz. the way of scripture, way of spiritual teacher and 
way of one's own self. The scripture gives the direction about the right object. 
The teacher advises regarding the right method that is desirable and likely to 
succeed. The self always yearns and finds its way through the greater effort. 
Therefore, the power of will is real force in life and there is noting like destiny, 
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according Y-V. In the BG, the concept of free-will is not described as clearly as 
in Y-V. But both books emphasise on the self-effort and self-knowledge in 
their own ways. 
IV. The Concepts of Sthita-prajnd and Liberation: 
In Indian view a man is bound by his action and he is liberated by his 
knowledge. Action means here sakama-karma or the action that is performed to 
fulfill some desire. On the other hand is the niskama-karma or desireless-action 
that leads to the liberation. The Bhagavad-Gitd does not preach renunciation of 
action, but renunciation of attachment to action and desire for its fruit. It 
advocates both performance of action through knowledge and sanyasa and 
tydga as means for attainment of freedom from the consequences of one's 
action. Both these are characteristic of a true karma yogi. The true sanyasin is 
one who does his work without seeking the fruit of his actions, not the one who 
gives up activity of life. '^ According to BG, the root cause of bondage is 
attachment and the cause of attachment is the gunas.^^ Sattva is the principle of 
purity, illumination and freedom from sickness. It binds the soul with 
happiness and knowledge.^ ^ Rajas stands for passion that is born out of trishna 
(thirst or intense desire). It binds the soul through attachment with action.^ " 
Tamas is darkness and the crudeness in man. It is bom of ignorance and is the 
cause of delusion. It binds the soul through recklessness, carelessness, laziness 
and sleep. '^ The senses play a very important role in the development of 
attachment. The individual, thinking of sense-objects, develops attachment 
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with them. From attachment are born various desires. From desires arise anger. 
From anger comes delusion, and from delusion arises confusion of memory. 
From confusion of memories comes loss of intelligence and when intelligence 
is lost the breath of life is also lost.'^ Desire for the fruit of one's actions is 
responsible for man's bondage to the cycle of birth and death. Man's right is to 
act only, not to think about the fruit of his actions.'•^ Therefore, giving up all 
attachment, he should perform his work.''' As the ignorant acts with attachment 
so do the wise without attachment. Thus ignorance is the root cause of 
bondage and freedom from it is cause of liberation. 
B.G. Tilak explains: 
"Lifeless Karma by itself does not either bind or release anybody; 
that man is bound by Karma as a result of his Hope for Fruit, or by 
his own Attachment; and that, when this attachment has been got 
rid of, a man stands released, notwithstanding that he may be 
performing action by his extemal organs."'^ 
Further, the BG explains that action does not bind us when it is 
performed in accordance with swa-dharma or castQ-dharma. Even Krsna 
performs action for the sake of humanity. The service of humanity is worship 
of God. To act selflessly and impersonally for the sake of the other people and 
God is the course recommended by Krsna in BG.^' 
Y-V's view about the cause of bondage is similar with the concept of 
bondage of BG. According to Y-V, the subject of individuality is involved in 
the chain of birth and rebirth from beginningless time due to his own karma 
(action). There is indeed no difference between karma and paurusa. Karma is 
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paurusa and paurusa is karma. They are not two entities but one - identical and 
same. Willing or thinking is also kind of action. Whenever the action is 
performed with desire or willing it leads to bondage and rebirth. But when it is 
performed without desire or willing, that course leads to liberation. Y-V has 
thrown light on several aspects of cause of bondage which have been already 
discussed under the title of 'Nature and Cause of Bondage' in fourth chapter. It 
is similar and almost identical in comparison with the view of BG. There are 
different causes of bondage, namely, desire, self-limitation, wrong belief, idea 
of ego, avidya, ignorance of the true nature of self, attachment with fruits, etc. 
The avidya, bandha, mayd, moha are synonymous to bondage. The Sat is 
Highest Reality, it is neither light nor darkness. The same Sat becomes jiva 
which in turn become manas. It is mind which creates the false river in the 
mirage or the samkalpanagara or the gandharvanagara. Mind is real creator 
(karta) and source of the samsdra. The minds attached to the samsara cannot 
attain the liberation. When mind is absolutely free from attachment, it is called 
liberation. This state of mind is called mindless experience. Therefore, Y-V 
clearly explains that bondage is nothing but functioning of the mind. 
The BG has explained the means of liberation. The control over the 
senses and mind is the cause of liberation. Those who have control over mind 
and sense-organs are completely free from the feelings of attraction and 
repulsion. They can attain the purity of self and finally liberation. When the 
purity of self is attained, all miseries disappear.^^ 
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"He unto whom all desires enter as waters into the sea, which, 
though ever being filled is ever motionless, attains to peace and 
not he who hugs his desires."^' 
"He who abandons all desires and acts fiee from longing, 
without any sense of mineness or egotism, he attains to 
peace."*" 
The essence of message of the BG is summed up into three words: 
swadharma, lokasamgraha and yoga. These are three important aspects of 
liberation. The means for the attainment of the liberation prescribed in the BG 
are following: 
The wise after the liberation should never desire to acquire the fruit of 
his action. He should be free from kama, krodha, lobha and moha.' He 
should be beyond the dualities (pleasure and pain) and be satisfied with 
whatever he gets. He should not be moved either by pain or by pleasure. He 
should have full control over his sense organs whether internal or external. He 
should be exclusively devoted to the Lord and every action of his should be for 
the sake of the Lord.*'* 
He should surrender himself to Lord with devotion and faith.*^ He 
should acquire knowledge and realise the true nature of the Lord.*^ He should 
be happy within himself, and feel the identity of his empirical self with the 
87 
Lord. He should be pure, take light food, restrain his speech, body and manas; 
he should be constantly engaged in meditation and be fully devoted to non-
OQ 
attachment. He should try to acquire the discipline of mind and body in such a 
way that he should definitely remember Him along at the time of death.*^ 
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Y-V's view of the means of attaining liberation is on similar lines. 
According to it, liberation cannot be attained by living in forest or by being 
away from human society or busy home life. It cannot be attained by 
undergoing penances or by performance or renunciation of any particular 
action. It cannot be achieved by undergoing any prescribed rules of discipline 
of any sect, by pilgrimage to the sacred places, by making religious gifts or by 
bathing in sacred rivers. It cannot be attained by learning or by concentration of 
the mind, by some kinds of yogic deeds or by obeying the orders of a 
preceptor. It cannot be attained by worshipping a god, by good luck, or by 
religious acts, or by help and kindness of friends and relations. For attaining 
liberation there is no other source than self-knowledge. The self-knowledge can 
be acquired through one's own efforts at right thinking, company of good 
people and study of sdstras. 
Knowledge, according to Y-V, is not merely an intellectual persuasion. 
One must rather live by it. In order to know well we have to feel well. To know 
the absolute truly we have to expand into the absolute. The methods of this 
expansion into the absolute is by shaking off our limitations. The breaking of 
the bonds of individuality is called 'yoga' by Y-V. It is method of self-
realization. There are seven stages of self-realization. It is a progressive path of 
evolution of individual consciousness into the Absolute. It can be achieved by 
desire of goodness, by reasoning, by purity of mind, by the self-reliance, by the 
worldly apathy, by the power of abstraction and by the generalization of all in 
one. If any aspirant follows all these in gradual manner, he can thereby attain 
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the knowledge of Absolute. Only absolute knowledge can remove all kinds of 
limitation. 
According to BG, on the other hand, the aspirant can achieve liberation 
through any one of three paths, namely, knowledge, devotion and action. All 
paths lead to the same goal. Through the purification of mind and negation of 
egoism, the individual becomes one with the supreme. This is the final good for 
the realization of which various path have been laid down and indicated. The 
individual can select the path to freedom which best suits his individual case. 
The BG says: 
"On Me alone fix thy mind, let thy understanding dwell in Me. 
In Me alone shalt thou live thereafter. Of this there is no 
doubt."'° 
"If, however, thou art not able to fix thy thought steadily on Me, 
then seek to reach Me by the practice of concentration, O Winner 
of wealth (Arjuna)."" 
"If thou art unable even to seek by practice, then be as one 
whose supreme aim is My service; even performing actions for 
My sake, thou shalt attain perfection."^^ 
"If thou art not able to do even this, then taking refuge in My 
disciplined activity, renounce the fruit of all action, with the self 
subdued."^^ 
"Better indeed is knowledge than the practice (of concentration); 
better than knowledge is meditation; better than meditation is the 
renunciation of the fruit of action; on renunciation (follows) 
immediately peace." '^' 
Every path of spiritual culture is accorded the place of honour in the BG. 
Sometimes one particular path receives the priority of emphasis, sometimes the 
other. For example in the verses 24 and 25 of chapt. XIll it is said clearly that 
some by the way of devotion, some by way of action, some by way of 
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contemplation and some by way of knowledge, achieve liberation and get rid of 
the cycle of rebirth. 
"^ \ B G uses various terjng^fbt^the concept of liberation. Some of 
^•(aetionlessness), wigum 
( muktil (freedom), noiskarmyaj (disinterested action), /' h 
d tigunamirit (transcendence over the gunas), 
(freedom from the\tiXQ3-^!^nas), Brahmabhava (the being of Brtihman) and 
kaivalya (non-dualistic state) etc. These various terms refer to the same state of 
mind. This state represents the highest achievement of human existence. It is 
highest form of good in which unity of the finite with the infinite is established. 
This ultimate state is specified as perfection, the Highest Peace etc. In this state 
of experience, the individual enjoys of the oneness of all. It is Absolute 
Experience: 
"He whose self is harmonized by yoga seeth the Self abiding in 
all beings and all beings in the Self; everywhere he sees the 
same. 
"He who sees Me every where and sees all in Me; I am not lost to 
him nor is he lost to Me."'^ 
Thus, if the seeker performs action without any interest, then he can 
realize oneness in all beings. He can feel beyond the pleasure and pain. 
Without self-knowledge disinterested action cannot be truly performed. 
"Knowledge as a sacrifice is greater than any material sacrifice, 
O scourage of the foe (Arjuna), for all works without any 
exception culminate in wisdom."^ ^ 
Further, the BG explains the character of liberated man. Such a man 
cannot be affected by any kind of action and its consequences as long as he 
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lives in the world. For the jivan-mukta there is nothing avoidable or acceptable. 
While he appears to be intensely busy in the world activities, internally, he 
keeps perfect peace of mind. He rests contented in himself. Such a one is 
termed 'Sthita-prajna^ (stabilized intellect). 
"When a man puts away all the desires of his mind, O Partha 
(Arjuna), and when his spirit is content in itself, then is he called 
stable in intelligence."'* 
Thus, the stabilized intellect is the phenomena of liberation. At this 
stage, the liberated one is ever self-contented and detached. There is no 
indifference towards what he is given and there is no concern about the not 
given. He does not take interest in sense-object as a pleasure seeker. There is 
no conflict between his conduct and the conduct of others. He is devoid of the 
sense of egoity. He has nothing to acquire and nothing to lose for his life. In 
fact, he does nothing while doing everything. He transcends truth and non-
truth. He is above the code of morals. He is free from effect of his deeds. 
Hence actions good or bad performed l3y him produce no bondage of birth and 
death. He has no rules to follow. He is free from pleasure and pain, anger and 
fear etc. He acts for the good of others which flow from his very nature.'^ 
As in BG, Y-V, too, holds that the liberation is the realization of one's 
identity with the Absolute, Infinite Self and thus getting absolved from all 
limitations and sufferings. The dissolution of mind (individuality) through 
detachment from all desires is called moksa (liberation) by the philosophers 
who have seen the self. It holds that having come to know the world to be an 
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illusion, if one becomes indifferent tpUhe objects of enjoyment, and stays 
without desires, this state is called nirvanaJAccord'mg to Y-V, the extinction of 
the mind is like the extinction oTthe flame of a lamp. When the mind is 
absolutely free from the fluctuation and experience, it is called mokso or 
liberation. Mind is the self with samkalpa. Moksa }s freedom from mind 
through freedom from samkalpa. Liberation is that state of existence when 
there is no taste for the objective world, when it no longer interests us, and 
therefore no desire for it arises in us. When the world drops down wholly from 
our consciousness, we are liberated. Y-V says: 
"He is called the mukta or liberated, who finds no delight either in 
the movement or phenomenal (i.e. either in his mental functions); 
but remains as quiet and quite aloof from all as the intangible 
vacuum."'°° 
Thus, while in BG there are three means of liberation, namely; 
knowledge, devotion and action, Y-V insists that only self knowledge is the 
means of liberation. The^  other means are just not relevant. But BG too, though 
it talks of three ways of liberation, it gives great importance to knowledge. 
According to it, without knowledge neither desireless action can be performed 
nor devotion can be accomplished. It holds that the ignorance can be removed 
through knowledge only and knowledge itself precedes self-knowledge. 
Therefore, self-knowledge is the only cause of liberation, both in the Y-V as 
well as in the BG. 
Further, Y-V holds that there are two kinds of liberation, namely sadeha 
and videha. The person who has become liberated from individuality and is yet 
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living is called jivanmukta. After the death of his physical body he enters the 
state of videha-mukti (disembodied liberation). According to Y-V, whether 
embodied or disembodied, both states are productive of unselfishness. One who 
removes his selfishness forever, comes to realize his identity and unity with the 
Absolute Reality, Therefore, both embodied and disembodied are liberated. 
The air is air whether it is at rest or in motion, says Y-V. The essence of 
liberation, according to it, is conscious realization of complete oneness with the 
Brahma. It makes little difference whether this occurs in an embodied state or 
in a disembodied one. The liberated one - whether a man or a woman (Y-V is 
not biased against the fair sex and admits that woman have equal right to be 
liberated) - is the happiest person on the earth. The jivanmukta is neither 
delighted in prosperity nor dejected in deprivation. He is busy in the affairs of 
life but is free from desires. He has nothing to attain, nor has he anything to 
give up. He can rule over the world. He is no longer bound by the universal 
Law of Karma to undergo another birth or experience another objective world 
as a consequence of his thoughts and activities in his life. 
Therefore, both Y-V and the BG are concerned with same problems of 
moksha and nirvana. The problem of Rama in Y-V was also the problem of 
Arjuna in Mahabhdrata. The solution, too, is on similar lines in both the books. 
But whereas the BG, while espousing a pantheistic metaphysics, keeps also a 
side which is devotional and embraces a personal God, in Y-V the pantheism is 
maintained vigorously. Both texts also uphold the theory of going beyond good 
and evil. 
ii 
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